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Who	owns	harley	heaven.

95.417	(CB	Rule	17)	Do	I	identify	my	CB	communications?(a)	You	need	not	identify	your	CB	communications.(b)	[You	are	encouraged	to	identify	your	CB	communicationsby	any	of	the	following	means:(b)	When	you	are	directly	participating	in	emergency	communications,	you	do	not	have	to	comply	with	the	rule	about	lengthof	transmissions	(CB	Rule	16,	Sec.	Inspect	your	tires	regularly	andsee	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer	for	replacements.	Select	Radio.	To	minimize	distraction,	the	radio	only	plays	the	audio	portion	of	the	files.Files	from	Apple	devices	may	be
categorized	as	TV	Show,Movie	or	Music	Video.	After	the	CB	is	turnedon	and	a	channel	has	been	selected,	you	can	leave	the	CBscreen	and	use	other	radio	features	(such	as	listening	to	tunerstations,	making	phone	calls,	using	navigation	features,	orlistening	to	media	files).	95.406	(CB	Rule	6)	Are	there	any	special	restrictionson	the	location	of	my	CB	station?(a)	If	your	CB	station	is	located	on	premises	controlled	by	theDepartment	of	Defense	you	may	be	required	to	comply	withadditional	regulations	imposed	by	the	commanding	officer	ofthe	installation.(b)	If
your	CB	station	will	be	constructed	on	an	environmentallysensitive	site,	or	will	be	operated	in	such	a	manner	as	to	raiseenvironmental	problems,	under	Sec.	See	the	manual	for	yourdevice.2.In	the	radio,	select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.3.See	Figure	64.	Antennas	forthe	tuner	and	CB	are	different.	Voice	RecognitionITEMDESCRIPTIONFunctionsTuner,	media,	phone,	SiriusXM,	navigation	commands	(only	phone	for	4.3)Languages	(oneshot	destinationentry)English	(US),	French	(CA),	Spanish	(MX)(for	North	America	49ST/CAL/CAN
configurations).English	(US/UK),	French	(FR/CA),Spanish	(MX/ES),	German,	Italian,	Portuguese	(for	ENG/HDI-Europe	configurations).Not	supported	for	other	destinations.Languages	(othercommands)English	(US/UK),	French	(FR/CA),Spanish	(MX/ES),	German,	Italian,	Portuguese	(English-only	for	4.3)12	Features	and	SpecificationsSpecialty	services	Game	Zone,	fuel	prices,	weather,	trafficGame	ZoneGame	and	score	alerts,	up	to	seventeamsFuel	pricesUp	to	30	nearest	stations	within	100miles,	sort	by	price/distance/brand,	navigate/call	stationWeather
forecastCurrent,	daily	(3	hour	and	6	hour),	and5-day	forecastWeather	mapRadar,	weather	fronts,	atmosphericpressureTrafficTraffic	navigation	mapping,	rerouting,traffic	alertsPage	31Table	14.	147Displaying.	Status	Bar	IconsICONNAMEFUNCTIONScan	upSystem	is	scanning	up,	briefly	dwelling	oneach	active	frequency	or	media	file.East	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	east.Scan	downSystem	is	scanning	down,	briefly	dwellingon	each	active	frequency	or	media	file.West	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined
thevehicle	is	traveling	west.Seek	upTuner	is	seeking	up	for	the	next	active	frequency.Northeast	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	northeast.Seek	downTuner	is	seeking	down	for	the	next	activefrequency.Northwest	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	northwest.Phone	Signal	StrengthBluetooth-connected	phone	signal	strength(3	bars).Southeast	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	southeast.North	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is
traveling	north.Southwest	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	southwest.South	(direction)Navigation	system	has	determined	thevehicle	is	traveling	south.SEEK42	Basic	OperationPage	61SYSTEM	SETUPom01982Most	settings	are	similar	for	all	radios.	40Icons.	An	auto-replyfeature	can	also	be	configured.	180Intercontenental	Restoration.	Status	Bar	IconsICONNAMEFUNCTIONTable	21.	See	CARE	AND	CLEANING	toproperly	care	for	speakers.	156Selecting	POI.	18TrademarksHarley-Davidson.	105Routing	Call	Audio.
21Station	List.	8Specifications.	Voice	Recognition:	SiriusXM	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONXMPlays	SiriusXM	radio.CHANNEL	Changes	to	selected	channel.	The	Find	feature	can	be	used	to	browse	fordifferent	types	of	media	files	on	USB-connected	media	devicesas	shown	in	Table	29.	Whena	call	is	received,	the	radio	displays	the	call	information	andplays	the	ring	tone.	Whentraffic	is	enabled,	the	map	shows	traffic	flow	and	events	alongthe	currently	selected	route.	When	an	event	(such	as	an	accidentor	lane	closure)	is	discovered	along	the	current
route,	thenavigation	system	notifies	of	the	event	and	may	attempt	toNavigation	175Page	194calculate	an	alternate	route.	Dialing	or	Editing	Emergency	NumberPhone	107Page	126NOTES108	PhonePage	127Some	models	in	select	regions	have	a	CB	module.	12Speed	Volume.	96Making	a	Call:	Emergency	Phone	Number.	Media	Device	SupportDEVICEDEVICES	SUPPORTEDCONNECTIONSiPodiPod	supporting	iAP	Apple	proprietaryconnector.USB	mass	storagedeviceUSB	drive	(FAT16,FAT32,	NTFS,HFS+)	or	SD	card76	MediaFILES	SUPPORTEDAll	iPod
supportedfile	typesDirect	connection	to	MP3,	MP4,	MPEG-4USB	port.	Select	Daily.	165Importing.	Graphical	representations	of	signpostsand	junctions	are	displayed.8.Audio	info:	Displays	the	current	audio	source	along	thebottom	of	the	map.9.Table	37.	97Refresh	Phone	Book.	The	map	is	displayed	in	north	up	orientation	andis	typically	updated	every	12	minutes.	67Seeking	a	Station:	Hand	Control	Switch.	55Keyboard.	37Operation.	151Selecting	Destination.	50Tour-Pak.	SelectDelete	Destination.	For	example,	to	jump	toentries	starting	with	the	letter	'S',select
the	letter	jump	button,	thenselect	'S'	from	the	keyboard.ReorderChanges	the	order	of	the	list	(suchas	sorting	by	distance	or	listing	byalphabetical	order).EditSelect	this	button	to	view	or	editinformation	related	to	the	list	contents.Figure	19.	SeeNAVIGATION,	Route	To	Destination:	Home.SHOWING	A	PLANNED	ROUTEAn	entered	route	can	be	displayed	before	committing	to	theroute.1.When	a	destination	has	been	selected,	select	the	optionbutton	(before	pressing	Go).2.Select	Show	Route.The	map	shows	the	entire	highlightedroute.3.To	commit	to	the	route,
select	the	Back	button	twice.Select	Go.Page	191SIMULATING	A	ROUTEA	route	simulation	can	be	viewed	before	committing	to	theroute.	58Speaker/Headset	Selection.	Pressand	hold	the	scroll	controls	to	rapidly	scroll	through	long	lists.Repeatedly	press	the	multiselect	button	until	the	desiredselection	is	displayed.Refer	to	Table	20.	A	complete	list	of	allsongs	from	the	currently	selected	device,	playlist,	artist	oralbum	are	displayed.3.Select	a	song	from	the	list	to	play.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Menu.80	MediaPage	994.Select	the	information	button	("i")	to	display
informationfor	the	selected	song	or	the	entire	track	list	(such	as	thealbum	for	the	currently	displayed	tracks).Set	media	preset:	With	song	playing,	press	and	hold	one	ofthe	presets.	Select	OK.4.Enter	a	destination	(address,	POI,	recent	destination,saved	location	or	intersection).5.Select	Add.	Fuel	Prices136	SiriusXM1.	Many	screens	have	a	menu	bar	at	the	top	ofthe	screen.	11Text	Message	Auto-Reply.	Check	the	items	to	avoid.	Damage	to	the	radio	due	to	usewithout	this	screen	protector	is	not	covered	under	warranty.The	screen	protector	itself	is	a	serviceable
wear	part	whichcan	be	purchased	at	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer.Wear	or	subsequent	damage	to	the	screen	protector	is	not202	Limited	Radio	Warranty	(Australia)covered	under	warranty.	When	the	vehicle	detects	low	fuel,	the	radioshows	an	alert	and	prompts	with	a	list	of	nearby	gas	stations.The	low	fuel	alert	automatically	displays	even	when	the	radiois	turned	off.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Menu.2.Select	Location.	However,	theMODE/UP/DN	switch	can	be	enabled	or	disabled	through	thesetup	screens.	Media	Compartment:	Other	ModelsPage
47SPEAKERSThe	speaker	types	and	arrangements	are	different	acrossmodels.	84Finding	File:	Song	Title.	11Media.	Anaudio	file	(ID3	tag)	must	be	coded	properly	to	display	on	theradio	as	a	podcast.	100Saving	a	Phone	Book	Contact.	137Trial	Description.	Voice	Recognition:	Navigation	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONREPEAT	INSTRUCTIONSReplays	the	navigation	instructions	for	the	next	turn.ENTER	Begins	entering	destination	information	into	the	address	screen.Example:	When	saying	ENTER	STATE,	the	prompter	responds	with	"Say	the	StateName".
178ePage	240Prompt	Settings.	SiriusXM	CategoriesGAME	ZONEGame	Zone	can	be	set	up	to	trigger	an	alert	when	games	arebroadcasting	or	score	changes	occur	for	your	favorite	teams.The	alerts	provide	an	opportunity	to	tune	to	the	channel	andlisten	to	the	game.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu	>	Game	Zone.2.Select	the	type	of	team	(MLB,	NBA,	and	so	on).	Use	a	dry	MICROFIBERDETAILING	CLOTH	to	dry	the	screen.	164Replacing	the	Intercontinental	Database.	Left	Hand	Control	Audio	FunctionsITEM	ICONNAMEFUNCTIONRight	Hand
Control	Audio	Functionsom016671Home2PreviousMedia:	Previous	media	file./Seek	Down	Tuner:	Tune/seek/next	presetdown.3Next/SeekUpMedia:	Next	media	file.Tuner:	Tune/seek/next	preset	up.4Volume	UpIncreases	volume5VolumedownDecreases	volume286VoiceInitiates	a	voice	recognition	sesRecognition	sion49Toggles	between	current	screenand	Home	screen51673Figure	6.	Command	List	(typical)Figure	135.	21Rear	(Passenger).	Keyless	vehicles	enter/exit	accessory	mode	by	holding	the	triggerswitch.Turning	off	motorcycle:	If	turning	off	the
motorcycle	while	inan	active	phone	call,	the	radio	will	prompt	to	transfer	the	callback	to	the	phone.	If	a	route	is	active,the	system	displays	traffic	events	along	the	route.	162Editing	a	Trip:	Skipping	Next	Waypoint.	Select	View	Prices.	5Tuner.	A	datestamp	for	the	price	data	is	also	displayed.SiriusXM	135Page	154om020091om02036162233541.2.3.4.5.6.Fuel	type/gradeSort	by	distance/brand	name/priceStation/brand	namePriceDistance	to	stationDirection	to	stationFigure	103.	If	a	particular	name	does	not	produce	recognizable	results,	try	synonymsor	other
variations	of	a	POI	command.SHOW	MAPDisplays	the	navigation	map.CANCEL	ROUTE	GUIDANCECancels	the	current	route.190	Voice	RecognitionPage	209Table	47.	Check	local	lawsand	regulations	before	operating	the	CB	radio.	156Route	To	Destination:	Phone	Book.	Holding	the	switch	acceleratesthrough	the	frequencies.	The	EQ	may	be	updated	bythe	dealer	when	adding	new	accessory	speakers	tothe	motorcycle.Select	Navigation.Figure	42.	Passenger	ControlsPage	41Table	18.	If	the	newcall	is	ignored,	the	current	call	continues.Starting	a	new	call	(while
call	is	in	progress):	Using	thekeypad,	contacts	list	or	emergency	phone	number,	initiate	thenew	call.	Engine	Idle	Temperature	Management	System(EITMS)4.	95.418);3.4.the	civil	defense	agency	with	authority	over	the	area	inwhich	your	station	is	located.(b)	You	may	use	your	CB	station	to	transmit	a	tone	signal	onlywhen	the	signal	is	used	to	make	contact	or	to	continue	communications.	63Favorite	(FAV)	Switch.	134Setting	Game	or	Score	Notification.	100Saving	a	Dialed	Phone	Number.	54Speed.	The	radio	calculates	a	route	to	theselected	POI.	Time
elapsed8.	All	items	are	importedas	destinations.	Text	message	setup	(auto-reply)Figure	75.	126Removing	a	Game	Zone	Favorite.	MODE/UP/DOWN	Switch2.	164Option	Menu.	55Global	Page	Settings.	Press	the	PTT	switch	to	transmit	over	CBor	intercom.	If	either	of	the	checkboxes	areselected,	the	team	automatically	becomes	a	favorite.ENABLING	SPORTS	ALERTSSports	Alerts	must	be	enabled	before	the	radio	provides	gameor	score	notifications.If	Sports	Alerts	is	disabled,	all	the	game	and	score	settingsconfigured	for	your	favorite	teams	are	still	retained.
1.1312	of	this	chapter,	before	commencement	ofconstruction.How	to	Operate	a	CB	StationSec.	Inbox	(with	number	of	unread	messages)3.	54Record	a	Trail:	Options	Menu.	Pushthe	door	shut.	Options	for	the	station	are	displayed.a.Route	to	station:	Select	Route/View.	Book	title2.	94Making	a	Call:	Dialing	with	Voice	Recognition.	A	list	ofteams	within	the	selected	league	are	shown.3.Select	a	team	from	the	list.4.To	display	an	alert	whenever	a	game	is	being	broadcastfor	this	team,	check	the	Game	checkbox.5.To	display	an	alert	whenever	a	score	changes	in	a
gamefor	this	team,	check	the	Score	checkbox.6.Select	Add	to	Favorites.	76Hub.	Operating	signals	such	as	'ten	codes'	are	not	consideredcodes	or	coded	messages.	Select	a	message	from	the	list.	Each	trip	can	include	up	to	100	destinations.c.Route	to	POI:	Say	FIND	NEXT	followed	by	the	typeof	destination	or	brand	name	(such	as	BANK	or	GASSTATION).A	trip	can	be	created	using	the	navigation	menus	or	by	creatinga	trip	on	the	map	screen.	Scroll	ControlsInformation	Displays	more	information	related	tothe	list	contents.Delete36	Basic	OperationDeletes	data
associated	with	the	list(such	as	all	recent	destinations).Page	55KEYBOARDThe	keyboard	is	used	for	selecting	navigation	destinations,searching	media	files,	saving	contact	information	or	enteringother	data	into	the	radio	when	needed.	Trip	SummaryFigure	129.	96Making	a	Call:	Navigation	POI.	61Privacy.	This	prevents	ambient	noise	fromSystem	Settings	53Page	72FEEDBACK	PROMPTSREAR	CONTROLSThe	prompt	volume	affects	audible	feedback,	such	as	navigation	prompts,	voice	recognition	prompts,	text-to-speech	featuresand	so	on.	Some	vehicles	have	a
fadeadjuster	as	shown	in	Figure	35.	Checkthe	SiriusXM	Signal	Strength	icon	in	the	status	bar.Channel	1	(preview	channel)	should	be	playing	audio.4.Subscribe	by	internet:	Go	to	www.siriusxm.com.	Select	OK	again	to	startnavigation.ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	SAVEDAfter	a	destination	has	been	saved,	it	can	be	used	for	futurerides.	50Language.	141Weatherradio	Canada.	Whilethe	GPX	file	may	be	imported	into	other	GPS	devices,	theremay	be	limitations	on	compatibility.1.While	stopped,	connect	a	USB	device	to	store	the	files.The	USB	device	must	be
formatted	to	FAT16	or	FAT32(typical	format	used	by	PCs)	to	support	data	exports.NTFS-formatted	devices	are	read-only	and	do	not	supportGPX	export.2.From	the	Navigation	menu,	select	Menu.3.Select	Export.	17PPart	Number.	82Finding	File:	Artist/Album/Genre.	The	current	GPS	coordinates	and	signalstrength	are	displayed.	However,	some	featuresor	selections	may	be	unique	or	unavailable	on	some	vehicles.Some	settings	may	also	be	specific	for	particular	countries	orregions.	Thisoperates	similar	to	the	MODE	SEL	switch	on	previous	HarleyDavidson
motorcycles.	Even	with	these	basic	requirements,	the	phone	maynot	necessarily	be	compatible	with	all	features.BLUETOOTH	AND	USB	CONNECTIONS	FORPHONESPhone	services	are	only	achieved	through	a	Bluetooth	connection.	GPS	InformationTRAFFICSee	Figure	132.	The	destination	will	be	used	for	all	future	home	routing.	The	rider	can	choose	toaccept	or	reject	the	recalculated	route.c.Off:	The	system	will	not	prompt	with	any	new	routesbased	on	traffic	data.TRAFFIC	EVENT	LIST:	RDS	TRAFFICNOTEFor	SiriusXM	traffic,	see	SIRIUSXM,	SiriusXM
Traffic.1.See	Figure	133.	Insufficiently	powered	hubs	can	impact	radio	compatibility.Open:	Push	lower	portion	of	door	and	release	to	open.Close:	Firmly	push	the	door	shut	until	the	latch	engages.Reset	door	latch:	If	compartment	door	was	forced	open	or	isnot	latching	properly,	the	door	latch	may	need	to	be	reset.	110Emergency	Operation.	Phone	book	contacts2.	Traffic	MessagePage	157om02012om01811a17263Figure	107.	153Icons,	Roads	and	Transportation.	124Tag	Alert.	177Traffic	Notification	Settings.	BluetoothITEMDESCRIPTIONFunctionsMedia
streaming,	phone	calls,	phonebook	download,	text	message	notificationsProtocolsHands-Free	Calling	Profile	(HFP,HFPAG/HFPHF	services),	Phone	BookAccess	Profile	(PBAP),	A2DP/AVRCP(AV/Music,	A2DP	sink/source	services),Message	Access	Profile	(MAP),HFP+PBAP+AV	Profile	(simultaneouslyused),	MP3,	MPEG-4AAC,	WMA,	WAVPaired	devices6	devices	maximumConnections1	for	phone,	1	for	mediaRange	(approximate)30	ft	(9	m)Features	and	Specifications	7Page	26Table	6.	The	radio	begins	scanning	through	the	frequencies.	Scroll	up2.	(See	CB	Rule
25,	Sec.	The	name	forthe	Bluetooth	device	is	specified	within	the	settings	for	yourdevice.NOTEPhones	may	request	permission	to	share	information	with	"HD	Radio"	(such	as	phone	book	contacts	and	text	messages).These	requests	may	occur	during	the	pairing	process	or	onother	occasions	when	the	phone	is	connecting	with	the	radio.Figure	63.	Tagged	ListSiriusXM	129Page	148om020642the	system	will	not	provide	notifications	until	Sports	Alerts	isenabled	again.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu	>	Game	Zone.2.Check	the	Sports	Alerts	checkbox.	The
icons	are	informational	and	are	not	selectable.40	Basic	OperationFigure	23.	95.407	(CB	Rule	7)	On	what	channels	may	I	operate?(a)	Your	CB	station	may	transmit	only	on	the	following	channels(frequencies):Channel........................................Frequency	(megahertz	-
MHz)1...............................26.9653...............................26.9855...............................27.0157...............................27.0359.............................*27.06511.............................27.08513.............................27.11515.............................27.13517.............................27.1652...............................26.9754...............................27.0056...............................27.0258...............................27.05510.............................27.07512.............................27.10514.............................27.12516.............................27.15518.............................27.175FCC	Citizens	Band	Information	205Page
22419.............................27.18520.............................27.20521.............................27.21522.............................27.22523.............................27.25524.............................27.23525.............................27.24526.............................27.26527.............................27.27528.............................27.28529.............................27.29530.............................27.30531.............................27.31532.............................27.32533.............................27.33534.............................27.34535.............................27.35536.............................27.36537.............................27.37538.............................27.38539.............................27.395
40.............................27.405(g)	The	FCC	will	not	assign	any	channel	for	the	private	ofexclusive	use	of	CB	stations	transmitting	single	sideband	orAM.*See	paragraph	(b)	of	this	section(c)	If	your	antenna	is	installed	at	a	fixed	location,	it	(whetherreceiving,	transmitting	or	both)	must	comply	with	either	one	ofthe	following:(b)	Channel	9	may	be	used	only	for	emergency	communicationsor	for	traveler	assistance.Sec.	149Creating	a	Trip:	Using	Map.	Text	messages5.	Safely	stop	the	vehicle	and	use	a	tire	pressure	gauge	to	check	the	pressure	of	each	affected	tire.
194Total	Harmonic	Distortion	(THD).	85Finding	File:	Voice	Recognition.	The	trailstops	recording	and	is	stored	in	memory	with	the	currentdate	and	time.Use	the	keyboard	to	enter	a	new	name	for	the	trail.	Zoomclose	to	the	icon.2.Refer	to	Table	40.	See	www.h-d.com/store	for	available	speaker	options.Fairing	SpeakersFront	speakers	are	designed	into	a	ported	enclosure	in	thefairing	for	additional	bass	response	and	higher	fidelity.	71National	Weather	Radio	(NWR).	If	the	motorcycle	was	used	as	a	demonstratoror	company	motorcycle,	then	the	limited	warranty
period	mayhave	started	and/or	expired	prior	to	the	initial	retail	sale.	3Pre-Ride	Checklist.	Proper	placement	of	the	microphone	is	critical	tothe	effectiveness	of	voice	commands.•More	than	one	reasonable	recognition	of	a	word	is	available.•Multiple	choices	are	available.•Navigation	is	attempting	to	refine	a	location.When	presented	with	a	pick	list,	speak	the	desired	line	iteminto	the	microphone	such	as	LINE	THREE.om02076Speech:	Speak	naturally	into	the	headset	microphone.	See	TUNER,	Tune/Seek/Preset	Settings.Page	39VOLUME:	Press	the	switch	up	to
increase	volume	or	down	todecrease	volume	to	the	speakers	or	rider	headset.The	volumecontrol	can	also	unmute	audio	and	resume	media.NOTES•Unlike	the	MUTE	switch,	decreasing	volume	to	zero	doesnot	pause	media.•The	volume	output	is	also	affected	by	the	speed	volumesetting.	95.425	(CB	Rule	25)	May	I	make	any	changes	to	myCB	station	transmitter?(a)	You	must	not	make	or	have	any	one	else	make	any	internalmodification	to	your	CB	transmitter.(b)	Internal	modification	does	not	include:Sec.	Press	the	button	in	the	upper	left	cornerof	the	CB	screen
until	it	displays	On.	The	middle	of	thescreen	shows	the	current	channel	and	CB	On.	The	CBicon	is	displayed	in	the	status	bar	while	the	CB	remainson.109CITIZEN	BAND	(CB)	RADIOCB	RADIOPage	128CONFLICTING	TRANSMISSIONSom01994123451.2.3.4.5.CB	on/off	buttonCB	presetCurrent	CB	channelCB	on/off	indicatorCB	idle/active	iconFigure	82.	Gas	Station	SelectedSIRIUSXM	TRAFFICSiriusXM	Traffic	displays	a	list	of	messages	regarding	traffic,construction,	accidents	or	other	events	nearby	that	may	impactyour	chosen	route.	Incoming
CallRECEIVING	A	CALL:	RADIO	TURNED	OFFMuting	microphones:	While	in	a	call,	select	the	Menu	button.Select	the	Mute/Unmute	button	until	Mute	is	displayed.	79Play	Random	File:	Shuffle.	The	first	priority	while	riding	should	always	be	the	safeoperation	of	the	vehicle.	(00088b)There	are	no	serviceable	parts	inside	the	unit;	leave	allservicing	to	qualified	service	personnel.	160Canceling	a	Route:	Voice	Command.	List	function	(letter	jump	shown)3.	Do	not	applywax	or	any	other	similar	products	on	speaker	grilles.Do	not	use	compressed	or	forced	air	on
speakers.Vehicles	with	saddlebag	speakers	are	designed	to	preventwater	intrusion	and	to	allow	water	to	drain	during	washing	orriding	in	all	weather.	172Simulating	a	Route.	Seean	authorized	Harley-Davidson	Dealer	for	details.This	limited	warranty	does	not	cover	defects	or	damage	dueto	abuse,	misuse	or	improper	installation,	or	any	radio	on	amotorcycle	which	has	been	registered	with	Harley-Davidsonas	a	collector's	vehicle.	Connecting	or	Disconnecting	Phone	or	MusicRECONNECTING	AFTER	VEHICLE	TURNSONWhen	the	motorcycle	is	turned	on,	the
radio	will	automaticallytry	to	establish	a	Bluetooth	connection	with	the	phone	from	thelast	vehicle	shutdown.Allow	a	few	moments	for	the	radio	to	initialize	and	the	phoneconnection	to	complete.	MediaITEMDESCRIPTIONMedia	presets20	per	deviceMedia	devices	sup-	USB	flash	drives,	Apple	devices	(iAP,iUI),	PlaysForSure	devices,	SDRAM	cardportedwith	readerUSB	device	compat-	FAT16,	FAT32,	NTFS,	HFS+	(FAT32required	for	data	import/export	and	softibilityware	updates)Media	file	playback	MP3,	MP4,	MPEG-4AAC,	M4A,	M4B,(USB/PlaysForWAV,
WMASure)Page	27Table	7.	29Fairing	Lower.	Distractions	or	a	volume	level	thatblocks	out	traffic	noise	could	cause	loss	of	control	resulting	in	death	or	serious	injury.	AudioITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMSpeed	volume4	levels	of	automatic	gain	based	onspeed,	plus	off	settingSpeakers:	FLHXSE	6.5	in,	1.7	ohm,	91.5	dB,	65Hz-20kHz,fairing150	WAudio	routingAdjustable	speaker/headset	audio	routing(tuner,	communication	device,	phone)Speakers:	FLHXSE	5	x	7	in,	1.7	ohm,	91.5	dB,	60Hz-20kHz,saddlebag150	WSound	adjustment	Audio	tone	and	fade
adjustmentHeadset	connectors	7-pin	DIN	with	protective	cap	(number	ofheadset	ports	depends	on	vehicle	configuration)HeadsetsHelmet-mounted	7-pin	DIN	headset	withmicrophone	boom	(non-mounted	headsetoptional)Squelch15	step	adjustable,	plus	full	on/offOutput25	W	(4.3/6.5)	or	75	W	(6.5	CVO)	perchannelSpeaker	configura-	2	sealed	and	closed	front	speaker	houstionsings,	2	bass	port	rear	speakers	(modelswith	Tour-Pak),	2	saddlebag	speakers:FLHXSE10	Features	and	SpecificationsDESCRIPTIONSpeakers:	otherCVO6.5	in,	1.7	ohm,	91.5	dB,	75Hz-
20kHz,75	WSpeakers:	other5.25	in,	2	ohm,	88.9	dB,	75Hz-16.2kHz,51	WAmplifiersInternal	25	W	amplifier	(all	models,turned	off	for	CVO),	75	W	fairing	amplifier(CVO),	additional	75	W	external	amplifierin	left	saddlebag	(FLHXSE)Distortion1%	THDPage	29Table	9.	In	theexample,	the	route	from	Location	1	to	Location	2	(with	theintermediate	waypoints)	is	exported	as	a	trip.	Select	an	item	fromthe	pick	list	to	begin	navigation	to	the	POI.Note:	POI	types	(such	as	FIND	NEXT	GAS	STATION)	and	brand	names	(such	asFIND	NEXT	SHELL)	are	read	from	the
navigation	database.	Commonly	Used	Menu	Bar	ButtonsBUTTONDESCRIPTIONOn/OffShows	the	current	state	of	the	feature	(on	oroff).	139Smart	Speller.	25Multiselect	Button.	35Scroll	Controls.	Setting	CategoriesTuner	69Page	88Table	25.	The	system	removes	the	waypoint	from	thecurrent	route.	See	ClockTime	Zones.	When	categories	are	selected,	the	radio	only	seeks	orscans	for	the	stations	that	are	broadcasting	programs	with	theselected	category	codes.	Select	the	appropriate	button	to	connector	disconnect	the	device	for	phone	service.5.Select	the
appropriate	button	to	connect	or	disconnect	thedevice	for	music.om01720Figure	66.	161Route	Preferences	and	Avoidances.	SiriusXM	Preview	ChannelSiriusXM	125Page	144om020061324576891.	Selections	can	also	be	made	to	avoid	specific	types	ofPage	167roads	or	routes	during	a	calculation	(such	as	ferries	or	tollroads).1.Access	the	route	calculation	preferences.	However,	since	there	is	no	large	steel	area	toADDING	AN	OPTIONAL	CB	MODULECitizen	Band	(CB)	Radio	115Page	134NOTES116	Citizen	Band	(CB)	RadioPage	135INTERCOMFor	privacy,	the
intercom	is	only	heard	through	the	rider	andpassenger	headsets.	Press	the	VEHICLE	INFORMATION	switchto	display	measurements	and	status	information	for	themotorcycle.	175Traffic	Event	List:	RDS	Traffic.	Articulate	each	word	in	a	voice	command.	Voice	Recognition:	Media	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONMEDIAEnters	media	mode.PLAY	Plays	songs	from	the	selected	artist.ARTIST	Plays	songs	from	the	selected	artist.ALBUM	Plays	the	selected	album.Voice	Recognition	187Page	206Table	44.	Select	desired	band	(AM,	FM,	WB,	and	so	on).16	Controls
and	ComponentsPage	35Setting	FAV	switch	(radio	station):	Tune	to	a	desired	station(such	as	105.7	FM	or	WB1).	Rider	Headset	Connector24	Controls	and	ComponentsPage	43Microphone	Positioningom01688Full	face	helmets:	See	Figure	10.	Setting	Game	or	Score	NotificationRESPONDING	TO	GAME	ZONE	ALERTSee	Figure	98.	If	necessary,	first	reduce	the114	Citizen	Band	(CB)	RadioThe	passenger	can	also	transmit	over	the	current	CB	channel,adjust	CB	volume	for	the	passenger	headset	and	listen	toinbound	CB	audio	in	the	passenger	headsets.
45MMapChanging	Display.	If	multiple	POIs	are	in	the	same	location,the	system	will	prompt	with	a	list	of	POIs.3.Select	the	option	button	to	show	more	options	for	the	POI.Otherwise,	select	Go	to	begin	route.34om020291.	163Exporting	a	Route.	180NAVIGATION	Switch.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Colors.2.With	Day	Colors	or	Automatic	Colors	selected,	checkthe	High	Contrast	Day	Colors	checkbox.System	Settings	47Page	66om02172om01706Figure	29.	(00014b)See	Figure	139.	If	a	street	address	is	not	entered,	thesystem	navigates	to	the	city	center.	To	resume
alerts,	checkthe	item	again.om0206712TAG	ALERTAn	alert	pops	up	when	a	tagged	song	or	artist	plays	on	anychannel.	Select	Home	>	Traffic.	The	system	displays	the	GPS	signalstrength,	coordinates	and	address	for	the	current	location(if	available)	as	shown	in	Figure	130.3.Select	the	option	button.4.Select	GPS.	Uncheckto	turn	this	feature	off.4.Beep	volume:	Adjust	beep	volume.a.Checked:	All	passenger	controls	on	the	side	of	theTour-Pak	function	normally.b.Unchecked:	The	passenger	volume	and	PTT	controlscontinue	to	operate	normally.	156Route	To
Destination:	SiriusXM	Fuel	Prices	Feature.	Boom!	Box	Infotainment	SystemSYSTEM4.36.56.5	(CVO)VEHICLESCBradio3Rider/passenger	intercom4alert3FLHX,	FLTRX,	FLHTCU,	FLHTCULWeatherFLHXS,	FLHTK,	FLHTKL,	FLHTCUTGNavigation3FLHXSE,	FLTRUSE,	FLHTKSESiriusXM	radio	andservices3,53	free	map	updates	(within	5	years)XX1Frequency	bands	and	RDS	features	depend	on	region.4.3	only	supports	phone	commands,	in	English	only.3	Not	available	in	all	regions.4	Models	with	passenger	headset.5	Requires	activation.25FEATURES	AND
SPECIFICATIONSNot	all	features	are	available	on	all	models,	destinations	oryear	of	manufacture.	178Prompts:	Adjusting	Volume	with	Hand	Controls.	70Status	Bar.	Tuner	Screen65Page	84SELECTING	A	BAND:	MENU	BUTTONSWhen	tuning	or	seeking,	the	tuner	continues	to	wrap	aroundat	the	beginning	or	end	of	the	frequency	range.Radios	support	different	frequency	bands	according	to	regionand	radio	type.	12System.	55CleaningAudio	System.	193Engine	Idle	Temperature	Management	System(EITMS).	57Passenger	Controls.	Traffic	Message	List138
SiriusXM1.	17POWER/MUTE	Switch.	50Speakers.	The	sensitivity	level	applies	toboth	the	rider	and	passenger	microphones.Adjust	the	sensitivity	as	needed	if	the	microphone	breaks	VOXfrom	unintended	sounds,	such	as	road	or	background	noise.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Intercom.2.While	speaking	into	the	microphone,	use	the	controls	(+and	-)	to	adjust	the	sensitivity	until	your	normal	voiceSPEED	VOLUMESpeed	volume	is	applied	to	the	intercom	to	compensate	forengine	noise,	wind	and	road	input.	144Scrolling:	Hand	Controls.	On	6.5	radios,	the	media
screen	also	displays	the	cover	art	for	the	song,	if	available.MEDIA	SCREENSee	Figure	55.	Use	simplenames	so	it	will	be	easy	to	pronounce	with	the	voice	recognitioncommands.	Add	locations	for	major	destinations,such	as	the	start	point	and	end	point.b.Add	waypoints	for	other	minor	stopping	points	ordesired	roadways	to	be	traveled.4.Select	GPS	Sync.5.Select	Manual	Mode.166	Navigation6.Select	Save	As	GPX	File.7.Add	a	unique	name	for	the	route,	and	select	Export	Stopsand	Waypoints.8.Save	the	GPX	file	to	the	USB	drive.	Do	not	pause	betweenwords.
Press	the	Tune/Seek/Preset	multiselectbutton	until	the	desired	function	is	displayed.2.Select	the	desired	band	(AM,	LW,	MW,	FM	or	WB,	asapplicable).SELECTING	A	BAND:	HOME	HANDCONTROL,	CLASSIC	MODEWhen	Classic	Mode	is	enabled,	repeatedly	press	the	HOMEhand	control	switch	to	rotate	through	all	available	bands	andaudio	sources.SELECTING	A	BAND:VOICE	RECOGNITION1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.2.Speak	the	band	into	the	microphone	(AM,	FM,	WEATHERBAND,	MEDIUM	WAVE	or	LONG	WAVE).TUNE/SEEK/PRESET
SETTINGSThe	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switch	can	be	configuredto	tune,	seek	or	select	the	next	preset	in	the	tuner.66	Tunera.Tune:	The	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switch	willadvance	to	the	next	frequency	increment.	NavigationITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMDESCRIPTIONMap	displayTwo	data	fields,	next	turn	guidance,	current	street,	POI	icons,	navigation	routing,traffic	flow/events	(requires	RDS	or	SiriusXM	traffic	service),	3D	terrain	andlandmarks	(6.5	CVO	only)Lane	guidanceLane	guidance	arrows,	signpost	andjunction	viewSaving	destinations
Current	location,	preferred	POI,	homelocationTraffic	(requiresRDS	or	SiriusXMTraffic)Traffic	flow	(green/yellow/red),	trafficevent	icons,	traffic	event	list,	reroutingGPS	coordinatesCurrent	location	or	route	guidance	tocoordinatesMap	orientationNorth	up,	2D	heading	up,	3D	heading	upPoints	of	interest(POIs)Over	80	POI	typesNavigation	routeselectionAddress,	recent	destination,	home	destination,	phone	book	contact,	POI,	dealership,	emergency	facility,	coordinatesTouchscreen	selec-	On	screen	scrolling	and	destinationtionselectionTripsUp	to	17
tripsAvoidancesSelectableWaypoints	per	tripUp	to	100	destinations	per	tripDetoursAutomatic	or	manually	selectableTrailsUp	to	20	trailsCompassFile	exportGPS	Exchange	Format	(GPX)	export	oftrips,	trails	and	saved	destinationsFull	screen	compass	and	directionalheading	markersVoice	promptsSelectable	(on/off),	adjustable	volumeFile	importGPX	and	V-card	contact	files	(VCF)Maneuvers	(turn-	Next	turn,	list	of	turns,	view	turn	location,by-turn	instructions)	avoid	turns	and	roadsFeatures	and	Specifications	13Page	32Table	14.	Large	KeyboardPage	57SMART
SPELLERRider	(controls	on	handlebar):	Adjusts	the	volume	level	forthe	speakers	and	the	rider	headphones	(if	active).The	smart	speller	assists	you	when	entering	information	intothe	radio.	Insert	the	phone	or	mediadevice	into	the	foam	cradle	to	secure	the	device	and	isolate	itfrom	vibration.In	the	radio,	select	Home	>	Media	to	display	a	list	of	all	connected	devices.	Press	the	soft	keys	along	the	left	and	right	sideof	the	screen	to	select	menu	items	and	operate	the	system.Press	the	soft	key	that	aligns	with	the	desired	function	on	thescreen	as	shown.Controls	and
Components	17Page	36TOUCHSCREEN:	6.5	ONLYSee	Figure	4.	The	radiodoes	not	stop	on	any	station	unless	it	is	broadcastinga	program	type	code.	83Finding	File:	Audio	Book.	11Squelch.	Some	devices	need	to	be	configuredto	connect	as	a	hard	drive	or	as	a	media	device	beforemedia	files	can	be	accessed.	81Finding	File.	When	finished,the	tuner	returns	to	its	previous	operation.	The	Bluetooth	phone	connection	terminates	and	the	phone	call	transfers	back	to	thephone	handset.om02066CHANGING	THE	EMERGENCY	PHONENUMBERWhen	the	first	phone	is
paired,	the	radio	prompts	for	an	emergency	phone	number.	The	radio	begins	playingeach	song	on	the	device	sequentially,	dwelling	on	eachsong	for	five	seconds.	FM	Categories:	RDS,	Other	RegionsOPTION••••••••••••NostalgiaJazzClassicalRhythm	&	BluesSoft	Rhythm	&	BluesForeign	LanguageReligious	MusicReligious	TalkPersonalityPublicCollegeWeatherOPTION•••••••••••••••Set	AllNewsCurrent	AffairsInformationSportEducationDramaCultureScienceVariedPop	MusicRock	MusicEasy	ListeningLight	ClassicalSerious
ClassicalOPTION•••••••••••••••Other	MusicWeatherFinanceChildren's	ProgramsSocial	AffairsReligionPhone-inTravelLeisureJazz	MusicCountry	MusicNational	MusicOldies	MusicFolk	MusicDocumentarySTATION	LISTRadios	equipped	with	the	station	list	feature	will	have	a	Statbutton	in	the	upper	left	corner	on	the	FM	screen.	Not	all	POI	names	aretranslated	by	Boom!	Box	software	into	recognizable	command	words.Voice	recognitionmatching	can	be	made	more	difficult	when	the	names	consist	of	multiple	words	orsyllables.	Always	use	personal
judgmentand	observation	of	the	actual	road	conditions	while	riding.	Currently	displayed	street3.	172fSelecting	POI	On	Map.	Recent	trips/destinations7.	See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,Speaker/Headset	Selection.Figure	86.	The	radio	automaticallybegins	playing	media	from	the	last	connected	device.Controls	and	Components	27Page	46om01744bom01968a122311.	Menu	(tune/seek/preset,	scanand	RDS/RBDS)6.	69CBAdding	Optional	Module.	Multiselect	buttons	have	a	plus	sign	(+)	withan	arrow	symbol	on	the	button.	Select	Edit	Reply	Message.6.Enter	new	message.
Traffic	can	also	beenabled	in	the	system	settings.	Push-To-Talk	(PTT)/Volume	(VOL+/-)	SwitchFigure	7.	When	RBDSor	RDS	is	unchecked,	or	if	the	service	is	not	available,	only	theradio	frequency	is	displayed.Enable	RDS/RBDS:	From	FM	tuner	screen,	select	Menu.Check	the	RDS	or	RBDS	checkbox.1.2.3.4.Weather	alert	on/off	buttonWeather	band	presetsCurrent	channel	(1-7)Weather	alert	on/off	indicatorFigure	54.	Microphone	PositioningControls	and	Components	25Page	44is06122Phone:	Charges	the	phone	and	plays	media	files	from	thephone.	Select	5	Day.
For	example,entering	"ROCH"	could	cause	the	system	to	suggest"ROCHESTER".If	the	volume	controls	are	pressed	during	a	prompt	or	a	specificfunction	(such	as	during	voice	recognition,	navigation	prompt,CB	or	intercom	activity),	the	volume	for	that	particular	functionwill	be	changed	and	displayed	on	the	screen.om01770The	smart	speller	can	also	accept	partial	entries.	47Daylight	Savings	Time	(DST).	You	can	identify	an	FCC	certificated	transmitter	bythe	certification	label	placed	on	it	by	the	manufacturer.	Pull	on	the	headset	jack	to	disconnect	the
headsetfrom	the	socket.	Storage/Media	Compartment:	Fixed	FairingModels28	Controls	and	ComponentsFigure	13.	155Route	To	Destination:	Map	Scroll	Tool.	48MicrophoneConnectors.	If	no	response	is	received,	try	otherchannels	or	find	another	way	to	get	help.Page	23FEATURES,	OPTIONS	ANDSPECIFICATIONSVehicles	are	equipped	from	the	factory	with	the	radios	andfeatures	as	described	in	Table	1	and	Table	2.	Voice	activation	(VOX)	sensitivity	level3.	131Scanning	Channels.	Tuner	band2.	Enabling	Text	Message	Notification:	AppleDevice	SettingsTEXT
MESSAGE	AUTO-REPLY1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone	>	Message.2.Select	SMS	Setup.Figure	77.	Theintercom	will	only	activate	(break	VOX)	with	loudervoice	or	sounds.c.Fully	open	microphone:	Raising	the	sensitivity	tothe	maximum	level	will	keep	the	intercom	microphoneopen	continually.d.PTT	only:	Reducing	the	sensitivity	to	the	minimumlevel	will	prevent	any	VOX	operation.	The	audio	begins	playingthrough	the	motorcycle	speakers	or	headsets.3.Use	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switch	andPOWER/MUTE	switch	on	the	radio	faceplate	to	operatethe
application	or	internal	player,	as	applicable.NOTEThe	volume	level	and	equalization	within	the	device	can	affectthe	streaming	volume	to	the	radio.	Saddlebagspeakers	are	also	available	as	accessories.Tour-Pak	Speakers:	With	Bass	Boost	PortsThe	forward-facing	speakers	are	equipped	on	models	with	aTour-Pak	to	direct	sound	to	the	rider	and	passenger.	The	system	will	either	prompt	tomake	the	change	or	will	automatically	adjust	the	route,according	to	the	system	settings.om02073121.	Toplot	a	particular	path,	you	may	need	to	add	waypointsalong	the	desired
route.	23Positioning:	Full	Face	Helmets.	Most	screen	illustrations	in	this	manualshow	the	6.5	radio.Table	2.	Themotorcycle	will	automatically	turn	off	after	two	hours	inaccessory	mode.	If	a	previous	trail	was	beingrecorded,	it	is	saved	to	the	trail	list.	Select	Yes	todisplay	a	list	of	POI	fuel	stations.Details:	Displays	the	TPMS	screen.An	alert	will	be	displayed	only	once	for	each	tire.	Eachlevel	defines	the	amount	of	gain	that	is	added	to	thevolume	as	vehicle	speed	increases.•Setting	speed	volume	to	the	lowest	level	effectively	turnsoff	this	feature.	95Multiple	Calls.
Scan3.	SiriusXM	satellite	radio	and	GPS	receptionmay	be	weaker	when	the	vehicle	is	indoors.30	Controls	and	Components11.	49GPS	Synchronized.	PhoneITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMDESCRIPTIONFeaturesInbound/outbound	calls,	call	history,mute/unmute,	phone	book	download,emergency	phone	calling,	point	ofinterest	dialingRing	tones4	built-in	ring	tones,	1	custom	ring	tone(media	file	import)Call	historyUp	to	60	calls	(20	received,	20	missed,and	20	dialed	calls)Table	10.	CB	Radio:	Bike-To-Bike	CommunicationsITEMDESCRIPTIONSaved	phone	num-	Up	to
200	contacts	or	phone	numbersbersCB	channels40Frequency	range26.925	to	27.405	MHzCompatible	phones	See	www.h-d.com/boom	for	phone	listTransmitter	output4WCalls	supportedOnly	one	call	at	a	time.	95.423	(CB	Rule	23)	What	must	I	do	if	the	FCC	tellsme	that	my	CB	station	is	causing	interference?(b)	Within	the	time	period	stated	in	the	notice,	you	must	answerwith:1.2.3.A	complete	written	statement	about	the	apparent	discrepancy;A	complete	written	statement	about	any	action	you	havetaken	to	correct	the	apparent	violation	and	to	prevent	itfrom
happening	again;	andThe	name	of	the	person	operating	at	the	time	of	theapparent	violation.(c)	If	the	FCC	sends	you	a	letter	asking	you	questions	aboutyour	CB	radio	station	or	its	operation,	you	must	answer	eachof	the	questions	with	a	complete	written	statement	within	thetime	period	stated	in	the	letter.(d)	You	must	not	shorten	your	answer	by	references	to	othercommunications	or	notices.212	FCC	Citizens	Band	Information(a)	If	the	FCC	tells	you	that	your	CB	station	is	causing	interference	for	technical	reasons	you	must	follow	all	instructions	inthe	official
FCC	notice.	See	an	authorisedHarley-Davidson	dealer	for	details.ExclusionsThis	H-D	Radio	Warranty	does	not	cover	defects	or	damagedue	to	abuse,	misuse	or	improper	installation,	or	any	radio	ona	motorcycle	which	has	been	registered	with	Harley-Davidsonas	a	collector's	vehicle.	This	icon	clears	after	the	textmessage	inbox	has	been	viewed.2Text	message	viewing	is	locked	out	while	the	motorcycle	is	inmotion.	Selectthe	desired	station	on	the	screen.Setting	FAV	switch	(media	player):	With	media	player	connected	to	the	USB	port,	press	and	hold	FAV	switch.
Replace	theexisting	file	if	necessary.3.Select	OK.See	FAVORITES.SAVING	MEDIA	FILE	AS	RING	TONEMedia	from	an	iPod	and	files	larger	than	2	MB	cannot	bedownloaded	as	a	ring	tone.86	MediaPage	105ENABLING	BLUETOOTHBluetooth	must	be	enabled	before	pairing	or	connecting	withBluetooth	devices.1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.2.See	Figure	63.	Teleprompter	(Typical)184	Voice	RecognitionPage	203PICK	LISTPROMPTER	RESPONDS	"PARDON?"See	Figure	137.	When	approaching	the	turn,	the	system	showsa	representation	of	the
signposts	and	upcoming	road	junction.Continue	to	follow	the	guidance	of	the	bright	orange	arrows.Page	189om020211om0201923Figure	127.	See	Figure	45.	31Page	237EHEmergency	CB	Operation.	The	FM	screen	shows	the	category	filter	icon.1.	Set	all/clear	all	categories2.	An	online	copy	of	this	manual	is	availableat	www.h-d.com/boom	(or	the	Boom!	Box	section	on	www.hd.com/touring).See	the	owner's	manual	for	your	vehicle	for	important	ridersafety	information.Do	not	select	a	volume	level	that	blocks	out	traffic	noiseor	interrupts	the	concentration
necessary	for	safe	operation	of	the	motorcycle.	Lane	GuidanceSAVING	A	DESTINATION:	SAVED,PREFERRED	OR	HOMEA	destination	can	be	added	to	the	saved	list	or	defined	as	thehome	destination.1.Select	a	destination	(such	as	a	POI,	address,	recent	destination	or	GPS	coordinate).2.After	the	route	is	calculated	(but	before	selecting	Go),select	the	option	button.3.Select	Save.Navigation	171Page	1904.Select	from	one	of	the	following	options:4.Select	Save.a.5.Select	from	the	following	options:b.c.Add	to	Saved	list:	Select	Saved.	129Check	Subscription
Status.	See	Text	MessagingSiriusXMAdding	a	Game	Zone	Favorite.	If	there	is	a	database	with	the	samenumber	but	with	a	date	code	later	than	the	recordednumber,	continue	with	this	process.6.Use	the	Toolbox	utility	to	log	in,	select	and	purchase	anavailable	update	to	the	navigation	database.	The	intercom	icon	will	turn	white(active).	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Display	>	ScreenDisplay.System	Settings	45Page	642.To	switch	between	manual	and	automatic:a.b.Automatic:	Check	the	Automatic	checkbox.	Investing	time	to	learn	about	the	featuresand	operation	of
your	motorcycle	and	its	infotainment	systemwill	lead	to	safe	enjoyable	use	of	its	full	range	of	features.	Press	the	NAVIGATION	switch	on	the	faceplate	or	select	Home	>	Nav	to	access	the	navigation	menu.Map:	Shows	map	with	current	location.POI:	Search	for	points	of	interest	(gas	stations,	restaurants,entertainment,	and	so	on).Dealership:	Search	for	dealerships	and	other	Harley-Davidsonfacilities.Where	To...:	Navigate	to	a	selected	address,	saved	location,home	address,	phone	book	contact,	trips,	trails	or	geographicalcoordinates.Recent:	Navigate	to	a
recently	selected	destination.Emergency:	Search	for	a	nearby	hospital,	police	station	orfire	department.Menu:	Display	current	GPS	information.	The	highest	point	ofyour	antenna	must	not	exceed	one	meter	above	the	airportelevation	for	every	hundred	meters	of	distance	from	the	nearest(f)	The	FCC	will	not	assign	any	channel	for	the	private	orexclusive	use	of	any	particular	CB	station	or	group	of	stations.206	FCC	Citizens	Band	InformationPage	225point	of	the	nearest	airport	runway.	Press	the	button	to	acknowledgethe	message	or	activate	the
feature.LOCKOUT	SCREENSSome	screens,	features	or	menu	items	may	be	locked	out	orunavailable,	such	as	when	the	vehicle	is	in	motion.To	operate	the	features,	follow	the	guidance	that	is	providedon	the	popup	screen.	Check	the	Enable	SMS	checkbox.ENABLING	TEXT	MESSAGE	NOTIFICATION:APPLE	DEVICESNotification	settings	need	to	be	configured	in	Apple	devicesbefore	the	radio	can	receive	text	messages.1.In	the	phone,	select	Settings	>	Bluetooth.2.Select	H-D	Radio.3.See	Figure	76.	Bluetooth-connected	deviceFigure	56.	Ride	Planner	exports
each	pair	of	locations	as	a	separate	trip	(even	though	the	entire	RidePlanner	route	is	exported	as	a	single	GPX	file).	Find	file	(USB-connecteddevice)3.	The	name,	phone	numbers	andaddress	for	the	contact	are	displayed	as	shown	inFigure	73.	If	the	call	is	accepted,	the	phone	featuresoperate	normally.	When	a	traffic74	Tunerannouncement	is	discovered,	the	radio	automatically	tunes	tothe	station	playing	the	announcement.	BackgroundsBACKGROUND	COLOR:	6.5	ONLYENGLISH	UNITS/METRIC1.See	Figure	30.	72lFrequencies.	While	CB	audio	is	being
received,	use	the	rider	orpassenger	volume	controls.	The	routefrom	Location	2	to	Location	3	is	exported	as	a	separatetrip.•The	Boom!	Box	navigation	system	does	not	differentiatebetween	locations	and	waypoints.	Connection	requires	an	adapter	or	reader.NOTEFigure	11.	Compass/Vehicle	Heading	IndicatorPage	169End	scrolling:	Select	the	Back	button	to	end	scrollingand	return	to	the	current	position	on	map.om02047MAP	SCROLLING:	HAND	CONTROLSFigure	112.	Wake	Island	(Islets	Peale,	Wake	and	Wilkes).2.The	District	of	Columbia.(b)	Any	other	area
of	the	world,	except	within	the	territoriallimits	of	areas	where	radio	services	are	regulated	by	-	Anagency	of	the	United	States	other	than	the	FCC.	141Enabling	Sports	Alerts.	Choose	themaximum	distance	of	traffic	events	to	be	displayed	in	theevent	list.REROUTINGThe	system	can	be	configured	to	manually	or	automaticallyselect	a	new	route	based	on	traffic	data.	Song	title5.	95.426	(CB	Rule	26)	Do	I	have	to	make	my	CB	stationavailable	for	inspection?(a)	If	an	authorized	FCC	representative	requests	to	inspectyour	CB	station,	you	must	make	your	CB	station
and	recordsavailable	for	inspection.1.Adjust	an	antenna	to	a	transmitter;2.Detect	or	measure	radiation	of	energy	other	than	theintended	signal;	or(b)	A	CB	station	includes	all	of	the	radio	equipment	you	use.Tune	a	receiver	to	your	CB	transmitter.Your	station	records	include	the	following	documents,	asapplicable.3.Sec.	97Saved	Contacts	and	Phone	Numbers.	177Trails.	154Route	To	Destination:	Coordinates.	The	CB	Active	icon	will	be	displayedin	the	status	bar	during	the	transmission.Stop	transmitting:	Release	the	PTT	switch	to	stop	transmitting.	39Volume
Switch.	Hardware	Information1.See	Figure	42.	4Emergency	Phone	Number.	Refer	to	Table	45.Some	vehicles	do	not	have	headset	connectors.	Insome	circumstances,	information	provided	in	the	navigationdatabase	may	be	incomplete,	incorrect	or	outdated.	140Radar	and	Fronts.	The	offset	isshown	next	to	the	time	setting.Time	zone:	Select	the	time	zone.	Banners	alert	styleFigure	76.	Call	history4.	For	safety	purposes,	the	radiocannot	be	used	to	send	text	messages.	This	fuel	type	will	be	usedwhen	searching	for	prices.Page	153VIEWING	FUEL
PRICESNOTEFuel	prices	are	shown	per	gallon	or	liter,	depending	on	theEnglish/Metric	setting.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>Fuel.2.Check	that	the	fuel	type	is	appropriate.3.See	Figure	103.	These	controls	allow	the	passengerto	operate	functions	in	the	radio.12MODE/UP/DN	SwitchMODE:	Press	switch	straight	in	to	select	the	next	availableaudio	source.UP/DN:	Press	switch	up/down	to	select	the	previous/next	radiostation	or	media	file.Push-To-Talk	(PTT)/Volume	(VOL)	SwitchPTT:	Press	switch	to	transmit	over	CB	or
intercom.VOL+/VOL-:	Press	switch	up	(or	down)	to	raise	(or	lower)	thevolume	to	the	passenger	headset.	See	the	device	manual.Media	77Page	96NOTES••If	connecting	a	new	device,	the	radio	begins	playing	thefirst	song	found	on	the	device.	If	the	current	file	typeis	compatible	for	use	as	a	ring	tone,	a	Ring	Tone	buttonis	displayed.2.Select	Ring	Tone.	Some	of	the	settingsmay	be	disabled	or	not	displayed,	depending	on	the	radio	typeand	region.	30Audio	FunctionsLeft	Hand	Controls.	112Transmission.	17Specifications.	If	reconnecting	a	previouslyused	device,
the	radio	attempts	to	resume	the	last	playedfile.The	radio	will	begin	collecting	file	information	from	thedevice.	While	GPX	is	a	standard	format	fornavigation	files,	there	may	be	some	limited	compatibility	whenimporting	these	routes.	Album7.	Lower	squelch(SQ-)	to	a	level	that	allows	desired	CB	signals	to	unmute	theCB.CURSOR/SELECT	SWITCHSee	Figure	6.	163Trips.	Music	players	are	identified	with	a	musicalnote	icon.	105Adjusting	Call	Volume.	CategoriesFigure	53.	91Call	History.	See	FEATURES	AND	SPECIFICATIONS.1.With	a	tuner	band	displayed,
select	Menu.1.Select	Home	>	Tuner.2.See	Figure	49.	115Channels:	Popular	or	Reserved.	Refer	toTable	39.Table	39.	For	vehicles	with	a	CB,	alwaysinstall	the	CB	antenna	(marked	with	the	letters	"CB"	at	the	baseof	the	mast)	on	the	right	side	of	the	motorcycle.	The	radio	returns	to	its	previous	functionality	afterthe	battery	is	reconnected	to	the	vehicle.Controls	and	Components	31Page	50NOTES32	Controls	and	ComponentsPage	51HOME	SCREENSee	Figure	15.	If	a	contact	does	not	have	a	phonenumber	stored,	the	contact	will	not	be	displayed	in	the	list.When
a	paired	phone	is	removed,	the	phone	book	is	deleted.Pairing	the	phone	again	will	require	the	phone	book	to	bedownloaded.Page	117REFRESH	PHONE	BOOKom0199014231.	51Favorite	(FAV)	Switch.	The	media	presets	are	retained	in	memory	andare	available	the	next	time	the	media	device	is	connected.Presets	are	only	available	for	USB	connected	devices.Media	81Page	100om01986Table	29.	Deleting	a	Paired	DevicePage	109PHONE	COMPATIBILITYSome	phones	may	not	be	compatible	with	all	the	features	andservices	in	the	radio.	49ColorsAutomatic.
Voice	Recognition:	Phone	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONCALL	Begins	a	phone	call	to	a	phone	book	contact	or	locally	saved	contact.	Favorites	List64	FavoritesPage	83music	or	news	programming).	The	radio	attemptsto	pair	and	connect	with	the	device.7.The	system	prompts	for	an	emergency	phone	number	ifone	is	not	already	stored	in	the	system.	Select	OK	to	confirm.Navigation	173Page	192om02051om02079Figure	128.	With	the	cursor	in	the	top	title	bar,	pressand	hold	the	CURSOR/SELECT	hand	control	switch	untilthe	scrolling	tool	is
displayed.2.Select	an	arrow	with	the	CURSOR/SELECT	switch.	187Phone.	Station	ListFigure	52.	16Push-To-Talk	(PTT)	Switch.	(A	radio	check	means	a	one	waytransmission	for	a	short	time	in	order	to	test	the	transmitter.)(b)	You	are	responsible	for	the	proper	operation	of	the	stationat	all	times	and	are	expected	to	provide	for	observations,	servicing	and	maintenance	as	often	as	may	be	necessary	toensure	proper	operation.	18Right.	95.412	(CB	Rule	12)	What	communications	may	betransmitted?(a)	You	may	use	your	CB	station	to	transmit	two-way
plainlanguage	communications.	95.405	(CB	Rule	5)	Where	may	I	operate	my	CB	station?11.	95.418);	or2.Civil	defense	activities	in	connection	with	official	tests	ordrills	conducted	by,	or	actual	emergencies	announced	by,To	transmit	obscene,	indecent	or	profane	words,	languageor	meaning;3.To	interfere	intentionally	with	the	communications	ofanother	CB	station;208	FCC	Citizens	Band	InformationPage	2274.To	transmit	one-way	communications,	except	for	emergency	communications,	traveler	assistance,	brief	tests(radio	checks),	or	voice	paging;5.To
advertise	or	solicit	the	sale	of	any	goods	or	services;6.To	transmit	music,	whistling,	sound	effects	or	any	materialto	amuse	or	entertain;7.To	transmit	any	sound	effect	solely	to	attract	attention;8.To	transmit	the	word	"MAYDAY"	or	any	other	internationaldistress	signal,	except	when	your	station	is	located	in	aship,	aircraft	or	other	vehicle	which	is	threatened	by	graveand	imminent	danger	and	your	are	requesting	immediateassistance;9.To	communicate	with,	or	attempt	to	communicate	with,any	CB	station	more	than	250	kilometers	(155.3	miles)away;10.
74Trails.	The	fullmessage	is	displayed.	Press	the	button	to	turn	the	feature	on	oroff.BackReturns	to	the	previous	screen.ExitExits	the	current	function.	149ControlsCURSOR/SELECT	Switch.	The	systemwill	search	for	the	same	preferred	chain	or	brandwithin	the	selected	area.	95.403	(CB	Rule	3)	Am	I	eligible	to	operate	a	CB	station?You	are	authorized	to	operate	a	CB	station	unless:(a)	You	are	a	foreign	government,	a	representative	of	a	foreigngovernment,	or	a	federal	government	agency;	or(b)	The	FCC	has	issued	a	cease	and	desist	order	to	you,	andthe	order
is	still	in	effect.Sec.	USB-connected	device2.	Address	is	displayed	if	available.3.Select	the	option	button.172	Navigationa.Add	to	Saved	list:	Select	Saved.	Right	Hand	Control	Audio	Functions	(typical)Controls	and	Components	19Page	38Table	17.	Where	To	ScreenPage	173your	current	destination	as	home,	see	NAVIGATION,Saving	Current	Location.om02028NOTES•To	delete	or	change	the	home	destination,	activate	a	routeto	home	and	select	the	option	button	on	the	map.	See	NAVIGATION,	Trails.Compass:	Displays	the	Compass	screen.Arrival
DistanceMoving	TimeTime	To	TurnArrival	TimeOverall	AverageSpeedTime	To	ViaWeather	(if	available):	Displays	a	weather	overlay	on	the	map(requires	SiriusXM	module	with	subscription	to	weather	mapservice).ClockSpeedTotal	TimeROUTE	PREFERENCES	AND	AVOIDANCESGPS	AccuracyStopped	TimeVia	DistanceHeadingTemperature148	NavigationPreferences	can	be	chosen	for	the	path	and	type	of	roads	tobe	used	during	route	calculation	(scenic,	fastest,	shortest	ortwisty).	The	system	displays	coordinates,	elevation,signal	and	position	information	as
shown	in	Figure	131.174	NavigationPage	193om02078om0207214231.2.3.4.Current	address/locationAdditional	GPS	informationCurrent	location	coordinatesGPS	signal	strengthFigure	130.	48bDay.	4Enabling	Rear	Controls.	118KKeyboardFull.	The	system	exports	the	set	of	routes	as	a	GPXfile	named	"H-D_NavData.gpx".	Passenger	Headset	ConnectorFigure	10.	Select	Yes	to	confirm.CALL	HISTORY1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Calls.	67ScreenHome.	The	screen	title	is	not	a	selectable	button.Buttons:	Some	menu	bars	contain	a	selectable	button	on
theright,	left	or	both	sides	of	the	screen	title.	See	PHONE,	Making	a	Call:	EmergencyPhone	Number.•Select	tuning	mode	(tune/seek/preset).•Adjust	audio	settings	(volume,headset/speaker	selection).•Pair,	connect	and	set	up	phone	features	through	Bluetooth.•Connect	USB	devices.•Select	station	or	media.•Set	up	trips	and	navigation.4	Safety	Firsttone,fadeandEMERGENCY	PHONE	NUMBERPhone	numbers	and	navigation	to	nearby	emergency	resourcesare	also	available	on	equipped	systems.	181Intercontinental	Replacement.	Audio	Setup	ScreenAUDIO
SETTINGS:	BASS/TREBLEFADE1.See	Figure	34.	The	amplifier	is	also	available	as	anaccessory.Additional	amplifiers	may	be	needed	when	adding	speakersto	a	vehicle.Controls	and	Components	29Page	48ANTENNAS	AND	RECEPTIONom019092Operating	the	CB	radio	without	an	antenna	or	with	a	brokenantenna	cable	can	result	in	damage	to	the	transmitter	circuitry.	It	alsoprevents	the	need	to	continually	adjust	the	VOX	sensitivitysetting.om01977Speed	volume	is	also	known	as	automatic	volume	control(AVC)	on	previous	Harley-Davidson	sound
systems.121.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Audio	Setup.2.See	Figure	35.	112Passenger	Operation.	The	system	only	allows	one	device	to	be	connectedfor	each	Bluetooth	service	(phone	or	music).Figure	64.	From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Channel.A	list	of	channels	are	displayed.	51Background	Color.	The	phone	declines	the	calland	sends	it	to	voicemail	(or	other	function	as	determined	bythe	phone	manufacturer	or	carrier).	39Controls.	Scroll	to	a	POI	icon	on	the	map.	.	Feedback	Settings54	System	SettingsPage	73CLASSIC	MODEom01978When	Classic	Mode	is
selected,	the	HOME	hand	control	switchwill	toggle	through	available	audio	sources,	rather	than	displaying	the	Home	screen.	The	Phone	Book	icon	is	displayed	in	the	statusbar	during	the	download	process.	148Prompts:	Adjusting	Volume	Using	Menus.	SiriusXM	signal	strengthFigure	92.	High	Contrast	Day	ColorsFigure	30.	114Charging	a	Phone.	Tuner	MenuTUNING	A	STATION:	HAND	CONTROLSWITCHWhen	configured	for	tuning,	use	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	handcontrol	switch	to	advance	to	another	frequency.SEEKING	A	STATION:	HAND
CONTROLSWITCHWhen	configured	for	seeking,	use	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	handcontrol	switch	to	find	the	next	station.Short	press:	Seeks	the	next	station.The	seek	icon	is	displayedin	the	status	bar.Long	press:	Accelerates	through	the	frequencies.	See	SYSTEM	SET-Citizen	Band	(CB)	Radio	111Page	130TINGS,	Speaker/Headset	Selection.	For	bestperformance	and	indexing	of	files,	store	media	files	at	the	rootdirectory	of	the	USB	device,	rather	than	in	multiple	levels	offolders.Table	28.	The	radio	displays	a	largescale	map	with	the	current	location	of	the
vehicle.2.Select	the	map	options	button	to	configure	the	display	ofthe	map.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.54Current	locationRadar	color	legendLight	rainHeavy/severe	rainSnow	(darker	is	greater	severity)Mixed	snow/rain	(darker	is	greater	severity)Map	options	(radar,	fronts	and	update	information)Figure	108.	See	Regulatory	Compliance,	FCC	CB	RulesFeedback.	Map	ScrollingFigure	114.	Select	the	avoided	turn	from	the	list.	67Tuning	a	Station:	Voice	Recognition.	Select	Fade/Speed	Volume.3.Adjust	speed	volume	to	one	of	four	different	levels.	114Presets.	23Right	Hand
Controls.	Repeat	steps	to	program	a	new	homedestination.•Once	a	home	address	has	been	saved,	a	voice	commandcan	also	be	used	to	navigate	home.	Donot	interrupt	an	operation.3.Create	a	"fingerprint"	of	your	Boom!	Box	on	a	USB	flashdrive.a.Install	a	USB	flash	drive	to	the	USB	port	in	the	storagecompartment.b.Go	to	Home	>	Setup	>	System	Information	>	Navigation	>	Export	for	Update.c.Select	the	USB	flash	drive	from	the	list.d.When	the	export	for	update	completes,	select	OK.e.Remove	the	flash	drive.Updating	DatabaseNOTES•••1.The	Naviextras
website	hosts	a	set	of	HOW-TO-GUIDEfiles	to	walk	you	through	each	step	of	the	update	procedure.	Enable	text	messaging2.	147Importing	a	Route.	91Page	239Metric	Units	of	Measurement.	CB	activeCB	audio	routing:	CB	audio	can	be	routed	to	the	speakersor	the	rider/passenger	headsets.	The	volume	remains	constant	while	riding.However,	the	radio	has	equalizers	with	dynamic	filterswhich	modify	certain	frequency	bands	depending	onspeed.	Game	Zone	AlertREMOVING	A	GAME	ZONE	FAVORITE1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu	>	Game
Zone.2.Select	Favorite	Teams.132	SiriusXM1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>Forecast.2.Select	Current	Location	or	Other	Location.3.If	selected	Other	Location,	select	the	state	and	locationto	view.4.See	Figure	99.	Toggle	to	show	all	nearby	events	or	along	routeonly3.	95.427.)(a)	If	it	appears	to	the	FCC	that	you	have	violated	the	Communications	Act	or	these	rules,	the	FCC	may	send	you	a	discrepancy	notice.Sec.	See	BLUETOOTH.PROFILEDESCRIPTIONSee	Figure	68.	137Traffic	Message	List.	See	FEATURES	AND	SPECIFICATIONS	for
featuressupported	for	your	vehicle	or	region.253647TUNER181.	Display	more	status	screens	(if	equipped	withTPMS)Figure	138.	Displays	the	leading	edge	of	a	cold	air	mass.The	triangles	show	the	forward	directionof	the	front.High	pressure	(H)Shows	center	of	high	atmospheric	pressure.IsobarThin	line	which	indicates	equal	or	constant	atmospheric	pressure.Low	pressure	(L)Shows	center	of	low	atmospheric	pressure.Stationary	frontShown	as	an	alternating	red-blue	linewith	triangles	and	semi-circles.	11Speed	Volume.	26Message	Access	Profile	(MAP).	Soft
key6.	30Hidden.	Other	USB	devices	are	identified	with	a	USB	icon.NOTES•Do	not	use	a	hub	when	installing	software	or	map	updates.•Connecting	too	many	items	through	a	hub	can	exceed	thecharging	current	available	through	the	USB	port.	CB	ActiveRECEIVING	CB	AUDIOThe	radio	will	receive	inbound	CB	audio	while	on	any	screen.When	an	incoming	CB	signal	breaks	squelch,	the	CB	audiointerrupts	(or	mixes)	with	the	current	audio	source	in	the	radio.While	CB	audio	is	being	received,	the	CB	Active	icon	is	displayed	in	the	status	bar.If	necessary,	adjust
the	squelch	level	so	noise	does	not	breaksquelch,	but	desired	CB	audio	is	still	received.CB	audio	is	received	through	the	speakers	or	the	headsets,depending	on	the	audio	routing	settings.	If	a	routeis	not	active,	the	system	displays	all	nearby	traffic	events.2.Select	an	item	from	the	list.	97Bluetooth	and	USB	Connection.	If	the	oil	pressurelamp	is	also	on,	stop	the	engine	immediately	and	do	not	ridefurther.	51Feedback	Prompts.	If	connected,	the	first	song	fromthe	device	begins	playing.DEVICE	PLAYERS	AND	APPLICATIONS:BLUETOOTHStreaming	audio	can	be
played	from	an	internal	player	orapplication	on	a	connected	Bluetooth	device.	Motorcycle	icon:	Changes	the	icon	used	for	the	currentposition.Navigation	147Page	166NOTENAVIGATION	OPTION	MENUThe	current	audio	source	can	also	be	toggled	on	and	off	bypressing	and	holding	the	NAVIGATION	switch	on	the	faceplate.CHANGING	DATA	FIELDS1.With	the	map	displayed,	select	the	left	or	right	data	field.2.Refer	to	Table	38.	A	singleGPX	file	may	contain	multiple	trips	and	destinations.The	system	can	use	GPX	files	exported	by	other	GPS	devicesor	mapping
websites.	129Weather	Map.	49Metric.	Select	OK	to	confirm.90	BluetoothFigure	67.	The	teleprompter	screenshows	commonly	used	commands,	along	with	a	line	item	todisplay	more	commands.COMMAND	LISTSee	Figure	136.	110FCC	Regulations.	Map	optional	(otherdestinations).Engine	Idle	Temper-	Displays	status	as	disabled,	enabled	orature	Management	activeSystem	(EITMS)Map	database14	Features	and	SpecificationsEngine	oil	pressure	Pressure	measured	by	the	engine	oilpressure	sending	unitTire	pressure	monit-	Displays	tire	pressure,	low-pressure
alertoring	systemand	low	sensor	battery(TPMS)	(2016	CVOonly)Page	33INFOTAINMENT	CONTROLSom017416.5GT564CONTROLS	AND	COMPONENTS4.32311.	FM	Categories:	RBDS,	North	AmericaOPTION•••••••••••••Set/Clear	AllNewsInformationSportsTalkRockClassic	RockAdult	HitsSoft	RockTop	40CountryOldiesSoftTable	26.	Select	OK.Select	Destinations.	The	caller	canthen	be	added	to	the	saved	list	by	selecting	the	Save	button.Making	a	new	call:	Initiating	a	new	call	will	terminate	the	current	call.ROUTING	CALL	AUDIOOutbound	call	audio	is
always	spoken	into	the	rider	and	passenger	microphones.	Fade/Speed	Volume	Adjustment	ScreenPage	71activating	VOX	transmissions	when	at	greater	speeds.	89Specifications.	The	volume	automatically	increases	to	compensate	forengine,	wind	and	other	ambient	noise	factors	as	vehicle	speedincreases.The	speed	volume	setting	also	affects	the	voice	activation(VOX)	of	the	intercom.	(00172a)Page	20while	the	motorcycle	is	in	motion.	Turn	off	andrestart	the	motorcycle	to	reset	the	alert	feature.Other	TPMS	FeaturesFor	vehicles	equipped	with	TPMS,	low	tire
pressure	and	TPMSmalfunctions	are	indicated	by	a	lamp	in	the	instruments.	Data	Field	OptionsDATA	FIELD	OPTIONSThe	navigation	option	menu	button	is	displayed	on	the	rightside	of	the	map.	DisplayTable	4.	Fixed	fairing	vehicles	have	a	media	compartment	in	the	right	side	of	the	fairing.Page	45Open:	Pull	up	on	the	front	of	the	compartment	door	to	openas	shown.Cleaning:	The	rubber	or	fabric	insert	in	the	compartment	isattached	with	hook	and	loop	fastening	tape	and	can	beremoved	for	cleaning.Media	Compartment:	Other	VehiclesSee	Figure	13.	Media
(selects	connected	media	device)Figure	46.	GPS	LocationFigure	131.	The	stations	are	listed	by	distance	from	the	current	location.4.Sort	by	brand/price/distance:	Select	the	middle	scrollbutton	to	sort	the	list	by	brand	(station	name),	fuel	price,or	distance	to	the	station.5.Select	a	station	from	the	list.6.See	Figure	104.	95.401	(CB	Rule	1)	What	is	the	Citizens	Band	RadioServices?The	Citizens	Band	(CB)	Radio	Service	is	a	private,	two-way,short-distance	voice	communications	service	for	personal	orbusiness	activities	of	the	general	public.The	CB	Radio	Servicemay
also	be	used	for	voice	paging.Sec.	35Muting	Audio.	148Deleting	a	Trail.	If	the	Commission	determines	that	an	operator	has	satisfied	its	responsibility	to	make	reasonableefforts	to	protect	the	Observatory	from	interference,	theunit	may	be	allowed	to	operate.Sec.	57Serial	Number.	91HeadsetConnectors.	With	the	CB	turned	on,push	down	the	squelch	switch	(SQ-)	until	noise	and	static	are112	Citizen	Band	(CB)	RadioSQUELCHPage	131heard.	Whenfinished,	select	Back.4.5.The	trip	itinerary	is	displayed.EDITING	A	TRIP:	ADDING	WAYPOINTS
ONMAPom020241.With	active	route	on	the	map,	press	the	touchscreen.12.Scroll	to	a	POI	or	location	on	the	map.	Setup	MenuITEMSETTINGSSiriusXM	Setup*Subscription	(Radio)Subscription	(Specialty	Services)Traffic*Traffic	On/OffRe-route	(Off/Auto/Manual)NotificationNavigation	Setup*Route	CalculationAppearanceRear	Controls	On/Off*---System	InformationSoftwareHardwareEQNavigationLanguageEnglish	(US)English	(UK)French	(CA)French	(FR)German	(DE)Italian	(IT)Spanish	(ES)Spanish	(MX)Portuguese	(PT)Classic	Mode	On/Off*---*Features	are
only	available	or	enabled	on	some	vehicles	or	regions.Page	63LANGUAGESee	Figure	25.	Trips	can	also	be	imported	from	RidePlanner.	48Fade.	The	new	trail	beginsrecording.3.End	trail:	Uncheck	the	Record	On	checkbox.	(You	aresubject	to	its	rules.)	Any	foreign	government.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	System	Information	>	Software.2.Compare	the	software	version	in	the	radio	with	the	latestversion	of	software	available	on	www.h-d.com/boom	(orthe	Boom!	Box	portion	of	www.h-d.com/touring).3.Versions	are	the	same:	You	have	the	latest	softwareavailable.
12VOICE	RECOGNITION	Switch.	All	prompts(including	navigation	guidance)	are	played	over	theselected	audio	output.Page	197NAVIGATION	DATABASEom02017Update,	replacement	and	restoration	map	databases	aredownloaded	from	harley-davidson.naviextras.com.This	websitecan	be	accessed	through	a	link	on	www.h-d.com/boom.Update:	Motorcycles	are	delivered	with	the	latest	map	database.	Thecall	screen	displays	a	Mute	icon	in	the	lower	right	corner.	See	NAVIGATION,	Savinga	Destination:	Saved,	Preferred	or	Home.c.Spell	Name:	Use	the	keyboard
to	enter	a	full	or	partialname	of	the	POI.The	system	displays	matching	POIsin	the	selected	area.d.Phone	Number:	Enter	a	phone	number	for	the	destination.	The	status	bar	will	show	the	CB	Idle	icon.	See	Rear	(Passenger)	ControlsEngine	Idle	Temperature	Management	System	(EITMS).	The	Traffic	Announcement	icon	(TA)	is	displayed	in	the	status	bar.	Lanes	required	for	next	turn	(orange	arrows)2.	Trails	can	be	renamed	with	more	meaningful	names.DELETING	A	TRAIL1.From	the	Navigation	menu,	select	Where	To	>	More	>Trails.1.From	the	Navigation
menu,	select	Where	To	>	More	>Trails.2.Select	the	trail	from	the	list.2.Select	the	trail	from	the	list.3.Select	Rename.3.Select	the	trash	can	button.164	NavigationPage	1834.Select	Yes	to	confirm.EXPORTING	A	ROUTEA	trip,	trail	or	saved	destination	can	be	exported	to	a	USBstorage	device.	TerrainCOLORBlueDESCRIPTIONWaterLight	grayAirport/seaportDark	grayIndustrial/businessLight	greenParkDark	greenForestOrangeDesertRedYellowHospital/medical	facilityMountain	or	desertCHANGING	MAP	DISPLAYMap	features	can	be	turned	on,	off	or
adjusted.1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Navigation	Setup	>	Appearance.Left	and	right	data	fields:	Displays	the	left	and	right	datafields.2.POI	icons:	Check	the	POI	items	to	be	displayed	on	themap.10.	GPS	Sync	(export	to	GPX	file)Figure	122.	In	the	UnitedStates,	read	Part	95,	FCC	Rules	and	Regulations	beforeoperating	your	transmitter.TURNING	CB	ONOperating	the	CB	radio	without	an	antenna	or	with	a	brokenantenna	cable	can	result	in	damage	to	the	transmitter	circuitry.	Recording	a	TrailTRAILSSee	Figure	121.	The	traffic	message	is	displayed.	The	intercom
icon	will	turn	white(active).The	intercom	audio	will	be	heard	in	the	headsets.	On	weather	bandscreen,	press	button	in	upper	left	corner	to	display	On.Some	radio	stations	broadcast	data	which	can	be	used	to	display	station	identification,	program	information	and	supportother	features	in	the	radio	(depending	on	the	region).Turn	weather	alert	off:	On	weather	band	screen,	press	buttonin	upper	left	corner	to	display	Off.om020001Radio	Broadcast	Data	System	(RBDS)	is	primarily	used	inNorth	America.	It	alsoprevents	unnecessary	adjustments	to	the	microphone
sensitivitywhile	riding.Intercom	119Page	138ADJUSTING	INTERCOM	VOLUME:	RIDERAND	PASSENGER	HEADSETS1.Activate	the	intercom	(press	the	PTT	switch	or	speak	loudenough	to	break	VOX).2.Adjust	the	volume	while	the	intercom	is	active.	31Enabling.	162Editing	a	Trip:	Reordering	Waypoints.	Speakthe	number	88	as	"eight,	eight"	rather	than	"eighty-eight".	Intercom	state	(on/off)6.	See	an	authorised	Harley-Davidson	dealerfor	details.Obtaining	Warranty	ServiceTo	obtain	warranty	service,	return	your	motorcycle	with	soundsystem	intact,	at	your
expense,	within	the	warranty	period	toan	authorised	Harley-Davidson	dealer.Harley-Davidson's	network	of	authorised	dealers	is	large,	andcontinues	to	expand.	Language	Setting1.See	Figure	26.	File	metadata	may	notbe	displayed.	Pressthe	switch	again	to	show	the	current	audio	source	(tuner	station,media	file,	or	phone	screen).FAVORITE	SWITCH	(FAV)The	favorite	(FAV)	switch	can	be	set	to	one	audio	source	(radiostation,	tuner	band,	media	file,	or	media	player).	77Finding	File.	169Displaying	Map.	Status	Bar	IconsICONNAMEFUNCTIONCitizen	Band	(CB)
idleMusic/media	is	routed	to	the	speakers.Speakers	are	muted.CB	is	turned	on.	Repeat	the	process	asnecessary.NOTEDo	not	use	any	screen	enhancing	chemicals	or	products.Thesecan	damage	the	screen	surface.Speaker	CareIf	a	haze	develops	on	speakers	with	a	protective	grille,	useHARLEY	SEAT,	SADDLEBAG,	AND	TRIM	CLEANER	and	aSOFTCLOTH	or	SOFT	DETAILING	PAD	to	clean.	177Restoring	an	Avoided	Road.	See	thesections	for	each	of	these	functions	for	operation.VOICE	RECOGNITION	SWITCHSee	Figure	5.	Referto	Table	40.b.Preferred:
Displays	a	list	of	POIs	that	have	beensaved	as	preferred	destinations	(such	as	a	particularrestaurant	chain	or	gas	station	brand).	For	example,	when	heading	east,the	red	needle	points	to	the	right	(east).om019751NNOTEWhile	on	other	screens,	the	system	displays	the	currentheading	in	the	status	bar.Full	Size	CompassW2ESNW3ESA	full	sized	compass	can	also	be	displayed	to	show	vehicleheading.1.With	map	displayed,	select	the	options	button.2.See	Figure	112.	Road	signs	and	traffic	icons	are	also	displayed.4.To	toggle	between	all	nearby	events	or	only
events	alongthe	route,	select	the	circular	arrow	button	on	the	right	sideof	the	screen.5.See	Figure	106.	See	TUNER,	Presetsfor	more	information.1.See	Figure	40.	183Command	List.	6Display.	79SiriusXM	Channels.	1.1307	of	this	chapter,you	must	provide	an	environmental	assessment,	as	set	forthin	Sec.	166Round	Trip.	7CB.	128Stations.	179Data	Field	Options.	ChaptersFigure	62.	A	device	with	a	highlightedphone	icon	is	connected	for	phone	service.	95.428	(CB	Rule	28)	How	do	I	contact	the	FCC?FCC	Citizens	Band	Information	213Page	232(a)	FCC	National
Call	Center	at	1-888-225-5322.(b)	FCC	World	Wide	Web	homepage:	.(c)	In	writing,	to	FCC,	Attention:	CB,	1270	Fairfield	Road,Gettysburg,	PA	17325-7245.Source:	48	FR	24894,	June	3,	1983,	unless	otherwise	noted.214	FCC	Citizens	Band	InformationPage	233Bar	&	Shield,	Boom!,	Cross	Bones,	Cruise	Drive,	CVO,	DigitalTech,	Digital	Technician,	Digital	Technician	II,	Dyna,	ElectraGlide,	Evolution,	Fat	Bob,	Fat	Boy,	Forty-Eight,	Glaze,	Gloss,H-D,	H-Dnet.com,	Harley,	Harley-Davidson,	HD,	HeritageSoftail,	Iron	883,	Low	Rider,	Night	Rod,	Nightster,	Night
Train,Profile,	Reflex,	Revolution,	Road	Glide,	Road	King,	Road	Tech,Rocker,	Screamin'	Eagle,	Seventy-Two,	Softail,	Sportster,Street	Glide,	Street	Rod,	Sun	Ray,	Sunwash,	Super	Glide,SuperLow,	Supersmart,	Switchback,	SYN3,	TechLink,	TechLinkII,	Tour-Pak,	Tri	Glide,	Twin	Cam	88,	Twin	Cam	88B,	TwinCam	96,	Twin	Cam	96B,	Twin	Cam	103,	Twin	Cam	103B,	TwinCam	110,	Twin	Cam	110B,	Twin-Cooled,	Ultra	Classic,	V-Rod,VRSC	and	Harley-Davidson	Genuine	Motor	Parts	and	GenuineMotor	Accessories	are	among	the	trademarks	of	H-D
U.S.A.,LLC.TRADEMARKSH-D	U.S.A.,	LLC	TRADEMARKINFORMATION215Page	234PRODUCT	REGISTERED	MARKSApple,	Alcantara	S.p.A.,	Allen,	Amp	Multilock,	Bluetooth,Brembo,	City	Navigator,	Delphi,	Deutsch,	Dunlop,	Dynojet,Fluke,	G.E.	Versilube,	Garmin,	Gunk,	Hydroseal,	Hylomar,iPhone,	iPod,	Kevlar,	Lexan,	Loctite,	Lubriplate,	Keps,	K&N,Magnaflux,	Marson	Thread-Setter	Tool	Kit,	MAXI	fuse,	Molex,216	TrademarksMichelin,	MPZ,	Mulitilock,	nano,	NGK,	Novus,	Packard,	Pirelli,Permatex,	Philips,	PJ1,	Pozidriv,	Road	Tech,	Robinair,	S100,Sems,
SiriusXM,	Snap-on,	Teflon,	Threadlocker,	Torca,	Torco,TORX,	Tufoil,	Tyco,	Ultratorch,	Velcro,	X-Acto,	XM	SatelliteRadio,	and	zumo	are	among	the	trademarks	of	their	respectiveowners.Page	235A2DP/AVRCP	Profile	(AV/Music).	You	must	obeyall	other	rules.(c)	You	may	use	your	CB	station	for	communications	necessaryto	assist	a	traveler	to	reach	a	destination	or	to	receive	necessary	services.	135Viewing	Tagged	List.	22MODE/UP/DN	Switch.	11Controls.	Holding	thePREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	accelerates	through	frequencies.b.Seek:	The	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand
control	switch	willseek	the	next	station.	Tagged	songFigure	95.	197Speakers.	A	total	of	17	trips	can	be	stored	in	thesystem.	95Making	a	Call:	Phone	Book	Contact.	Select	the	buttons	for	numbers,	symbols	or	extended	characters	to	display	keypads	withadditional	characters	as	needed.When	finished	with	a	keyboardentry,	select	OK.Full	Keyboard:	See	Figure	20.	12Subscribing.	170Low	Fuel	Alert.	Sensor	data	is	sent	tothe	TPMS	at	varying	intervals	(depending	on	whether	thevehicle	is	in	motion,	parked	on	the	jiffy	stand,	or	has	asignificant	change	in	tire
pressure).	197Replaceable	Screen	Protector.	Not	displayed	when	Roaming,	New	Messages,Low	Battery	or	Phonebook	icons	are	shown.RoamingBluetooth-connected	phone	is	in	a	roamingarea.New	MessagesBluetooth-connected	phone	has	receiveda	text	message.The	tuner	is	set	to	an	RDS	station	that	regularly	broadcasts	traffic	bulletins	(selectmarkets	only).Low	BatteryBluetooth-connected	phone	has	a	low	battery.SiriusXM	Signal	Strength	SiriusXM	satellite	signal	strength	(3	bars).PhonebookBluetooth-connected	phone	is	downloadingphonebook	data	to	the
infotainment	system.Intercom	microphone	idle	Intercom	is	turned	on,	but	not	currently	inuse.Voice	Recognition	active	Voice	recognition	switch	has	been	pressed.System	is	prompting	or	processing	voicecommands.Headsets	not	mutedHeadsets	mutedMusic/media	is	routed	to	the	headsets.	Route	or	view	gas	station	on	map2.	When	prompted,	decide	whether	to	continue	with	theexisting	call,	or	to	start	the	new	call	(terminating	the	currentcall).VOICE	MAILThe	radio	does	not	indicate	voicemail	status.	Artist6.
ControlsITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMDESCRIPTIONScreenWeatherproof	4.3-inch	QVGA	LCD	colorscreen	or	6.5-inch	QVGA	TFT	LCD	colortouchscreen	with	screen	protectorIlluminated	faceplate	controlsOn/off/mute,	navigation,	favorite,	home,screen	selection	soft	keysLanguagesEnglish	(US/UK),	French	(Canada,	Europe),Spanish	(Mexico,	Castilian),	German,	Italian,Portuguese	(Europe)Day/nightcolor	modesDay,	night	or	automatic	sensor	activatedIntegrated	passenger	controlsVolume,	seek/previous/next,	audiosource	selection,	CB	push-to-talk
(PTT)Backgroundcolors6	selectable	colors	(6.5	only)KeyboardFull	keyboard,	alphabetic	keypad,	smartspellerScreen	selectionSoft	key	(4.3)	or	touchscreen	(6.5)High	contrast	Selectable	in	day	or	automatic	color	modesday	colorsAdjustablebrightnessManual	or	automatic	sensor	activated6	Features	and	SpecificationsIntegratedVolume,	seek/previous/next,	home,	CBhandlebar	controls	push-to-talk	(PTT),	voice	recognition,vehicle	information,	squelch,cursor/selectHand	control	config-	Normal	or	Classic	modeurationPage	25Table	5.	Signpost	and	Junction	View1.
Voice	Recognition:	Tuner	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONAMSet	tuner	to	AM	band.FMSet	tuner	to	FM	band.WEATHER	BANDSet	tuner	to	weather	band.MEDIUM	WAVESet	tuner	to	MW	band.186	Voice	RecognitionPage	205Table	43.	Zoom	controlsFigure	110.	All	inbound	CB	signals	areeffectively	muted.1.2.3.4.Squelch	level	(can	be	raised	or	lowered)Noise	(CB	audio	remains	muted)Weak	signals	(CB	audio	remains	muted)Strong	signals	(breaks	squelch,	CB	audiounmutes)Figure	84.	Next	turn	maneuver10.	Setup
MenuITEMSETTINGSSpeaker/HeadsetMusic/MediaCommunicationPromptsAudio	SetupBassTrebleFadeSpeed	VolumeDisplayScreen	BrightnessButton	BrightnessColors	(Day/Night	Color	Mode,	BackgroundColor*,	High	Contrast	Day	Colors)Global	PresetsGlobal	Presets	On/OffNumber	of	PagesFull/Large	Keyboard*---Feedback	SettingsPrompt	VolumeBeep	volumeNav	Prompts	(On/Off)Bluetooth	SetupBluetooth	On/OffList	Paired	Devices	(Add	New	Device)Ring	TonesEnglish	Units/Metric---ClockUser	Time/GPS	Time12	Hour/24	HourDaylight	Savings	Time	(DST)
On/OffZone	(Auto)	or	varied	by	region44	System	SettingsTable	22.	The	teleprompter	is	shown	when	the	VOICERECOGNITION	switch	is	pressed.	CB	VolumeAdjusting	CB	volume	(while	on	CB	screen):	Use	ridervolume	controls	to	adjust	speaker	or	rider	headset	volume.Use	passenger	volume	controls	to	adjust	passenger	headsetvolume.PASSENGER	CB	OPERATIONAdjusting	CB	volume	(while	not	on	CB	screen):	SeeFigure	86.	95.414	(CB	Rule	14)	May	I	be	paid	to	use	my	CB	station?(a)	You	may	not	accept	direct	or	indirect	payment	for	transmitting	with	a	CB
station.(b)	You	may	use	a	CB	station	to	help	you	provide	a	service,and	be	paid	for	that	service,	as	long	as	you	are	paid	only	forthe	service	and	not	for	the	actual	use	of	the	CB	station.Sec.	Type	the	full	phone	number	using	thekeypad.	Thesaddlebag	speakers	are	weatherproof,	and	the	heat	fromspeaker	operation	would	soon	evaporate	the	water,	but	therecould	be	a	temporary	effect	on	sound	quality.	68RBDS/RDS.	The	screen	shows	thecurrent	weather	conditions.5.See	Figure	100.	You	must	obey	allother	rules.1.Previously	assigned	CB	call	sign;2.K	prefix	followed
by	operator	initials	and	residence	zipcode;3.Name;	orSec.	A	trail	is	a	specific	path	which	is	recordedduring	your	ride.	EITMS	will	notactivate.Enabled:	The	rider	has	enabled	EITMS.	This	is	based	on	the	vehicle,	fairing	type	andspeaker	configuration.	Event	type	(icon)4.	14Voice	Recognition.	If	your	CB	station	is	near	an	airport,you	may	contact	the	nearest	FCC	field	office	for	a	worksheetto	help	you	figure	the	maximum	allowable	height	of	yourantenna.	Stationsbroadcasting	RDS	data	may	also	include	time	updates,weather,	traffic	and	other	regional
information.234Not	all	radio	stations	transmit	RBDS	or	RDS	data.	Install	updates	to	the	navigation	database	tomake	sure	you	have	the	latest	information	available.NAVIGATIONThe	navigation,	lane	guidance	and	traffic	features	are	intendedto	assist	you	when	traveling.	Thesespeakers	use	the	saddlebag	enclosure	to	provide	enhancedbass	response.	Installing	the	incorrectantenna	for	the	tuner	or	CB	will	result	in	degraded	reception.Hidden	tuner	antenna:	Some	vehicles	have	an	antennainstalled	in	the	fairing	for	tuner	reception	(AM/FM/WB).Satellite	antennas:
SiriusXM	and	GPS	antennas	are	mountedwithin	the	fairing	on	equipped	models.	197gPage	242Radio	Broadcast	Data	System	(RBDS).	Software	Update8.Turn	on	the	radio.PRIVACY	RESET9.Connect	the	USB	drive	to	the	vehicle	USB	port.	Call	ScreenPhone	93Page	1123.See	Figure	70.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Audio	Setup.2.Adjust	the	Bass	and	Treble	settings	using	the	+	and	controls.	The	screen	goes	black	and	theclock	is	displayed.	Setup	MenuIf	audio	accessories	have	been	added	to	the	motorcycle,	seethe	instruction	sheets	for	proper	configuration	and
operationof	those	accessories.SETUP	MENUSee	Figure	24.	Select	a	destination	to	reorder.162	Navigation1.	Any	of	the	threefollowing	methods	may	be	used.a.Navigation	setup	menu:	Select	Home	>	NavigationSetup	>	Route	Calculation.b.During	route	calculation:	Select	option	button.Select	Route	Calculation.c.During	active	route:	Select	option	button	on	the	map.Select	Preferences.2.Select	the	type	of	path	(scenic,	fastest,	shortest	or	twisty).3.Select	Avoidances.	129Tagging	Artist	or	Song.	Before	following	anyinstruction	from	the	system,	check	whether	the
instruction	canbe	done	safely	and	legally.Safety	First	3Page	22PRE-RIDE	CHECKLIST•Set	up	CB	and	intercom.To	make	full	use	of	features	and	minimize	distraction	while	onthe	road,	configure	the	system	with	your	personal	preferencesbefore	riding.•Connect	and	put	on	headsets.•Set	brightness,	background	color	and	day/night	colormode.•Configure	presets	and	favorites.Setting	up	an	emergency	phone	number	can	provide	accessto	help	when	needed.	POI	IconsICONDESCRIPTIONATM/BankingHospitalAutomotiveHotel/motelCoffee
shopOtherCommunityParkingEntertainmentRecreationGas	stationRestaurantHarley-DavidsonShoppingHealth	and	beautyTravelHighway	exitTruck	stopNavigation	153Page	172ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	ADDRESSom020271.See	Figure	115.	Radios	with	a	touchscreen	have	areplaceable	protective	film.	Low	Fuel	AlertLOW	FUEL	ALERTGPS	INFORMATIONSee	Figure	129.	After	the	FAVswitch	has	been	set,	briefly	press	the	switch	to	begin	playingthe	selected	audio	source.Setting	FAV	switch	(tuner	band):	Press	and	hold	FAV	switch.Select	Tuner.	These	are
alsoavailable	as	accessories	for	vehicles	with	air-cooled	engines.Saddlebag	SpeakersSaddlebag	speakers	are	equipped	on	some	models	to	provideadditional	surrounding	volume	for	the	sound	system.	16Selecting.	The	radio	displays	the	fuel	type	that	is	currentlyselected.2.Select	Fuel	Type.3.Select	the	fuel	type	from	the	list.	The	CB	Active	icon	will	be	displayed.	Global	Presets:	Page	SettingPAGESTOTAL	PRESETS1	page6	presets2	pages10	presets3	pages15	presets4	pages20	presetsSYSTEM	INFORMATION1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	System	Information.System
Settings	57Page	762.Select	the	information	to	display.a.b.c.3.Software:	See	Figure	42.	USB	con-	AAC,	M4A,	M4B,nector	and	reader	WAV,	WMArequired	for	SD	card.FEATURES	OR	LIMITATIONSSupports	all	find	features.	The	system	cannot	recognize	rapid	speech	or	a	raisedvoice	level.Numbers:	Pronounce	numbers	as	individual	numerals.	Distractionscan	lead	to	loss	of	control,	resulting	in	death	or	seriousinjury.	49USB	Devices.	The	radio	does	not	reinitialize	unless	thevehicle	is	turned	off	for	up	to	30	seconds.Mute/Pause:	Briefly	press	POWER/MUTE	to	mute
audio.Radio	stations,	CB,	intercom,	navigation	audio	and	promptsare	muted.	125Optional	Accessory.	57Part	Number.	80Presets.	Enable	global	presets2.	CB	Channels:	Popular	or	ReservedCHANNELDESCRIPTIONNOTECB	channels	cannot	be	configured	as	global	presets	or	favorites.Channel	8Unofficial	travelers	channel	(Australia)Channel	9Reserved	for	emergency	and	traveler	assistance	use	only	(most	countries)Channel	13Unofficial	travelers	channel	(Greece)Channel	15Unofficial	travelers	channel	(Russia)Channel	17North-south	freeway	trucker	channel
(US)The	squelch	level	determines	the	minimum	signal	strength	thatwill	unmute	CB	reception.	A	privacy	reset	does	not	affect	otherbasic	settings	like	the	clock	or	audio	configuration.	Intercom	active/idleFigure	87.	Type	of	turn/maneuver2.	51Automatic	Volume	Control	(AVC).	160Safety.	The	subscription	status	for	each	service	(traffic,fuel,	weather	and	forecast	services)	is	displayed	with	anESN	number	and	SiriusXM	phone	number	for	assistanceor	activation.123SIRIUSXMSIRIUSXM	SATELLITE	RADIOPage	142om01730Figure	89.	Some	screens	require	a
choice	(Yes/No)	orrequire	confirmation	(OK).	160Database	Version	Verification.	See	NAVIGATION,	NavigationDatabase	to	install	or	update	maps.om02015EQ:	Shows	the	equalizer	(EQ)	file	installed	in	theradio.	Route	To	Destination:	POIROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	DEALERSHIPThe	navigation	database	includes	dealerships	and	other	HarleyDavidson	facilities	(such	as	the	Harley-Davidson	Museum).1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Dealerships.2.Select	a	location	from	the	list.158	NavigationNOTEIn	case	of	emergency,	contact	the	facility	to	verify	their	availability	before
proceeding.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Emergency.2.Select	OK	to	acknowledge	the	alert.3.Select	Hospital,	Police	or	Fire	Department.4.Select	a	location	from	the	list.5.See	Figure	118.	17iPage	244SoftwareUpdate.	Engine	oil	pressure3.	Allow	up	to	30	seconds	for	the	radioto	completely	shut	down.7.Turn	on	the	vehicle.	See	SIRIUSXM,	CheckSubscription	Status.3.Verify	that	the	SiriusXM	signal	is	being	received.	TheFavorites	list	on	the	Home	screen	is	a	separate	featurewhich	can	store	multiple	presets.	The	phone	book	displays	entries	for	home,mobile,	work	or
other	phone	numbers,	according	to	the	entriesin	the	connected	phone.	For	vehicles	not	equipped	with	SiriusXM,	the	optionalSiriusXM	accessory	can	be	purchased	at	www.h-d.com/storeor	at	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	If	the	prompt	is	not	accepted,	the	radio	willcontinue	to	support	the	call	for	approximately	five	minutesbefore	automatically	transferring	the	call	back	to	the	phoneand	shutting	down.	A	list	of	trips,	trails	and	saved	destinationsare	displayed.4.Check	the	checkboxes	for	all	items	to	be	exported,	orchoose	Select	All.5.Select	the	USB
Export	button	on	the	right	side	of	thescreen.6.Select	OK	when	the	export	completes.	From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu.2.Select	Direct	Tune.3.Use	the	keypad	to	enter	a	channel	number.SiriusXM	127Page	1464.2.Select	Tune	to	change	to	the	selected	channel.om0200814231.2.3.4.Channel	numberKeypadTuneBackspace/deleteFigure	94.	Voice	Recognition:	Tuner	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONLONG	WAVESet	tuner	to	LW	band.TUNE	TO	Tunes	to	a	specified	frequency.	Some	audio	books	are	MP3files	which	may	be	listed	with	other	song
files.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.2.Select	Audio	Book.	The	system	can	later	searchfor	the	same	preferred	chain	or	brand	when	riding	inother	locations.	180FLTRUSE	and	FLHTKSE	Updates.	47Compass.	101Enabling	Text	Message	Notification.	SetupFigure	15.	In	the	radio,	select	Yes.	100Saving	Ring	Tone	(Media).	AntennasPage	49BLUETOOTHThe	system	has	Bluetooth	capability	for	accessing	media	filesand	phone	operation.	If	pressingOK	with	only	a	partial	string	of	text,	the	radio	will	provide	a	listof	items	that	begin	with	that	text.	Weather	Band
ScreenRDS	FeaturesFor	dual	tuner	radios	with	RDS	capability,	three	separate	RDSfeatures	can	be	enabled.Alternate	Frequency	Switching	(AF):	The	radio	monitors	thesignal	strength	of	other	stations	playing	the	same	program.Tuner	73Page	92The	radio	automatically	switches	to	another	station	if	the	signalquality	is	better.Regionalization	(REG):	Some	radio	stations	split	their	programinto	separate	regional	programs	on	different	frequencies.Regionalization	automatically	uses	frequencies	of	regionalrelated	stations	for	alternate	frequency	jumps.Traffic
Program/Traffic	Announcement	(TP/TA):	The	radiomonitors	stations	for	traffic	announcements.	Select	a	chapter	from	the	audio	book,	ifapplicable.om020531FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	VIDEO,	TV	SHOW,MOVIE,	MUSIC	VIDEOThe	radio	can	play	some	types	of	video	files.	Select	the	desired	categories	from	the	list.1.	Tagged	artist2.	21Touchscreen.	The	notification	shall	state	the	geographicalcoordinates	of	the	unit.After	receipt	of	such	notifications,	the	Commission	willallow	the	Arecibo	Observatory	a	period	of	20	days	forcomments	or	objections.	North	up
compass2.	Daily	Weather	ForecastFigure	100.	See	Text	MessagingSoft	Keys.	(00174a)See	Figure	8	and	Figure	9.	You	mustoperate	your	CB	station	according	to	any	applicable	treaty	towhich	the	United	States	is	a	party.(d)	Anyone	intending	to	operate	a	CB	station	on	the	islands	ofPuerto	Rico,	Desecheo,	Mona,	Vieques,	and	Culebra	in	amanner	that	could	pose	an	interference	threat	to	the	AreciboPage	223Observatory	shall	notify	the	Interference	Office,	AreciboObservatory,	Post	Office	Box	995,	Arecibo,	Puerto	Rico	00613,in	writing	or	electronically,	of	the
location	of	the	unit.	95.425).Any	internal	modification	to	a	certificated	CB	transmitter	cancelsthe	certification,	and	use	of	such	a	transmitter	voids	yourauthority	to	operate	the	station.Sec.	Language	SettingsSETTINGLANGUAGE/REGIONEnglish	(US)American	EnglishEnglish	(UK)British	EnglishFrench	(CA)Canadian	FrenchFrench	(FR)FranceGerman	(DE)GermanyItalian	(IT)ItalySpanish	(ES)Castilian	Spanish	(Spain)Spanish	(MX)Mexican	SpanishPortuguese	(PT)European	Portuguese	(Portugal)SCREEN	BRIGHTNESSFigure	25.	137Traffic	Reroute.	104Setting
Up	Contacts.	File	browsing	features	are	not	availablefor	Bluetooth	streaming	media	devices.Figure	58.	To	find	current	contact	information	foryour	nearest	authorised	dealer,	visit	our	website	at	www.hd.com.au.Page	221Subpart	D-Citizens	Band	(CB)	Radio	ServiceGeneral	ProvisionsSec.	3D	vehicle	heading	indicator	(north	east	vehicleheading	shown)Figure	111.	128Selecting	Fuel	Type.	For	some	of	the	popular	CBchannels	used,	refer	to	Table	32.CB	PRESETSThe	CB	screen	stores	six	preset	channels.	3Saving	a	Destination.	The	trailstops	recording	and	is
stored	in	the	list	of	trails.NAVIGATING	A	TRAILRECORD	A	TRAIL:	TRAILS	MENU1.From	the	Navigation	menu,	select	Where	To	>	More	>Trails.2.Start	trail:	Select	New.	The	screen	shows	theforecasted	weather	conditions	for	today	and	tomorrow.5.Use	the	scroll	controls	to	scroll	through	the	next	five	daysof	weather	data.om02034Figure	102.	You	may	transmit	two-way	plainlanguage	communications	only	to	other	CB	stations,	to	unitsof	your	own	CB	station	or	to	authorized	government	stationson	CB	frequencies	about1.Your	personal	or	business	activities	or
those	of	membersof	your	immediate	family	living	in	your	household;2.Emergencies	(see	CB	Rule	18,	Sec.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Clock.2.12/24	hour:	Select	12-Hour	or	24-Hour	clock	mode.3.Press	the	multiselect	button	to	choose	GPS,	RDS	or	UserTime.4.a.GPS:	Automatically	synchronizes	the	clock	with	datafrom	incoming	GPS	signals.	Specialty	Services	Subscription	Information124	SiriusXM5.Keep	the	radio	turned	on	until	the	subscription	process	iscomplete.	Not	all	phones	arecompatible	for	text	messaging	features.Phone	101Page	120ENABLING	TEXT
MESSAGE	SERVICE:	SMS1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone	>	Message	to	access	textmessaging	features.2.See	Figure	75.	When	entering	information	(such	as	a	search	for	anavigation	address),	the	keyboard	only	enables	strings	of	lettersthat	match	the	entries	in	the	database.Passenger	(on	Tour-Pak	equipped	models):	Adjusts	thevolume	level	for	the	passenger	headphones	only.After	a	number	of	letters	have	been	entered,	the	system	willpredict	the	word	or	location	that	you	are	trying	to	enter	byproviding	matching	data	from	the	database.	Import	and
exportnavigation	files.143Page	162menu.	Use	the	Harley-Davidsonpart	number	along	with	the	information	in	FEATURESAND	SPECIFICATIONS	to	determine	the	featuresavailable	on	this	radio.4.Select	the	navigation	information	to	display.a.Software:	Shows	the	current	software	version	for	thenavigation	software	engine.b.Database:	See	Figure	44.	Locations2.	To	display	the	Home	screen,	press	andhold	the	HOME	switch	on	the	handlebar	or	use	the	HOMEswitch	on	the	radio	faceplate.PREVIOUS/NEXT:	Press	the	switch	to	the	left	or	right	to	seekup/down	for	a
radio	station	or	to	select	the	previous/next	mediafile.	While	a	route	is	active,	select	the	nextturn	displayed	at	the	bottom	of	the	map.	Checkbox	-	Function	Enabled	(typical)om01725Figure	18.	Engine	oil	pressure	normally	varies	from	5psi	(34	kPa)	at	idle	speed	to	30-38	psi	(207-262	kPa)	at	2000rpm	when	engine	is	at	normal	operating	temperature	of	230°F	(110	°C).If	oil	pressure	is	low,	check	the	oil	supply.	The	bassboost	ports	use	the	enclosed	space	in	the	Tour-Pak	to	providean	increased	low	end	audio	response	with	reduced	distortion.The	bass	response	of
these	ports	may	be	affected	when	itemsare	stored	in	the	Tour-Pak	or	when	the	Tour-Pak	lid	is	open.AMPLIFIERSome	vehicles	include	an	additional	amplifier	to	drive	greatersound	output	to	the	speakers.	The	itemwill	be	moved	before	the	selected	place	(if	higher	on	thelist)	or	after	the	selected	place	(if	lower	on	the	list).6.Change	the	order	of	other	destinations	as	needed.	Stations	(showing	current	station	or	programinformation)2.	Interruptions	and	conflicting	transmissions	from	multiple	users	on	achannel	can	make	it	difficult	for	your	intended	recipient
tounderstand	your	message.To	make	sure	that	your	transmissionis	received	well,	and	as	a	courtesy	to	others,	wait	until	thechannel	is	clear	before	pressing	the	PTT	switch.If	too	many	users	are	actively	using	a	channel,	try	to	specifyanother	possible	channel	to	your	intended	recipients	so	youcan	resume	your	conversation	together	on	that	channel.For	important	communications,	make	sure	that	your	recipientacknowledges	that	they	have	received	and	understand	yourmessage.EMERGENCY	OPERATION:	CHANNEL	9In	the	US,	the	FCC	has	reserved	channel	9	for
emergency	ortraveler	assistance	use	only.	See	SIRIUSXM,	SiriusXM	FuelPrices.When	selecting	a	new	route,	the	system	provides	a	notificationto	either	add	or	replace	the	existing	route.	The	CB	remains	muted	but	continuesoperating	in	the	background.	(See	CBRule	19,	Sec.	10Audio	Settings:	Bass/Treble.	Thecall	can	either	be	accepted	or	ignored.	Tuner	(selects	tuner	band,	such	as	AM	or	FM)3.	While	the	PTT	switch	is	held,the	microphones	will	remain	active	regardless	of	the	VOXsetting	or	sound	level.•If	the	CB	is	turned	on,	pressing	the	PTT	switch	will
alsoactivate	the	CB.	Select	Track	List.	TunerTable	6.	49Daylight	Savings	Time	(DST).	Select	Scan.	Infotainment	System	FeaturesPage	24Table	3.	67Seeking	a	Station:	Voice	Recognition.	100Saving	Phone	Number	from	Current	Call.	106Page	241Charging.	199Weather	Alert.	Voice	Recognition:	Navigation	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONDESTINATION	Begins	a	route	to	the	selected	address.	Select	Current.	Letter	jump	buttonFigure	60.	The	system	can	be	configured	for	any	of	thelanguages	shown	in	Table	23.	As	the	motorcycle	speedincreases,	the
sensitivity	of	the	microphones	will	automaticallydecrease.	For	a	list	of	all	the	categories	that	can	be	configured,	refer	to	Table	22.43Page	62Table	22.	71Weatherradio	Canada.	172Selecting	POI	On	Map.	12jSpeed	Volume.	Adjusting	Headset	VolumeVOLUME	CONTROLSA	volume	indicator	is	shown	when	the	rider	or	passengerpresses	the	volume	control	switch.Basic	Operation	39Page	58POPUP	SCREENSom02041The	radio	displays	popup	screens	to	explain	when	a	featureis	unavailable,	display	a	low	fuel	message,	indicate	an	incomingphone	call,	and	so	on.
92Call	Screen	Functions.	SeeSYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Speaker/Headset	Selection.For	example,	to	enter	a	passcode	as	"1234#",	speak	ONETWO-THREE-FOUR-POUND	into	the	microphone.MULTIPLE	CALLSPHONE	BOOKThe	radio	only	allows	one	active	phone	call	at	a	time.	Press	and	hold	a	preset	to	store	the	channel.WEATHER	ALERTThe	weather	band	alert	feature	is	only	available	on	radios	builtfor	North	America	with	a	CB	module.When	the	weather	alert	feature	is	turned	on,	the	CB	modulecontinuously	scans	the	weather	band	for	an	alert	tone	from
theweather	band	stations.	Some	commonlyused	menu	bar	buttons	are	explained	in	Table	19.om02040CHECKBOXESFigure	16.	Using	the	wrong	type	of	fuel	can	damage	the	engine,fuel	system	and	other	components.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>Fuel.	21Vehicle	StatusAir	Temperature.	88Connecting	Media	Device.	On	the	CB	screen,	press	the	button	in	the	upperleft	corner	until	it	displays	Off.	95.422	(CB	Rule	22)	How	do	I	answer	correspondencefrom	the	FCC?(f)	You	must	keep	a	copy	of	your	answer	in	your	station	records.(See	CB
Rule	27,	Sec.	Remove	and	replace	the	protector	if	it	becomesdull,	scratched	or	worn.Cleaning	the	RadioSpray	a	light	amount	of	HARLEY	GLOSS	on	a	MICROFIBERDETAILING	CLOTH.	Address	ScreenROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	HOMEThe	Home	destination	can	be	used	to	quickly	set	up	a	routeback	to	home	from	any	location.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.2.Select	Home.3.Home	has	been	programmed:	The	system	calculates	aroute	to	the	home	destination.	Individual	categoriesFigure	51.	Close	both	socket	capsbefore	washing	the	motorcycle.1.	Headset
connector	index2.	Select	Go.ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	RECENT1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.2.Select	Recent.	Select	List	Paired	Devices	>	Add	a	NewDevice.	To	enable	or	disable	ClassicMode,	see	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Classic	Mode.HOME	(normal	mode):	Press	the	HOME	switch	to	display	theHome	screen.	66Selecting	a	Band:	Menu	Buttons.	123Presets.	Some	updates	require	up	to	an	8GB	USB	drive.7.Keyed	ignition	motorcycle:	Turn	the	vehicle	ignitionswitch	to	ACCESSORY.Keyless	ignition	motorcycle:	With	the	vehicle	turnedoff,	press	and	hold	the
trigger	switch	until	the	vehicleenters	accessory	mode.om01817Figure	45.	96Receiving	a	Call:	Radio	Turned	Off.	The	semi-circles	show	the	forwarddirection	of	the	front.DISPLAY	LAST	WEATHER	UPDATE1.With	the	weather	map	displayed,	select	the	option	buttonon	the	right	side	of	the	screen.2.Select	Update	Information.	See	the	vehicle	owner's	manual	for	more	informationabout	this	feature.193VEHICLE	STATUSVEHICLE	STATUSPage	212Disabled:	The	rider	has	disabled	EITMS.	174Icons,	Avoidances.	However,	the	waypoint	is	not	removed	fromthe
originally	stored	trip.om02050Figure	121.	Fortransmitter	service	after	the	warranty	period,	refer	to	acertified	repair	service.	Rear	(Passenger)	ControlsFigure	37.	Select	an	episode	from	the	list.om0205211.	PlaysForSure	compatibledevice.	Presets	for	all	tuner	band	stations	(AM,	LW,MW,	FM,	WB),	media	files	and	SiriusXM	channels	are	commonly	displayed	on	all	audio	source	screens.	MediaITEMDESCRIPTIONMedia	file	playback	MP3,	MPEG-4AAC,	WMA,	WAV(Bluetooth)Media	file	playback	All	iPod	supported	file	types	decoded(Apple	devices)and	played
from	Apple	deviceUSB	portUSB	2.0,	5	V,	1.0	A	charging	currentMedia	controlsRepeat,	shuffle,	find,	Bluetoothstreaming,	pause/resumePlaylists	supported	All	playlists	native	to	Apple	iPod(Apple)Playlists	supported	ASX,	WPL,	M3U,	PLS,	XML,	RMP(USB/PlaysForSure)Features	and	Specifications	9Page	28Table	8.	Some	vehicles	have	a	rider	headsetconnector	on	the	fuel	tank	panel	and	a	passenger	headsetconnector	on	the	left	speaker	pod.	The	tuner	supports	RDS	or	RBDS	data	display(according	to	vehicle	configuration).	Phone	KeypadMAKING	A	CALL:
NAVIGATION	POISome	points	of	interest	in	the	navigation	database	includecontact	information.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	POI.2.Select	a	POI	destination.3.Select	the	option	menu	button.4.Select	Call.MAKING	A	CALL:	SIRIUSXM	GAS	STATIONSome	gas	stations	in	the	SiriusXM	Fuel	Prices	feature	includecontact	information.1.Select	Home	>	SiriusXM	>	Specialty	Services.Phone	95Page	1142.Select	Fuel	Prices.3.Select	a	gas	station	from	the	list.MAKING	A	CALL:	CALLING	A	CONTACTWITH	VOICE	RECOGNITION4.Select	Call.1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION
switch.2.Say	CALL	and	speak	the	contact	name	from	the	phonebook	or	saved	list.3.If	a	contact	has	more	than	one	phone	number	(home,mobile	or	work),	the	system	will	prompt	for	the	correctphone	number	to	use.	165SSafetyEmergency	CB	Operation.	72Weather	Band.	See	Audio	SettingsTrips.	To	communicate	with	stations	in	other	countries,	exceptGeneral	Radio	Service	stations	in	Canada;	or12.	Mobile	phone	number3.	A	list	of	all	turnsin	the	route	are	displayed.2.Selecting	a	maneuver	provides	the	following	options:a.Avoid:	The	system	calculates	new
directions	to	avoidthe	selected	road.b.Zoom:	The	map	displays	the	selected	maneuver	onthe	map.c.OK:	Returns	to	the	list	of	maneuvers.31243.1.2.3.4.5.LocationsWaypointsHighlighted	route	(not	exported)Exports	into	GPX	file	as	first	tripExports	into	GPX	file	as	second	tripFigure	123.	When	enabled,	the	system	supports	up	to	20	globalpresets.When	global	presets	are	not	enabled,	each	tuner	band	or	mediadevice	will	only	display	its	own	unique	presets.	If	the	signal	is	a	subaudible	tone,	it	may	be	transmittedcontinuously	only	as	long	as	you	are	talking.(c)	You
may	use	your	CB	station	to	transmit	one-way	communications	(messages	which	are	not	intended	to	establish	communications	between	two	or	more	particular	CB	stations)	onlyfor	emergency	communications,	traveler	assistance,	brief	tests(radio	checks)	or	voice	paging.Sec.	End	call2.	46Classic	Mode.	Enter	the	address	into	the	fields.254.Select	OK.36NOTES•The	system	uses	the	smart	speller	to	narrow	entriesaccording	to	the	contents	of	the	navigation	database.•The	system	provides	lists	of	possible	destinations	basedon	the	input.	Close	the	door	again	to
engagethe	latch	mechanism.Cleaning:	The	cradle	can	be	removed	for	cleaning	or	to	assistwith	installing	or	removing	a	device	from	the	compartment.USB	HubA	USB	hub	(not	included)	can	be	used	to	connect	multiple	USBdevices	to	the	radio	simultaneously.	Distance	to	event6.	Activation	may	take	up	to	an	hour.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Speaker/Headset.2.For	each	category	shown,	select	whether	the	audio	routesthrough	the	headsets	or	speakers.a.Music/Media:	Tuner	stations,	SiriusXM	channels	andmedia	files.b.Communication:	CB,	intercom	and
phone.c.Prompts:	Voice	recognition,	navigation	prompts,	textto-speech	and	other	audio	feedback	from	the	radio.Page	69om01674om01675Figure	33.	Selecting	POI	On	MapSELECTING	POI	ON	MAPPOI	icons	are	only	visible	on	the	map	at	closer	zoom	levels.See	NAVIGATION,	Changing	Map	Display	to	change	the	typesof	POI	icons	that	are	displayed	on	the	map.152	NavigationPage	171Table	40.	The	tuner	can	be	configured	to	search	for	particular	program	types	(such	as	countryom01997See	Figure	48	for	a	description	of	the	Tuner	screen	components.	Press
the	switch	again	to	exit	the	Vehicle	Statusscreen.See	Figure	138.	49Time	Zones.	Events	shown	(all	messages	or	along	route	only)2.	Check	the	Bluetooth	checkbox	to	enable.The	motorcycle	identifies	itself	as	"H-D	Radio".	173Canceling	a	Route:	Using	Menus.	Global	Preset	Example:	Multiple	Preset	TypesOn	PageSee	SIRIUSXM	for	setting	up	and	subscribing	to	SiriusXM	onequipped	vehicles.TRAFFICSee	NAVIGATION,	Traffic	to	set	up	and	operate	traffic	features.Table	24.	Radio	Service	Subscription	ScreenSUBSCRIBING	TO	SIRIUSXM1.See	Figure	91.	Show
notifications	enabled2.	During	this	process,	thephone	may	prompt	for	permission	to	share	the	phone	book.om01719om01718Figure	65.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Global	Presets.2.Enable/disable	global	presets:	Check	(or	uncheck)	theEnable	checkbox.3.Set	pages:	Refer	to	Table	24.	Not	all	stations	broadcast	thesecodes.	72Frequencies.	Map	ComponentsICONCOMPONENTDESCRIPTIONYellow	flagWaypoint	(intermediate	destination)Checkered	flagDestinationTable	36.	185SiriusXM.	Intercom	VolumeOPERATING	INTERCOM:	VOICEACTIVATION,	VOXSpeak	into
the	microphone	at	an	adequate	level	to	break	VOX.The	tuner	or	media	volume	will	reduce	into	the	background	sothe	intercom	can	be	heard.	Whenan	alert	tone	is	detected,	the	radio	changes	to	the	weatherband	and	tunes	to	the	channel	with	the	alert	announcement.The	alerts	indicate	extreme	weather	conditions	such	as	tornados,	storms,	floods	or	other	environmental	warnings.	Any	unexpiredportion	of	this	limited	warranty	will	be	transferred	to	subsequentowner(s),	upon	the	resale	of	the	motorcycle	during	the	limitedwarranty	period.	91Compatibility.
13Traffic.	Audio	Book1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	hand	control	switch.2.Say	ARTIST,	ALBUM,	GENRE,	PLAYLIST	or	SONG	followed	by	the	name	or	title	to	be	played.3.The	radio	may	prompt	for	more	information.	Speed	and	flow	(traffic	only):	Displays	traffic	overlaycolors	on	the	map.3.2D/3D	map:	Select	2D	map	(top-down	view)	or	3D	map(orientation	is	angled	behind	the	motorcycle).11.	67Serial	Number.	111aINDEXAPage	236Reserved	Channels.	Button	Brightness46	System	SettingsPage	65DAY/NIGHT	COLORS	MODE1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>
Colors.2.Press	the	multiselect	button	until	the	desired	color	modeis	displayed.a.Day	Colors:	Screen	shows	brighter	colors.b.Night	Colors:	Screen	shows	darker	subdued	colors.Navigation	map	is	also	shown	in	night	color	scheme.No	other	background	colors	can	be	selected	while	innight	color	mode.c.Automatic	Colors:	Screen	automatically	adjustsday/night	color	modes	according	to	ambient	lightmeasured	by	the	sensor	in	the	speedometer.om01705aFigure	28.	161Creating	a	Trip:	Using	Menus.	85Pause/Rewind/Fast	Forward.	The	tire	pressure	datamay	not
refresh	immediately	when	adding	or	removing	airfrom	the	tire.	Thesystem	shows	a	list	of	commands	(teleprompter).	45Settings.	When	a	turn	is	required	on	a	multi-lanehighway,	the	map	displays	bright	orange	arrows	to	suggestthe	proper	lanes.	See	ClockDisconnecting	the	Vehicle	Battery.	Imported	phone	book	contact	files(V-card	files,	VCF)	are	added	to	the	Book	list	in	the	navigationmenu.1.While	stopped,	connect	a	USB	device	to	store	the	files.2.From	the	Navigation	menu,	select	Menu.3.Select	Import.	The	feature	cannot	beactivated	while	the	display	is
showing	night	colors.1.See	Figure	29.	Phone	MenuCALL	SCREENWhen	a	call	is	initiated	or	accepted,	the	Call	screen	is	displayedas	shown	in	Figure	69.	See	Weather	BandPage	247Page	248	Page	2Media.	Press	and	hold	aCB	preset	button	until	the	system	beeps	and	the	channel	issaved.Recalling	CB	preset:	With	the	CB	turned	on,	press	the	desiredCB	preset	button.Table	32.	VOX	activated	communication	is	not	broadcasted	over	the	CB.120	IntercomPage	139NOTESOPERATING	INTERCOM:	PTT	SWITCH1.Press	and	hold	the	PTT	switch	(rider	or	passenger)
toactivate	the	intercom.	Use	the	backspace/delete	button	or	other	characters	as	needed.Table	31.	Radiowill	play	a	selected	song,	then	playsremaining	songs	on	the	album.GenreLists	songs	by	selected	genre.Song	TitleSearches	for	song	by	title.PlaylistList	of	all	playlists	on	device.PodcastList	of	all	podcasts	on	device	(Appledevices	only).Audio	BookList	of	all	audio	books	on	device	(Appledevices	only).Video,	TV	Show,Movie	or	MusicVideoList	of	video	files	on	device	(only	audioportion	is	played).Page	101FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	PLAYLIST2.Select	Playlist.A
playlist	is	a	file	stored	on	the	device	which	includes	asequential	list	of	songs.	Disassembly	ofthe	unit	could	result	in	equipment	damage	and/or	equipment	malfunction.	However,	setting	the	squelch	too	high	can	preventdesired	CB	audio	from	being	received.om020024132Maximum	squelch:	At	maximum	squelch,	the	radio	will	notbreak	squelch	for	any	signal.	The	radio	includesover	200	digital	channels	of	music,	news,	talk,	entertainmentand	sports.	If	the	phone	audio	is	routed	through	thespeakers,	the	call	will	continue	but	the	incoming	audio	will	notbe
heard.3.Select	the	phone	from	the	list.4.Select	Disconnect	Phone.	43Short	Message	Service	(SMS).	Select	Home	>	Media.	99Resuming	Calls	After	Vehicle	Shutdown.	See	NAVIGATION,	Saving	a	Destination:	Saved,	Preferred	or	Home.The	system	can	navigate	to	phone	book	addresses	stored	ona	connected	phone	or	saved	locally	in	the	radio.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.2.Select	Saved.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.3.Select	saved	destination	from	the	list.2.Select	Book.4.Select	Route/View.3.Display	saved	contacts:5.Select	Go.4.a.If	phone	connected:
Select	Saved	on	Radio	(todisplay	phone	contacts	from	the	saved	list)	or	OnConnected	Phone	(to	use	the	phone	book	on	aconnected	phone).b.If	phone	is	not	connected:	The	radio	displays	contacts	that	have	been	saved	to	the	radio.	29Selection.	This	same	phone	number	is	used	for	anyphone	connected	to	the	radio.Figure	80.	The	system	should	now	be	able	toreceive	text	messages	from	the	phone.om01992141.	1.1311	of	this	chapter,	and	undergo	the	environmentalreview,	Sec.	The	radio	will	attempt	to	download	themedia	file	for	use	as	a	ring	tone.	Press	the
VEHICLE	INFORMATION	switch	to	display	or	exit	the	vehicle	status	screen.	Phone	BookSHOWING	CONTACT	DETAILSSETTING	UP	CONTACTS	IN	A	PHONEConsider	setting	up	contacts	such	as	"Emergency",	"Work","Voicemail",	"HOG"	and	"Dealer"	in	the	phone.	Degraded	reception	ortransmission	capability	can	also	occur	in	tunnels	or	parkinggarages.The	CB	transmitter	is	the	most	powerful	allowed	underUS	federal	law.	95.410	(CB	Rule	10)	How	much	power	may	I	use?(b)	If	you	need	more	information	about	the	power	rule,	see	thetechnical	rules	in
subpart	E	of	part	95.(c)	Use	of	a	transmitter	which	has	carrier	or	peak	envelopepower	in	excess	of	that	authorized	voids	your	authority	tooperate	the	station.(a)	You	may	not	attach	the	following	items	(power	amplifiers)to	your	certificated	CB	transmitter	in	any	way:1.External	radio	frequency	(RF)	power	amplifiers	(sometimescalled	linears	or	linear	amplifiers);	or2.Any	other	devices	which,	when	used	with	a	radio	transmitter	as	a	signal	source,	are	capable	of	amplifying	thesignal.(b)	There	are	no	exceptions	to	this	rule	and	use	of	a	poweramplifier	voids	your
authority	to	operate	the	station.(c)	The	FCC	will	presume	you	have	used	a	linear	or	otherexternal	RF	power	amplifier	if:1.It	is	in	your	possession	or	on	your	premises;	andFCC	Citizens	Band	Information	207Page	2262.There	is	other	evidence	that	you	have	operated	your	CBstation	with	more	power	than	allowed	by	CB	Rule	10,	Sec.95.410.(d)	Paragraph	(c)	of	this	section	does	not	apply	if	you	hold	alicense	in	another	radio	service	which	allows	you	to	operatean	external	RF	power	amplifier.Sec.	Route	To	Destination:	CoordinatesNavigation	159Page	178Select
Stop.ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	SIRIUSXM	FUELPRICES	FEATURE2.For	motorcycles	equipped	and	subscribed	to	the	SiriusXM	FuelPrices	feature,	routing	can	be	made	to	a	nearby	gas	stationbased	on	current	fuel	prices.	99Specifications.	GPS	time	is	only	available	on	radios	with	navigation.b.RDS:	Automatically	synchronizes	time	with	radiostations	broadcasting	RDS	data.	TheEITMS	status	is	displayed	as	ACTIVE,	ENABLED	or	DISABLED.	To	remove	any	standing	water	fromsaddlebag	speakers,	open	the	saddlebags	and	gently	shakeany	remaining	water	from
the	speakers.197CARE	AND	CLEANINGAUDIO	SYSTEM	CAREPage	216NOTES198	Care	and	CleaningPage	217Harley-Davidson	warrants	that	your	Harley-Davidson	radio	willbe	free	from	factory	defects	in	factory	materials	and	workmanship,	under	normal	use	and	service,	for	a	period	of	twenty-four(24)	months	starting	from	the	earlier	of	(a)	the	date	of	initialretail	purchase	of	the	motorcycle	on	which	the	radio	is	installed,or	(b)	the	third	anniversary	of	the	last	day	of	the	model	year	ofthe	motorcycle	on	which	the	radio	is	installed.	Pronounce	decimal	points	in
frequencynumbers	as	"point".Figure	137.	ThePOWER/MUTE	button	does	not	mute	incoming	phone	audio.Selecting	the	End	button:	The	call	terminates.	54Push-To-Talk	(PTT)	Switch.	Select	the	edit	button	(pencil)	toreorder	the	waypoints	as	needed.6.Select	Save	As	Trip.7.Enter	a	name	for	the	trip.	All	discoverable	devices	within	range	appear	inthe	list	of	found	devices.4.Select	the	device	to	be	paired	from	the	list.5.The	device	displays	a	PIN	code	and	prompt	for	permissionto	pair	with	"H-D	Radio".	184Tuner.	A	route	does	not	need	tobe	active	to	begin	recording
a	trail.EDITING	A	TRIP:	SKIPPING	WAYPOINTSFROM	LIST1.With	active	route	on	the	map,	select	the	option	button.2.Select	Destinations.3.Select	the	destination	to	skip.4.Select	the	options	button.5.Select	Stop.	By	default,	the	fade	is	set	at	the	centerwith	an	equal	balance	of	volume.	This	data	is	integrated	with	the	navigation	systemto	provide	speed	flow	along	selected	routes	and	notificationsof	traffic	situations	(such	as	accidents	or	lane	closures).CHECK	SUBSCRIPTION	STATUS1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	SiriusXM	Setup.OPTIONAL	SIRIUSXM
ACCESSORY2.Select	Subscription.SiriusXM	functionality	is	standard	on	select	vehicles	in	coveredregions.	Speaker/Headset	SelectionFigure	34.	RDS	is	only	availableon	radios	manufactured	for	select	regions	that	supportRDS	operation.c.User	Time:	Time	is	manually	entered.location.	Since	thevehicle	will	automatically	turn	off	after	20	minutes	inaccessory	mode,	it	may	be	necessary	to	start	up	and	ridethe	motorcycle.Page	143LISTENING	TO	SIRIUSXM	RADIOom01783SiriusXM	features	may	take	a	few	moments	to	be	displayedafter	the	motorcycle	is	first
started.1.Select	Home	>	SiriusXM.2.See	Figure	92.	197gPage	7Setup	Menu.	4Features.	Traffic	message	(text-to-speech)2.	Boom!	Box	Infotainment	System15Page	34NOTESPOWER/MUTE	SWITCHWhen	turning	the	motorcycle	on,	the	radio	resumes	its	previousstate	(radio	on	or	off).Power	On:	With	the	motorcycle	turned	on	or	in	accessorymode,	press	POWER/MUTE	switch	to	turn	on	the	system.	47Night.	181Ride	Planner.	143Displaying	a	Maneuver:	Zoom.	45Scroll	Controls.	When	prompted	to	add	more	destinations,select	Yes	to	add	more	destinations,	or
select	No	whenfinished.Select	the	place	to	move	the	highlighted	item.	72Weather	BandChannel	Presets.	FM	stereo	broadcast8.	Category	(such	as	soft	rock)Figure	48.	31UUnits	of	MeasurementEnglish.	However,	theMODE/UP/DN	switch	is	disabled.	The	six	weather	band	presets	are	originally	setto	the	first	six	weather	band	frequencies.In	the	US,	the	National	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA)	operates	National	Weather	Radio	(NWR)	stationsacross	the	country.	Leave	the	vehicle	andradio	turned	on,	and	keep	the	USB	drive	installed	until
theinstallation	process	is	complete.4.Figure	44.	Press	the	switch	again	to	display	the	currentaudio	source	(tuner	station,	media	file,	or	phone	screen).HOME	(Classic	Mode):	Press	the	HOME	switch	to	togglethrough	available	audio	sources	(tuner	bands,	media	playerconnected	through	USB,	or	Bluetooth	connected	device).	37cPage	238Large.	The	tunerthen	seeks	the	next	available	station	upon	releasing	the	switch.SEEKING	A	STATION:VOICE	RECOGNITION1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.2.Speak	SEEK	UP	or	SEEK	DOWN	into	the
microphone.Short	press:	Advances	to	the	next	frequency	increment.Long	press:	Accelerates	through	the	frequencies	until	theswitch	is	released.SCANNING	STATIONS1.With	a	tuner	band	displayed,	select	Menu.Tuner	67Page	862.3.Select	Scan.	The	screen	shows	theforecasted	weather	conditions	in	3	hours	and	6	hours.om02033om02032Figure	101.	SelectPresets.	Do	not	use	any	feature	of	thissystem	to	the	extent	it	becomes	a	distraction	and	prevents	saferiding.	Displaysa	boundary	between	warm	and	cold	airmasses.Warm	frontShown	as	a	red	line	with	red
semi-circles.Displays	the	leading	edge	of	a	warm	airmass.	151Map	Scrolling:	Touchscreen.	140Scrolling.	When	selecting	a	song	from	the	list,	the	radio	remainsin	the	track	list	and	does	not	transition	back	to	the	mediascreen.	Allow	timefor	the	Boom!	Box	to	replace	the	current	map	databasewith	the	replacement.Restoring	an	Intercontinental	DatabaseReplacing	the	Intercontinental	DatabaseNOTENOTE•The	Naviextras	website	hosts	a	set	of	HOW-TO-GUIDE	filesto	walk	through	each	step	of	the	replacement	procedure.You	can	restore	your	original	package	at
any	time	for	noextra	charge.•Likewise,	any	previously	purchased	updates	can	bedownloaded	to	the	USB	flash	drive	from	the	Toolbox	utility.1.With	the	Naviextras	Toolbox	Windows	utility	loaded	onyour	PC,	select	and	download	the	restoration	package.2.Extract	or	unzip	the	.zip	files.3.Copy	the	unzipped	files	onto	the	root	directory	of	a	USBflash	drive.4.Install	the	USB	drive	to	the	Boom!	USB	port.5.Wait	until	the	Boom!	Box	recognizes	the	USB	drive.Record	the	"request	code"	displayed	on	the	touchscreen.1.With	the	Naviextras	Toolbox	Windows	utility	loaded
onyour	PC,	select	and	download	a	replacement	package.2.Extract	or	unzip	the	.zip	files.3.Copy	the	unzipped	files	onto	the	root	directory	of	a	USBflash	drive.4.Install	the	USB	drive	to	the	USB	port	on	the	motorcycle.5.Wait	until	the	Boom!	Box	recognizes	the	USB	drive.Record	the	"request	code"	displayed	on	the	touchscreen.Navigation	181Page	2006.In	Naviextras,	navigate	to	the	code	redemption	page,	enterthe	request	code.	This	allows	easieraccess	to	the	most	commonly	used	channels	and	media,without	having	to	manually	change	to	different	devices	or
audiosources.	Bluetooth	Setup	MenuPAIRING	A	BLUETOOTH	DEVICEA	maximum	of	six	devices	can	be	paired	with	the	radio	at	onetime.	6Intercom.	Phone	number5.	While	riding,	the	scroll	feature	for	the	message	islocked	out.6.See	Figure	107.	This	operates	similar	to	the	MODESEL	switch	on	previous	Harley-Davidson	motorcycles.	Select	Yes.	These	antennas	requireno	maintenance.	These	files	may	be	listed	with	other	songfiles.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.2.Select	Podcast.3.Select	a	podcast	from	the	list.4.See	Figure	61.	55GPX	FilesExporting.	See
SIRIUSXM,	Check	Subscription	Status.om01731Figure	90.	65Presets.	Displaying	a	Maneuver:	ZoomNavigation	169Page	188AVOIDING	A	ROADLANE	GUIDANCE1.Select	the	next	turn	displayed	at	the	bottom	of	the	map.A	list	of	all	turns	in	the	route	are	displayed.2.Select	a	road	from	the	list.3.Select	Avoid.See	Figure	126.	44System.	(00539b)Follow	all	the	warnings,	cautions	and	safety	tips	shownthroughout	this	manual	and	your	vehicle	manual.See	Figure	1	and	Figure	2.	193Alternate	Frequency	Switching	(AF).	Speak	one	of	the	categories	into
themicrophone,	or	use	the	CURSOR/SELECT	switch	to	show	allcommands	related	to	a	selected	category.om02075The	CURSOR/SELECT	switch	can	be	used	to	select	a	command.	This	screen	shows	information	for	thecurrent	call.92	PhoneWhile	in	an	active	phone	call,	you	can	change	to	other	screensand	use	other	features	(such	as	navigation).	Some	vehicles	have	a	tire	pressure	monitoringsystem	(TPMS).	95.404	(CB	Rule	4)	Do	I	need	a	license?203FCC	CITIZENS	BAND	INFORMATIONWHAT	EVERY	RESPONSIBLE	CITIZENSBAND	(CB)	STATION	OPERATOR
SHOULDKNOW	AS	PREPARED	BY	THE	FEDERALCOMMUNICATIONS	COMMISSION,WASHINGTON,	D.C.Page	222You	do	not	need	an	individual	license	to	operate	a	CB	station.You	are	authorized	by	this	rule	to	operate	your	CB	station	inaccordance	with	the	rules	in	this	subpart.9.Sec.	Media	player3.	Up	to	nine	destinations	can	be	added	to	a	trip.EDITING	A	TRIP:	ADDING	WAYPOINTS	INMENU4.After	all	destinations	have	been	chosen,	select	the	optionbutton	on	the	map.1.2.Check	the	Round	Trip	checkbox.	Include	as	much	information	as	possible,	such
asalternate	phone	numbers	and	address	information.	Select	the	Repeat	button	torepeat	a	voice	prompt,	turn	guidance,	or	textto-speech	reading.Title:	The	title	of	the	screen	or	function	is	located	in	the	centerof	the	menu	bar.	130Fuel	Prices.	See	Rear	(Passenger)	ControlsPausing	Media.	If	not	supported,	the	system	will	prompt	for	address	elements	(city,	state	and	so	on)	through	a	series	of	steps.Example:	It	is	recommended	to	say	the	destination	as	one	string,	such	asDESTINATION	400	WEST	CANAL	STREET	MILWAUKEE	WISCONSIN.Note:	Complex	street



addresses	with	letters	and	numbers	(such	as	"N23W2345	RiverRun	Road")	may	not	be	recognized	by	the	voice	recognition	system.	The	totalSystem	Settings	55Page	74number	of	presets	is	different	when	global	presets	are	notenabled.	40Menu	Bar.	91Reconnecting.	(00089a)This	manual	explains	the	operation	of	the	Boom!™	BoxInfotainment	system.	A	list	of	audio	books	is	displayed.3.Select	an	audio	book	from	the	list.4.See	Figure	62.	63FCC	CB	Rules.	139Weather	Front	Information.	25Positioning:	Open	Face	or	Half	Helmets.	197Clock12	or	24-Hour	Mode.	All
playlists	native	to	the	iPod	aresupported.	Classic	Mode	SettingGLOBAL	PRESETSThe	global	preset	feature	shows	a	common	set	of	presets	forall	audio	sources.	A	list	of	GPX	and	VCF	files	are	displayed.Navigation	165Page	1844.Select	a	GPX	or	VCF	file	from	the	list.	An	alert	is	displayed	when	a	low	tire	pressurecondition	has	been	detected.Search	for	fuel	station:	For	vehicles	with	navigation,	the	radiowill	prompt	to	navigate	to	a	nearby	fuel	station.	Select	Go.3.Repeat	the	previous	step	to	add	more	destinations	to	theroute.	67Selecting	a	Band:	HOME	Hand
Control,	Classic	Mode.	For	some	devices,	a	setting	isrequired	within	the	device	before	it	will	automatically	connect.See	the	manual	for	the	device.Page	107To	manually	connect	or	disconnect	with	a	Bluetooth	deviceafter	pairing,	use	the	following	procedure.	Channel	number7.	Oncetagged,	the	system	will	confirm	your	selection.VIEWING	TAGGED	LIST1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu.2.Select	Tagged.3.See	Figure	95.	Text	Message	Menu102	PhoneNOTEIf	the	alert	style	is	set	to	Alerts,	only	the	first	text	messagereceived	from	another	number	will	be
shown	on	the	radio.Page	1213.Check	the	Enable	Auto-Reply	checkbox.4.Select	View	Reply	Message	to	view	the	current	reply.Select	OK.5.See	Figure	77.	Use	thezoom	controls	to	zoom	in	or	out.WEATHER	MAP	RADAR	AND	FRONTSThe	radar	displays	patterns	of	precipitation	on	the	map.	39Rider.	Dashes	(--)	indicatethat	there	is	no	current	data	for	the	tire	pressure.Sensor	battery	low	icon:	The	TPMS	sensor	battery	is	low	forthe	indicated	tire.	Press	andhold	the	desired	preset	button	to	store	the	new	preset.5.To	select	a	global	preset:	While	displaying	any
audiosource,	select	the	desired	preset.	SeeVEHICLE	STATUS.High	contrast	day	colors:	Press	and	hold	the	VEHICLEINFORMATION	switch	to	toggle	the	screen	to	high	contrastControls	and	Components	21Page	40day	colors.	1Navigation.	This	switch	does	not	affectthe	rider	headset	volume	or	speaker	volume.Enabling	Rear	ControlsThe	PTT/VOL	switch	is	always	enabled.	Select	OK.	Waypoints23.	Instead,	the	text-to-speech	feature	will	read	theselected	text	message	through	the	speakers	or	headsets.NOTEOn	the	4.3	radio,	the	text-to-speech	feature	is	only
availablewhile	the	radio	is	set	to	American	English.1.	Repeat	text-to-speech	audio2.	Select	the	centercircle	to	calculate	a	route	to	the	destination.	50Speed	Volume.	78Connecting	Device:	Bluetooth.	SelectOK.A	trail	can	be	used	to	ride	the	originally	recorded	route	(fromstart	to	end)	or	a	return	route	(from	end	to	start).	Favorites2134.	78Specifications.	Rename	thefile	to	a	unique	name	as	necessary.9.Remove	the	USB	drive	and	import	the	file	into	the	radio.See	NAVIGATION,	Importing	a	Route.NOTES•See	Figure	123.	Commands	spoken	into	a
headsetmicrophone	can	instruct	the	system	to	play	a	media	file,	makea	phone	call,	navigate	to	a	destination,	tune	to	a	frequency	orperform	other	features.Voice	commands	can	be	used	to	accessfunctions	that	are	otherwise	locked	out	while	the	motorcycleis	in	motion.To	make	full	use	of	the	system	and	to	reduce	distraction	whileriding,	take	time	to	learn	voice	commands	for	features	that	youcommonly	use.NOTES••Voice	recognition	on	4.3	models	is	only	supported	forphone	functions.	The	display	prompts	to	remove	the	USB	drivewhen	the	update	is
complete.NOTEIf	the	incorrect	file	is	on	the	USB	drive,	the	radio	displays	theerror	message	"The	ISO	image	on	the	attached	USB	is	corruptor	incompatible".60	System	SettingsPage	79FACTORY	RESTOREA	factory	restore	can	be	performed	by	the	dealer	to	restore	theradio	to	its	original	factory	settings.	Some	features	or	menus	may	notbe	available	depending	on	device,	file	type	or	connection	type.For	mass	storage	devices	(such	as	USB	drives),	the	fileorganization	on	the	device	can	impact	performance.	132Displaying	Daily	Forecast:	3	and	6	Hour.	73Rear
(Passenger)	ControlsEnabling	Rear	Controls.	Headset	and	Microphone	PositioningMEDIA	COMPARTMENT:	USB	PORTSee	Figure	12	and	Figure	13.	71NWR.	See	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealerfor	details.	Damage	to	the	screen	due	to	usewithout	the	screen	protector	will	not	be	covered	under	warranty.Remove	and	replace	the	protector	if	it	becomes	dull,	scratchedor	worn.To	properly	care	for	the	radio	faceplate	and	touchscreen,	seeCARE	AND	CLEANING.6432BOOM!	BOX	HAND	CONTROLSSome	features	and	functions	shown	are	model	and/or
regionspecific.See	the	vehicle	owner's	manual	for	functionality	of	other	handcontrol	switches.18	Controls	and	Components15Figure	5.	Select	the	Avoid/Restore	button	on	theright	side	of	the	map.5.Select	Yes	to	confirm.The	system	recalculates	directions.The	restored	road	is	considered	in	the	calculation.170	NavigationSee	Figure	127.	The	fade	adjustment	line	displays	thebalance	of	sound	between	the	front	and	rearspeakers.	98Phonebook	Access	Profile	(PBAP).	147Checking	Database	Version.	See	SIRIUSXM,	SiriusXM	Categories.2.Use	the	scroll	controls	to
advance	through	the	list.3.Select	the	middle	button	to	toggle	the	list	between	channelname,	artist	or	current	song.4.Select	a	channel	from	the	list.1.2.3.4.5.Category	filteringCategoriesToggle	channel	name,	artist,	current	songChannel	name	(or	artist,	song)Channel	numberFigure	93.	See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	High	Contrast	DayColors.om01687REAR	(PASSENGER)	CONTROLSSee	Figure	7.	59Version	Number.	120Specifications.	Fast	forwarding	will	accelerate	as	switch	continuesto	be	held.SCANNING	MEDIA	FILES1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Menu.2.See
Figure	57.	189Teleprompter.	The	passenger	can	use	the	volume	controls	on	the	Tour-Pak	to	adjust	volume	in	the	passengerheadset.MUTING	CALL	AUDIOFigure	71.	The	systemprompts	if	the	contact	has	more	than	one	phone	number	(home,	mobile,	work	orother).DIAL	Dials	a	selected	phone	number.REDIALDials	previous	phone	number.188	Voice	RecognitionPage	207Table	46.	127Selecting	Channel:	Hand	Controls.	Theintercom	volume	displays	on	the	screen	while	the	intercomis	activated.	148Changing	Map	Display.	Track	lists	are	not	available	for	Bluetooth
streamingmedia	devices.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Menu.2.See	Figure	58.	Pick	List	ExampleVoice	Recognition	185Page	204VOICE	RECOGNITION	COMMANDSTable	42.	The	passengercannot	adjust	speaker	volume,	adjust	squelch	or	change	CBchannels.Page	133Initiating	CB	transmission	(passenger):	When	channel	isclear,	press	and	hold	the	passenger	PTT	switch	on	side	ofTour-Pak.	Select	from	the	list	of	ring	tones.104	PhoneFigure	78.	Clock	SettingsKEYBOARD:	6.5	ONLY1.See	Figure	32.	Intercom	on/off	button2.	Software	updates	areavailable	on	www.h-
d.com/boom	(or	the	Boom!	Boxportion	of	www.h-d.com/touring).	This	function	allows	the	volume	to	be	set	to	acomfortable	level	while	the	motorcycle	is	stopped	or	travelingslowly.	Select	preset(1-6).Changing	weather	band	preset:	Tune	to	a	weather	bandfrequency.	Distance	to	maneuver3.	11SiriusXM.	Any	sound	picked	up	from	the	rider	and	passengermicrophones	will	be	transmitted.	These	screens	may	interrupt	normalsystem	operation.	Vehicle	Status	ScreenENGINE	IDLE	TEMPERATUREMANAGEMENT	SYSTEM	(EITMS)See	Figure	138.	A	P&Aheadset
connection	kit	must	be	installed	on	the	vehicle	touse	voice	command	functions.2.After	the	beep,	speak	a	command	into	the	headsetmicrophone.3.Respond	to	the	system	with	additional	information	ifneeded.a.Prompts:	The	system	prompts	if	additional	information	is	required	to	complete	a	command.b.Multiple	options:	If	multiple	options	are	available	foryour	command,	the	system	displays	a	numbered	listof	options	to	choose	from.	Distractions	can	lead	to	lossof	control,	resulting	in	death	or	serious	injury.	This	is	done	when	the	phone	ispaired.
119WWarrantyRadio.	22Soft	Keys.	Remove	valuable	items	from	the	mediacompartment	before	leaving	the	vehicle	unattended.Media	Compartment:	Fixed	Fairing	VehiclesSee	Figure	12.	102Text-To-Speach	(TTS).	Record	the	"activation	code".182	Navigation7.Enter	the	activation	code	in	the	Boom!	Box.	For	GPS	oruser	time,	select	DST	On	to	advance	the	clock	one	hour(during	spring	in	the	northern	hemisphere).	See	Navigation,	TrailsTreble.	166Rider	Planner.	Themeasurement	can	be	affected	by	surrounding	conditions	atlow	speeds,	such	as	idling	in	heavy
traffic.	146Icons,	Terrain.	To	promptlyempty	the	speaker	cavities,	lift	the	saddlebag	lids.	54Rear	(Passenger)	Controls.	20HOME	Switch.	The	radioscans	and	creates	a	list	of	all	available	stations	in	the	FM	band.Radios	with	a	dual	tuner	will	continually	update	the	list	as	stations	come	in	and	out	of	range.70	TunerPage	89Accessing	station	list:	See	Figure	52.	Enter	a	name	forthe	currently	selected	location.	RequiresA2DP/AVRCP	prominimum	Bluetooth	files.profile	interoperability.USB	cable.CONNECTING	MEDIA	DEVICE:	USB1.With	motorcycle	stopped,	connect
the	media	device	to	theUSB	port.	Select	Edit	#	(to	change	the	phonenumber)	or	Clear	(to	delete	the	current	phone	number).Page	1254.5.Enter	the	new	phone	number	to	contact	during	an	emergency	(such	as	911).om01779Select	the	Save	button.Figure	81.	See	RBDS/RDSRegulatory	ComplianceFCC	CB	Rules.	The	software	installationbegins.	The	team	will	be	removedfrom	the	Game	Zone	favorites	list.om020691DISPLAYING	CURRENT	WEATHER23541.2.3.4.5.Team	and	score	informationLeague	and	game	informationChannelTune	to	gameIgnore	alertFigure
98.	NTFS-formatteddrives	can	only	be	used	for	read-onlyfunctions	(such	as	playing	media).	Song	list2.	Viewing	a	Text	MessagePage	1234.Select	OK.	130Listening	To	Radio.	Route	To	Destination:	Emergencyom020231ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	COORDINATES1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.2.Select	Geo.3.See	Figure	119.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Display	>	ButtonBrightness.2.Adjust	the	brightness	level.NOTES•The	brightness	settings	do	not	affect	the	brightness	ofvehicle	instruments,	illuminated	hand	control	switches	(onselect	models)	or	other
accessories.•The	faceplate	button	lighting	remains	off	when	the	radiois	in	Day	Colors	mode.om01697om01704Figure	26.	Johnston	Island	(Islets	East,	Johnston,	North	and	Sand).15.	The	text-to-speech	feature	readsthe	message	over	the	speakers	or	headset.The	radio	has	four	built-in	ring	tones	available	(Rain,	Suspense,Rave	and	Xylo).	The	system	will	display	POIs	with	that	phonenumber	in	the	selected	area.4.Toggle	distance/name:	The	list	of	POIs	is	displayed	inorder	of	distance.	Always	concentrate	on	riding	bykeeping	your	eyes	and	mind	on	the	road.	After
providing	the	state	name,	the	system	continues	to	prompt	for	theremaining	address	fields	on	the	screen.Voice	Recognition	191Page	210NOTES192	Voice	RecognitionPage	211AIR	TEMPERATURESee	Figure	138.	Select	Home	>	Setup.	Weather	MapWEATHER	MAP	SCROLLINGSee	NAVIGATION,	Map	Scrolling:	Hand	Controls.SiriusXM	139Page	1581.2.With	the	weather	map	displayed,	press	a	location	on	thetouchscreen,	or	press	and	hold	the	CURSOR/SELECThand	control	switch.Use	the	cursor	arrows	to	scroll	across	the	map.	Menu	(seek/preset,	scan,direct
tune,	tagging,	gamezone)4.	Other	vehicles	have	a	media	compartment	onthe	right	side	of	the	radio	as	shown.	(BluetoothSetup	can	also	be	selected	in	the	phone	menu.)2.Select	Ring	Tones	>	Select	Ring	Tone.3.See	Figure	79.	Select	Home	>	Setup.2.Select	the	Rear	Controls	checkbox.1.See	Figure	37	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Feedback.2.Prompt	volume:	Adjust	prompt	volume.3.Navigation	prompts:	Check	the	Enable	Nav	Promptscheckbox	to	enable	audible	navigation	guidance.	102Ending	a	Call.	Howland	Island12.	Press	the	VOICERECOGNITION	switch	and	say
HOME	into	the	microphone.Figure	116.	See	the	vehicle	owner's	manual	for	a	description	ofthese	features.Vehicle	Status	195Page	214om02173Figure	140.	The	Inboxbutton	shows	the	number	of	unread	text	messages.2.Select	Inbox.	Speak	the	appropriate	linenumber,	such	as	LINE	TWO.c.Barging	in:	To	interrupt	the	prompt,	press	the	VOICERECOGNITION	switch	during	the	prompt	and	speakthe	desired	command	after	the	beep.NOTEVoice	commands	are	universal	rather	than	mode-specific.	Voice	Recognition:	Media
CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONPLAY	ALL	SONGSPlays	all	songs	on	the	media	device.GENRE	Plays	songs	from	a	selected	genre	or	lists	all	available	genres.NEXT	TRACKPlays	next	track	on	media	device.PLAY	PLAYLIST	Plays	a	selected	playlist.PREVIOUS	TRACKPlays	previous	track	on	media	device.SONG	Plays	the	selected	song.SEARCH	FOR	MUSICSearch	for	a	song	or	list	all	songs	on	a	device.Table	45.	81Repeat	File.	So	there	may	still	be	a	change	in	sound	as	thespeed	changes,	even	with	speed	volume	turned	off.•The	effects	of	the	speed	volume	will
be	less	noticeableunder	certain	conditions,	such	as	when	the	volume	isalready	turned	up	near	its	maximum	setting.1.	Fade	adjustment	line2.	Use	of	aftermarket	parts	may	void	all	or	parts	ofyour	limited	warranty.This	limited	warranty	does	not	cover	repairs	under	certainconditions.	Traffic	Event	ListNAVIGATION	PROMPTS:TURNING	ON/OFF1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Feedback	Settings.2.Check	or	uncheck	the	Enable	Nav	Prompts	checkbox.178	NavigationNAVIGATION	PROMPTS:	ADJUSTINGVOLUME	WITH	HAND	CONTROLSWhile	a	prompt	is	being	heard,
adjust	the	volume	in	the	lefthand	controls.	173Specifications.	The	radio	cancontrol	some	features,	such	as	previous	or	next	file	selectionswithin	some	players	or	applications.78	MediaPage	972.Press	the	multiselect	button	to	show	Seek	(to	advancethrough	each	song)	or	Preset	(to	advance	through	eachpreset).3.Press	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switch	toadvance	to	the	previous	or	next	song	(or	preset)	in	thedevice.om01984123PAUSE,	REWIND,	OR	FAST	FORWARDMEDIA	FILE1.	Traffic
ConditionsICONDESCRIPTIONICONDESCRIPTIONGreenoverlayFree	flowing	trafficHeavy	trafficYellowoverlaySlow	trafficAccidentRedoverlayStopped	trafficConstructionSlipperyNarrowWeatherWarningWindBlockageFrostSecurity	checkpointTrafficInformationFigure	132.	Record	the	database	version	number.Navigation	179Page	198•password	requirements	are	not	suitable	for	transfer	ofdatabase	files.2.Install	the	Naviextras	Toolbox	Windows	utility	on	a	compatible	computer.Map	databases	are	large	files.	TheRadio	Services	subscription	status	is	displayed
with	anESN	number	and	SiriusXM	phone	number	for	assistanceor	activation.Follow	the	instruction	sheet	procedures	or	have	an	authorizedHarley-Davidson	dealer	install	the	accessory.	Use	of	this	channel	should	onlybe	for	issues	involving	personal	safety,	damage	to	property	orother	required	assistance.	When	enabled,	theradio	also	monitors	stations	for	Enhanced	Other	Networks(EON)	transmissions.Page	93rent	playing	song.	For	GPS	time,	AUTOcauses	the	clock	to	adjust	to	the	time	zone	for	the	vehicleSystem	Settings	49Page
68om01728aom01732a11.2.3.4.5.2435Time	adjustmentDaylight	savings	time	(on/off)Time	zone12/24	hourUser/GPS	timeFigure	31.	Current	Weather	DetailsSiriusXM	133Page	152DISPLAYING	5	DAY	FORECASTSIRIUSXM	FUEL	PRICES1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>Forecast.2.Select	Current	Location	or	Other	Location.The	fuel	feature	provides	the	fuel	prices	at	stations	within	aspecified	distance	of	the	motorcycle.	Call	HistoryTEXT	MESSAGINGThe	radio	can	be	used	to	read	and	listen	to	incoming	textmessages	(using	the	text-to-
speech	feature).	Call	gas	station3.	See	ClockTire	Pressure	Monitoring	System	(TPMS).	See	PHONE,Muting	Call	Audio.HOME	SWITCHPress	the	HOME	switch	to	display	the	Home	screen.	See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Keyboard:	6.5	Only	to	selectthe	keyboard	type.	By	default,	RidePlanner	will	name	the	file	as	"HDRoute.gpx".	When	a	CB	signal	exceeds	theselected	threshold,	the	radio	will	"break	squelch".	TouchscreenFigure	4.	Channel	ListSELECTING	A	CHANNEL:	DIRECT	TUNE1.See	Figure	94.	146Icons,	POI.	A	list	of	messages	displays	the	sender	andthe	first
portion	of	each	text	message.SELECTING	RING	TONE3.See	Figure	78.	95.427.Sec.	Home	phone	number2.	91High	Contrast	Day	Colors.	While	multiple	phone	books	can	be	stored	in	the	radiofrom	different	paired	phones,	only	the	phone	book	from	thecurrently	connected	phone	is	made	available	for	use.New	incoming	call	(while	call	is	in	progress):	The	systemwill	prompt	to	either	accept	or	ignore	the	new	incoming	call.	The	Media	screen	shows	the	status	of	the	curom01753a1234567MEDIA891.	If	needed,	the	system	adds	asequential	number	to	prevent
overwriting	other	previously	savedfiles	(such	as	"H-D_NavData(1).gpx").	The	reset	will	removeinformation	and	history	from	the	radio	such	as	phone	pairing,downloaded	phone	books,	call	history,	navigation	history,favorites	and	presets.	Call	Screen	FunctionsITEMDESCRIPTIONEndPress	to	end	the	current	call.4.MenuPress	to	display	other	phone	features(keypad	for	touch	tones,	mute/unmute,	andso	on).To	add	the	phone	number	to	the	Saved	list,	select	theSave	button.5.Select	Dial	in	upper	left	corner.MuteDisplays	when	microphones	are	muted.Phone
batteryiconBattery	power	for	the	phone	(ranging	0	to5).Phone	BookIndicates	when	the	phone	book	is	beingdownloaded	from	the	phone.Phone	signalstrength	iconSignal	strength	(ranging	0	to	3).New	MessageIndicates	a	new	text	message	has	beenreceived.RoamingIndicates	that	the	phone	is	current	inroaming	mode.MAKING	A	CALL:	DIALING1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Keypad.94	PhonePage	113om02024MAKING	A	CALL:	PHONE	BOOK	CONTACT187Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Phone	Book.3.Select	the	contact	name	from
the	list.	(00539b)Do	not	pull	on	the	cord	to	remove	the	headset	from	thesocket.	Do	not	use	diesel	or	other	inappropriate	fuels	for	the	motorcycle.	91Accessory	Mode.	158Route	To	Destination:	Home.	All	prompts	are	adjusted	to	the	selected	level(navigation,	voice	recognition,	and	so	on).NAVIGATION	PROMPTS:SPEAKER/HEADSET	SELECTION1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Speaker/Headset.2.For	Prompts,	select	Speaker	or	Headset.	95.409	and	95.411.)Sec.	Equal	balance	point	(default)NOTESFigure	36.	See	PHONE,	Resuming	Calls	After
VehicleShutdown.DISCONNECTING	THE	VEHICLE	BATTERYThe	system	retains	user	data	and	system	settings	when	thevehicle	battery	has	been	disconnected	or	main	fuse	is	removed.Features	such	as	navigation	routes,	paired	devices,	phonebooks,	favorites,	presets	and	system	settings	are	retained	inmemory.	16HOME/VOLUME/PREVIOUS/NEXT	Switch.	IntercomTable	13.	97Making	a	Call:	Calling	a	Contact	with	VoiceRecognition.	Emergency	(hospital,	police,	fire	department)Figure	109.	The	radiodetects	the	new	software	and	prompt	for	the	update.A
privacy	reset	can	be	performed	by	the	dealer	to	remove	allpersonal	information	from	the	radio	memory.	See	NAVIGATION,	TurningTraffic	On/Off.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>Traffic.2.If	prompted	to	turn	on	traffic,	select	Yes.TRAFFIC	NOTIFICATION	POPUPS3.See	Figure	105.	Requirements	mayvary	slightly	according	to	region.154	Navigation1.2.3.4.5.6.Route	to	addressSaved	destinationsIntersectionHomePhone	book	contactsMore	(trips,	trails	and	coordinates)Figure	115.	104Voice	Mail.	Refer	to	the	vehicle	owner's	manual	or	see
an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer	for	service	as	necessary.231.	Channels	can	only	bechanged	while	in	the	CB	screen.Refer	to	local	regulations	for	any	further	restrictions	or	recommendations	on	local	channel	use.	216TrafficRDS	Event	List.	However,	the	radio	only	maintains	an	active	Bluetoothconnection	with	up	to	one	device	for	phone	service	and	onedevice	for	media	at	a	time.1.In	the	Bluetooth-compatible	device,	enable	Bluetooth	andset	the	device	as	discoverable.	Not	currently	transmitting.No	CB	signals	are	being	received	(squelchnot	broken).CB
activeCB	is	transmitting	or	incoming	CB	signal	isbeing	received	(squelch	has	been	broken).Music/media	is	playing	through	the	headsets.BluetoothBluetooth	device	is	connected.	Use	the	scroll	controls.Select	the	desired	station	from	the	list.om0206421om01999om019921.	For	most	phonecarriers,	voice	mail	can	be	accessed	by	dialing	the	phonenumber	for	the	mobile	phone	that	you	are	using.If	a	dial	tone	passcode	is	required	to	access	voice	mail,	pressthe	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch	during	the	call.	78Deleting	a	Device.	57Compass.	The	folder	includesan
installation	file	with	an	.ISO	extension.6.Copy	the	.ISO	file	to	the	root	directory	(the	first	or	top	directory)	of	a	USB	drive.	Show	all	avoided	roads/turnsa.Return	to	list:	Select	Back	button.b.Display	previous/next	maneuver:	Select	previous/next	maneuver	buttons	on	screen.c.Avoid	the	road:	Select	Avoid/Restore	button.om0204914Figure	124.	Examples	include:•Loss	of	personal	media,	software	or	data.•Failure	to	provide	proper	installation	environment.•Damage	caused	by	abnormal	use,	unauthorized	modification,	computer	viruses,	or	installation	of
unauthorizedsoftware,	peripherals	and	attachments;	unauthorized,unapproved	or	incompatible	devices	or	upgrades;	or	malfunction	of	a	mobile	phone	or	digital	media	device,including	inadequate	signal	reception	by	the	externalantenna,	viruses	or	other	software	problems.To	obtain	warranty	service,	return	your	motorcycle	with	soundsystem	intact,	at	your	expense,	within	the	limited	warrantyperiod	to	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer.	79hSiriusXM	Channels.	Some	vehicles	have	passenger	controls	on	theright	side	of	the	Tour-Pak.	See	NAVIGATION,Route
To	Destination:	Saved.b.Set	as	Home	destination:	Select	Home.	If	sound	cannot	be	heardor	is	distorted,	check	the	volume	within	the	application	ordevice.1.With	motorcycle	stopped,	pair	the	device.BLUETOOTH,	Pairing	a	Bluetooth	Device.2.Select	Home	>	Media.SELECTING	MEDIA	DEVICE3.Select	the	device	from	the	list.1.See	Figure	56.	78Connecting	a	Device.	Editing	a	Trip	(Reordering	Waypoints)Page	181EDITING	A	TRIP:	SKIPPING	NEXTWAYPOINTsaving	a	destination	or	trip,	which	only	store	a	number	of	locations	rather	than	a	specified	path.1.With
active	route	on	the	map,	select	the	option	button.2.Select	Skip	Next	Waypoint.A	trail	can	be	used	to	repeat	the	ride	along	the	same	path	inthe	future	or	to	route	back	to	the	start	of	the	trail	using	the	samepath.3.Select	Yes.A	trail	can	be	recorded	at	any	time.	Pick	lists	are	presented	in	the	following	situations.Microphone:	Speak	voice	commands	into	the	microphone	ofthe	headset.	Finding	a	Media	File:	Song2FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	PODCASTThe	Podcast	category	is	displayed	in	the	Find	menu	when	aproperly	configured	podcast	is	identified	on	the	device.
Media	menu	(seek/preset,scan,	track	list,	repeat,shuffle)4.	Media	devices	are	paused.Unmute/Resume:	To	resume	audio	or	media	files,	briefly	pressPOWER/MUTE	switch	again.•Audio	can	also	be	unmuted	by	pressing	the	volumeswitches	on	the	left	hand	control.•Media	can	also	be	resumed	by	pressing	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	on	the	left	hand	control.•The	POWER/MUTE	switch	does	not	mute	phone	callaudio.	Inflatethe	tires	according	to	specifications	in	the	vehicle	owner'smanual	or	as	specified	on	the	label	on	the	frame	downtube.NOTES•Do	not	use	the
TPMS	system	as	a	pressure	gauge	whenadding	or	removing	air	from	a	tire.	47High	Contrast.	The	layout	of	items	on	thisscreen	may	be	different	depending	on	radio	type	and	installedfeatures.om01981During	initialization	and	startup,	some	features	may	beunavailable	for	a	short	time	(such	as	navigation,	SiriusXM,media	and	voice	recognition).7142536FavoritesMedia	(Bluetooth	and	USB	devices)Tuner	(FM	and	other	bands)Communication	(CB,	intercom,	phone)BASIC	OPERATION1.2.3.4.According	to	the	radio	type,	use	the	touchscreen,	soft	keys
orCURSOR/SELECT	hand	control	switch	to	make	selections	andoperate	the	system.5.	SiriusXM	(if	equipped)6.	Press	andhold	one	of	the	favorite	preset	buttons	from	the	list.3.See	Figure	46.	If	necessary,	select	the	letterjump	button	between	the	scroll	controls	and	type	the	firstletter	of	the	song	name.om0198721and	select	the	proper	option	for	characterizing	the	file	(movie,music,	video,	podcast,	and	so	on).Some	files	identified	as	podcasts	are	not	actually	podcast	files,but	just	media	files.	139Weather	Map	Radar	and	Fronts.	Enable	Show	Notifications.4.Select
Settings	>	Notifications	>	Messages.25.Select	Banners.36.Turn	off	the	vehicle.	Next	turn	guidanceFigure	126.	Thescreen	brightness	will	automatically	adjust	accordingto	the	ambient	light	measured	by	the	sensor	in	thespeedometer.Manual:	Uncheck	the	Automatic	checkbox.	(This	notice	may	require	you	to	havetechnical	adjustments	made	to	your	equipment.)(b)	You	must	comply	with	any	restricted	hours	of	CB	stationoperation	which	may	be	included	in	the	official	notice.Sec.	157Route	To	Destination:	Recent.	All	prompts	can	beadjusted	to	the	selected	level
(navigation,	voice	recognition,	and	so	on).121.2.3.4.3Direction/distance	to	eventEvent	road	or	locationEvent	typeToggle	to	show	all	events	or	only	events	onactive	routeFigure	133.	See	NAVIGATION,	Restoring	an	Avoided	Road.Page	1873.See	Figure	125.	The	radio	includes	20	SiriusXM	presets.126	SiriusXM1.Select	a	channel.2.Press	and	hold	a	preset	until	the	system	beeps.Page	145SELECTING	A	CHANNEL:	HANDCONTROLSom0200712Advancing	through	channels:	Press	the	PREVIOUS/NEXThand	control	switch	to	change	the	channel.Changing	seek/preset
mode:	From	the	SiriusXM	screen,select	Menu.	160Trip	Summary.	PodcastPage	103FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	AUDIO	BOOKThe	audio	book	option	is	displayed	when	audio	book	files	havebeen	discovered	on	the	device.	If	noPage	129response	is	received,	try	other	channels	or	find	another	wayto	get	help.om02044TRANSMITTING	ON	CBStart	transmitting:	While	on	any	screen,	wait	until	other	activeCB	transmissions	are	finished	and	the	channel	is	clear.	It	is	not	heard	through	the	speakers.The	intercom	allows	the	rider	and	passenger	to	talk	with	eachother
through	the	headsets.	87Phone	Profiles.	A	list	of	paired	orconnected	devices	is	displayed.	Select	DSTOff	to	return	to	the	original	time.Manually	adjusting	time:a.Manually	adjusting	time	(User	Time	selected):Manually	adjust	the	clock	to	the	current	time	with	the+	and	-	controls.b.Manually	adjusting	time	(GPS	Time	selected):	Anoffset	can	be	applied	to	the	GPS	time.	Pressand	hold	the	PTT	switch	to	begin	transmitting	on	the	currentCB	channel.	Turn	off	the	CB	oruse	the	voice	activation	(VOX)	feature	if	there	is	a	needto	communicate	privately.•To	activate	the
intercom	with	only	the	PTT	switch	(ratherthan	VOX),	reduce	the	VOX	sensitivity	to	its	lowest	level.See	INTERCOM,	Adjusting	Microphone	Sensitivity:	VOX.Intercom	121Page	140NOTES122	IntercomPage	141TRIAL	SUBSCRIPTIONSiriusXM	radio	is	equipped	on	select	vehicles	in	North	America.See	FEATURES	AND	SPECIFICATIONS.	20Feedback	Prompts.	See	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer	tohave	this	service	performed.System	Settings	61Page	80NOTES62	System	SettingsPage	81NOTEFAVORITESNavigation	destinations,	phone	contacts,	CB
channels	and	filesfrom	a	Bluetooth-connected	device	cannot	be	saved	as	favorites.SETTING	A	FAVORITE1.2.Tune	to	a	radio	station,	weather	band	channel,	SiriusXMchannel	or	file	from	USB-connected	device.Store	to	FAV	switch	(on	radio	faceplate):	Press	andhold	the	FAV	switch.Store	to	Favorite	screen:	Select	Home	>	Fav.	Tirepressure	measurements	can	also	be	viewed	through	the	odometer.	Song	will	beginplaying.Seeking	presets:	In	the	media	screen,	select	Menu.	68Selecting.	Direction	of	eventFigure	105.	43Menu.	Direct	TuneSpeak	one	of	the	following
commands	into	the	microphone:a.Listen	to	SiriusXM	radio:	X	Mb.Select	a	channel:	CHANNEL	(followed	by	thechannel	name	or	number)c.Select	next	channel	up:	CHANNEL	UPd.Select	next	channel	down:	CHANNEL	DOWNe.Scan	channels:	CHANNEL	SCANSCANNING	SIRIUSXM	CHANNELS1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu.2.Select	Scan.The	radio	will	advance	through	each	channel,dwelling	for	five	seconds	on	each	channel.3.Press	the	CURSOR/SELECT	hand	control	switch	to	selecta	channel.TAGGING	AN	ARTIST	OR	SONGSELECTING	A
CHANNEL:	VOICERECOGNITIONSee	VOICE	RECOGNITION	for	more	commands	and	instructions.1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.128	SiriusXMTagging	allows	you	to	be	alerted	when	a	tagged	artist	or	songis	playing	on	any	SiriusXM	channel.	The	rider	and	passenger	headsetvolumes	are	adjusted	independently.NOTESome	local	governments	prohibit	or	restrict	the	use	of	headset(helmet-mounted)	speakers.	After	installation,use	the	instructions	in	this	manual	to	set	up,	subscribe	andoperate	the	SiriusXM	features.Specialty	services:	See	Figure	90.
91Popup	Screens.	Select	the	Avoided	Segments	button.A	list	of	all	avoided	roads	is	displayed.3.Select	the	road	to	be	restored.The	system	displays	a	mapof	the	maneuver.4.See	Figure	125.	Selecting	Ring	ToneADDING	NEW	RING	TONE:	MEDIA	FILECURRENTLY	PLAYING1.With	media	file	playing,	select	Menu	button	in	upper	rightcorner	of	the	media	player.2.Select	Ring	Tones.	However,130	SiriusXMPage	149SETTING	GAME	OR	SCORE	NOTIFICATION1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Menu	>	Game	Zone.2.Check	the	Sports	Alert	checkbox	(if
unchecked).3.Select	Favorite	Teams.4.See	Figure	97.	151Scrolling:	Touchscreen.	The	touchscreen	can	be	operated	whilewearing	riding	gloves.Left	Hand	Control	Audio	Functionsom01712The	screen	is	designed	to	minimize	glare,	be	viewable	in	alllighting	conditions	and	be	operable	in	wet	weather	conditions.The	touchscreen	is	covered	with	a	replaceable	protective	film.Keep	this	screen	protector	on	the	screen	at	all	times	to	preventdamage	to	the	screen.	For	some	radios,	the	Categoriesbutton	is	on	the	Stations	screen.12See	Figure	51.	The	system	can	be
configured	to	providepopups	of	traffic	events,	and	provide	new	routes	to	avoid	trafficobstructions.Page	155TURNING	TRAFFIC	ONTRAFFIC	MESSAGE	LISTWhen	using	the	traffic	feature,	the	system	will	automaticallyprompt	to	turn	on	traffic	if	necessary.	Clickthe	subscription	link.Subscribe	by	phone:	Call	the	phone	number	on	the	ESNscreen.	Audiofrom	the	rider	and	passenger	microphones	will	not	be	sent	overthe	phone.Phone	calls	can	be	received	while	the	radio	is	turned	off.	Roads	and	TransportationCOMPONENTDESCRIPTIONBlue	lineFerryDashed
line(gray/white)Train	tracksOrange-yellow	line	Freeway	or	tollway(thick)Bright	orange	line	Active	highlighted	routeBright	green	trailing	Recorded	traillineBlue	captionPoint	of	interest	(zoomed	in)Blue	dotPoint	of	interest	(zoomed	out)Boxed	arrowsLane	guidance	(larger	orangearrows	show	suggested	lanes)Road	signs146	NavigationShows	highway	number	orroad	nameRed	lineBridge	or	overpassWhite	lineMinor	roadYellow	line	(medium	Major	roadthickness)Page	1654.North	up/heading	up	(2D	view	only):	Displays	the	mapwith	north	toward	top,	or	rotates	the
map	so	the	vehicleheading	is	always	oriented	upward	in	the	map.	203Noise.	Other	headset	microphones	are	not	compatible.	Scroll	controls	are	displayed	on	the	side	of	thescreen	when	there	is	more	than	one	page	of	available	options.Use	the	soft	keys,	touchscreen	or	CURSOR/SELECT	handcontrol	switch	to	scroll	through	multiple	pages	of	options.	The	selected	language	affectsthe	text	displayed	on	the	screen,	voice	prompts	from	thesystem,	and	voice	recognition	features.	Items	are	marked	witheither	a	USB	or	Bluetooth	symbol.2.Select	device	from	the	list.
Select	Song.	While	riding,	observe	all	traffic	regulations.Pay	attention	while	riding.	132Responding	To	Game	Zone	Alert.	All	speakers	are	weatherproof	and	sealed	for	use	inall	riding	weather	conditions.	155Route	To	Destination:	Saved.	(Examples	of	circuits	using	these	signals	are	toneoperated	squelch	and	selective	calling	circuits.)	If	the	signal	isan	audible	tone,	it	must	last	no	longer	than	15	seconds	at	onetime.	See	the	phone	compatibility	informationat	www.h-d.com/boom	(or	the	Boom!	Box	section	of	www.hd.com/touring).	The	system	will	onlyprovide	a	new
route	when	it	is	calculated	to	be	at	least	fiveminutes	faster	than	the	current	route.1.Choose	the	rerouting	setting.a.Automatic:	The	system	will	automatically	adjust	theroute	according	to	traffic	data.b.Manual:	The	system	will	provide	a	popup	when	anew	route	is	suggested.	The	system	typicallyreturns	to	the	current	audio	source,	Homescreen	or	top	level	screen	for	the	currentfunction.MenuDisplays	a	menu	of	options	related	to	the	current	screen	(navigation,	media,	and	so	on).RepeatUsed	on	the	navigation	map	and	other	screensthat	support	text-to-speech
functions	(such	astext	messaging).	For	set	up	and	operation,use	the	instructions	in	this	manual.Adverse	weather,	buildings,	hills	and	valleys	can	affect	themaximum	range	for	the	CB	radio.	See	FEATURES	AND	SPECIFICATIONS	for	moreinformation	about	the	features	available	on	your	motorcycleand	in	your	region.SYSTEM	SETTINGSConfigure	the	system	settings	before	riding	the	motorcycle,with	the	motorcycle	stationary	and	set	to	accessory	mode.Adjust	the	options	to	match	your	personal	riding	style,	and	tomake	best	use	of	any	features	or	devices	that
you	may	beusing.	Press	and	hold	FAV	switch.	The	status	bar	displays	the	Traffic	Program	(TP)	icon	when	tuned	to	a	stationthat	regularly	plays	traffic	announcements.	48Bass.	Ride	Planner	Example168	NavigationTo	restore	an	avoided	road,	select	the	Avoided	Segmentsbutton.	Contact	Details1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Phone	Book.3.Select	a	contact	from	the	list.4.Select	Add	to	Saved	Contacts.SAVING	A	DIALED	PHONE	NUMBERA	phone	number	can	be	saved	while	dialing	the	number.VIEWING	SAVED	CONTACTS	AND
PHONENUMBERS1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Keypad.The	radio	can	locally	store	up	to	200	contacts	or	phone	numbers.	Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone	to	access	thephone	features.A2DP/AVRCP	Profile	Connect	media,	media	controls,(AV/Music)metadataHands-Free	CallingProfile	(HFP)Pairing,	connecting,	call	features,	battery	indicator,	signal	strength	indicatorHFP+PBAP+AV	Pro-	Calls	and	connectionfileMessage	Access	Pro-	SMS	text	message	featuresfile	(MAP)Phonebook	AccessProfile	(PBAP)Phonebook	download,	call
historydownload91PHONEPHONE	MENUTable	30.	See	SYSTEMSETTINGS,	Software	Update	for	instructions.Hardware:	See	Figure	43.	13Phone.	83Finding	File:	Podcast.	See	www.h-d.com/store	or	your	authorized	HarleyDavidson	dealer	for	fitment	and	requirements.	58System	InformationNavigation	Database.	Operatorsmay	wish	to	consult	interference	guidelines,	which	will	beprovided	by	Cornell	University.	Readthis	manual	carefully	and	keep	it	with	your	motorcycle	at	alltimes	for	reference.	70FM:	RDS,	Other	Regions.	Category9.	Shows	the	current
mapdatabase	version	that	is	installed	in	the	radio.c.Export	for	Update:	Used	when	updating	or	purchasing	new	map	sets.	Console	indexFigure	8.	The	band,station,	or	media	will	begin	playing.	The	4.3	radio	uses	a	screen	similar	to	thefull	keyboard	for	entering	data.The	large	keyboard	may	be	more	suitable	for	use	when	wearingriding	gloves.	Intercontinental	replacements	require	additional	charges	forall	models.4.Connect	the	USB	flash	drive	to	the	PC.5.Compare	the	recorded	version	number	to	the	informationon	the	website.	Updates	can	be	done	by	using
thefollowing	procedure	or	by	bringing	the	vehicle	to	an	authorizedHarley-Davidson	dealer.Figure	43.	Left	data	field	(or	currentaudio	source)12.	With	the	Vehicle	Status	screen	shown,	selectMore	to	display	the	tire	pressure	data.194	Vehicle	Status5341.2.3.4.5.Front	tire	pressureSensor	battery	lowRear	tire	pressureLow	tire	pressureFront	and	rear	tiresFigure	139.	Maximum	level	(open	microphone,	intercom	oncontinuously)5.	48Hand	ControlsLeft.	106Viewing/Playing	a	Text	Message.	43Speaker/Headset	Selection.	33Lockout.	This	removes	all	user	settings	in
radio.	Other	vehicles	have	a	graphicalfade	adjuster	as	shown	in	Figure	36.The	fade	setting	does	not	affect	headset	or	microphone	audiolevels.	20VOX	(Microphone	Sensitivity).	Navigation5.	EITMS	will	activatewhen	the	ambient	or	engine	temperature	exceeds	the	thresholdduring	idling.om0214512Active:	EITMS	has	activated.	Pressand	hold	to	begin	scrolling.3.Route	to	location:	Select	the	center	circle	to	route	to	thelocation	on	the	map.4.End	scrolling:	Select	the	Back	button	to	end	scrollingand	return	to	the	current	position	on	map.Jump:	Press	another
location	on	the	map	to	jump.3.Route	to	location:	Select	the	center	circle	to	route	to	thelocation	on	the	map.Navigation	151Page	170om02022121.See	Figure	114.	Then	push	up	thesquelch	switch	(SQ+)	one	or	two	levels.	Enter	a	name	forthe	current	location.	98Muting	Call	Audio.	The	channel	list	will	include	onlystations	with	the	selected	categories.1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Channel.2.Select	Cat.3.See	Figure	96.	10Bluetooth.	Radar	formations	and	weatherfronts	are	displayed	on	the	map.140	SiriusXMTable	33.	Use	the	multiselect	button	to	adjust
theformat	for	the	coordinates	if	necessary.	Stations	broadcasting	RBDS	typically	provideinformation	such	as	radio	station	name,	artist	and	song	title	tothe	radio.Radio	Data	System	(RDS)	is	primarily	used	in	Europe.	Select	Go.Page	177include	heading	(h)	such	as	North,	degrees	(d),	minutes(m),	and	seconds	(s).om01808a.h	ddd.ddddd°b.h	ddd°	mm"	ss.s'c.h	ddd°	mm.mmm'4.Enter	the	latitude	and	longitude	coordinates.5.Select	OK.Figure	118.	60Program	Types	(PTYs).	Connecting	a	phone	to	the	USB	port	will	allow	the	phoneto	charge	and	may	provide
additional	media	features.	The	current	audio	source(radio	station	or	media	file)	will	be	displayed	along	the	bottomof	the	map	screen.	The	antennamarked	"AM/FM"	is	for	tuner	reception.	Required	Bluetooth	ProfilesPage	110om019891.	Show	incident	on	mapFigure	106.	50LLanguageSelection.	171Saving	Current	Location.	45Rear	(Passenger)	Controls.	31Air	Temperature.	193Engine	Oil	Pressure.	95.408	(CB	Rule	8)	How	high	may	I	put	my	antenna?(a)	Antenna	means	the	radiating	system	(for	transmitting,receiving	or	both)	and	the	structure	holding	it	up
(tower,	poleor	mast).	Enter	a	phone87BLUETOOTHom01716Page	106number	to	call	in	the	event	of	an	emergency	(such	as	911in	the	US).8.Select	Save	in	lower	right	corner	of	the	screen.9.The	system	begins	downloading	the	phone	book	from	thedevice.	Refer	to	Table	41	for	traffic	icondescriptions.The	system	also	stores	a	list	of	all	traffic	events	that	are	nearbyor	along	the	active	route.	Finding	a	Media	FileCATEGORYFigure	59.	3D	viewis	always	shown	in	a	heading	up	orientation.5.Current	street:	Displays	the	current	street	along	the	topof	the	map.6.Next
street:	Displays	the	next	turn	at	the	bottom	of	themap.7.Lane	guidance:	Displays	lane	guidance	arrows	along	thehighlighted	route.	Squelch	(Conceptual	Illustration)Citizen	Band	(CB)	Radio	113Page	132squelch	until	CB	audio	breaks	squelch,	then	adjust	the	volume.Raise	the	squelch	to	its	original	level.om02001om020031Figure	85.	The	map	shows	the	maneuver,	with	details	on	the	bottom	of	the	screen.4.Continue:om0204813241.	It	also	means	everything	else	attached	to	the	radiatingsystem	and	the	structure.(b)	If	your	antenna	is	mounted	on	a	hand-held
portable	unit,none	of	the	following	limitations	apply.(c)	You	must,	at	all	times	and	on	all	channels,	give	priority	toemergency	communication	messages	concerning	the	immediate	safety	of	life	or	the	immediate	protection	of	property.1.The	highest	point	must	not	be	more	than	6.10	meters	(20feet)	higher	than	the	highest	point	of	the	building	or	treeon	which	it	is	mounted;	or(d)	You	may	use	any	channel	for	emergency	communicationsor	for	traveler	assistance.2.The	highest	point	must	not	be	more	than	18.3	meters	(60feet)	above	the	ground.(e)	You	must	share
each	channel	with	other	users.(d)	If	your	CB	station	is	located	near	an	airport,	and	if	yourantenna	structure	is	more	than	6.1	meters	(20	feet)	high,	youmay	have	to	obey	additional	restrictions.	The	scan	icon	isshown	in	the	status	bar	during	this	process.	Thescrolling	tool	(circle	with	arrows)	is	shown	on	the	map.The	title	bar	displays	the	name	of	the	street	that	is	currentlybeing	viewed.2.Scroll:	Press	and	hold	the	screen	arrows	to	scroll.1.See	Figure	113.	186kPage	9	Zoom	out	Zoom	in	Previous	page	1/248	Next	page	Page	10	Zoom	out	Zoom	in	Previous	page
1/248	Next	page	70Program	Types	(PTYs).	Navigation	Database	VersionDownload	the	latest	software	version	from	the	website.Select	the	proper	update	for	your	radio	type	(4.3,	6.5	orSystem	Settings	59Page	786.5	CVO)	and	the	proper	region/vehicle	configuration,	ifapplicable.5.Unzip	the	software	package	to	a	folder.	Select	SpecialtyServices.	(BluetoothSetup	can	also	be	selected	in	the	phone	menu.)3.Select	Ring	Tones	>	Load	Ring	Tones.4.Select	device.5.Find	and	select	the	file.	The	operator	will	be	required	tomake	reasonable	efforts	in	order	to	resolve	or
mitigateany	potential	interference	problem	with	the	AreciboObservatory.	Newer	database	versions	are	periodically	released	andare	made	available	for	purchase.Intercontinental	Replacement:	Riders	traveling	outside	oftheir	home	navigation	database	area	can	purchase	a	replacement	database	which	covers	the	intended	area	of	travel.Intercontinental	Restoration:	After	returning	from	extendedtravel	in	a	different	continent	or	in	a	region	requiring	a	uniquedatabase,	the	navigation	database	can	be	restored	to	its	homedatabase.Figure	134.	95.422.)(b)	Each
written	permission	received	from	the	FCC.	Ifthe	new	call	is	accepted,	the	existing	call	is	dropped.	Seethe	instructions	that	are	included	with	the	headset	to	install	ina	helmet.	86Scanning	Files.	After	a	phone	number	is	saved,	it	can	be	used	with	anyphone	that	is	connected	with	the	radio.	The	center	dashed	line	represents	theequal	balance	of	volume	for	front	and	rear	speakers.Vehicles	with	lower	speakers	will	have	a	horizontalline	to	adjust	balance	between	the	upper	and	lowerspeakers.52	System	Settingsom01676Figure	35.	Global	PresetsPage
75BLUETOOTHom01711See	the	BLUETOOTH	section	and	other	applicable	sectionsfor	configuration	and	operation	of	Bluetooth	devices.RING	TONESSee	PHONE,	Selecting	Ring	Tone	for	setting	up	or	installinga	new	ring	tone.SIRIUSXMFigure	41.	131Specifications.	In	some	radios,	the	system	canaccumulate	a	list	of	stations	within	range,	along	with	the	currentsong	or	program	being	played.TUNERThe	radio	has	a	multi-band	stereo	receiver	with	tune,	seek	andscan	functions.	137Traffic	Notification	Popups.	165GPS	Information.	95.411	(CB	Rule	11)	May	I	use
power	amplifiers?(a)	You	must	use	an	FCC	certificated	CB	transmitter	at	yourCB	station.	Allow	time	forthe	Boom!	Box	to	restore	the	original	database.Page	201Voice	recognition	provides	a	hands-free	alternative	to	operatemany	Boom!	Box	functions.	106fPage	6Charging.	Over-inflation	or	under-inflation	can	result.•Tire	pressure	values	in	the	vehicle	owner's	manual	indicatethe	specified	pressure	for	tires	when	they	are	cold	(vehicleparked	for	at	least	three	hours).	The	4.3	phone	commands	are	availablein	English	only.	86Selecting	Ring	Tone.	Route	to	displayed
location4.	120Adjusting	Microphone	Sensitivity:	VOX.	Choosefrom	the	following	options:a.Near	Location:	shows	POIs	near	your	current	location.b.Around	a	City:	shows	POIs	near	a	particular	city.Enter	the	city	name.c.Along	Route:	shows	POIs	along	the	active	route.d.Near	Destination:	shows	POIs	near	the	destination(during	active	route).Select	one	of	the	following	options	to	find	the	POI.a.Category:	Browses	through	a	list	of	categories.	4PresetsGlobal.	Be	careful	to	gently	remove	any	sedi-ments	without	rubbing	them	into	the	screen.	Select	Details	to	display	a
detailed	listof	weather	conditions.Page	151DISPLAYING	DAILY	FORECAST:	3	AND	6HOURom02031Figure	99.	170Restoring	an	Intercontinental	Database.	Intercom	can	also	be	operated	by	voice	activation	(VOX).Squelch	(SQ+/SQ-):	Raise	squelch	(SQ+)	to	prevent	noise	orunwanted	weak	signals	from	unmuting	the	CB.	Podcast	program	name2.	The	CBradio	can	be	used	to	communicate	with	other	CB-equippedmotorcycles	(or	other	CB	users)	on	any	of	the	40	Citizen	Bandchannels.Set	CB	channel,	squelch	threshold	and	volume	beforeriding	to	minimize
adjustments	on	the	road.	123Displaying	5	Day	Forecast.	Do	not	use	anyabrasives,	polishes	or	rubbing	compounds	to	clean	the	screenor	other	components.	90Description.	A	list	of	all	call	activity	for	the	current	phoneis	displayed	as	shown	in	Figure	74.	Also	seeSYSTEM	SETTINGS,	System	Information	to	view	the	hardware,software	and	navigation	database	installed	on	your	vehicle.FEATURES4.36.56.5(CVO)Tuner1XXXMedia	playbackXXXPhoneXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVoicecommands2Vehicle	statusTable	1.	Jump	to	new	location	(press	other	area	on	mapto
jump)Figure	113.	60Ride	PlannerExporting	Route.	Press	the	NAVIGATION	switch	again	to	toggle	betweenthe	navigation	menu	and	the	map.om01800a41526Display	map	(using	voice	recognition):	Press	the	VOICERECOGNITION	switch.	NavigationTable	14.	20Specifications.	(See	section312(b)	of	the	Communications	Act.)(c)	If	a	Federal	court	finds	that	you	have	willfully	and	knowinglyviolated	any	FCC	Rule,	you	may	be	fined	up	to	$500	for	eachday	you	committed	the	violation.	123Description.	Categories	(or	Station	List	onsome	models)3.	This	switch	activates
the	voice	recognition	features	on	equipped	vehicles.	101Time.	Transfer	Call	to	Phone	After	Shutdown106	Phone1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	SOS.3.See	Figure	81.	The	auto-reply	featurewill	respond	to	incoming	messages	with	a	heading	"AutoGenerated	Text"	along	with	the	contents	of	the	personalmessage	setting.om0199312om017781.	PhoneTable	9.	71NavigationAvoiding	a	Road.	54Screen	Brightness.	Shows	the	Harley-Davidson	part	number,	supplier	part	number	and	a	uniqueserial	number	for	the	radio.	95.421	(CB	Rule	21)	What	are	the
penalties	for	violating	these	rules?(a)	If	the	FCC	finds	that	you	have	willfully	or	repeatedly	violatedthe	Communications	Act	or	the	FCC	Rules,	you	may	have	topay	as	much	as	$10,000	for	each	violation,	up	to	a	total	of$75,000.	The	summary	shows	start	and	end	time,	mileageinformation	and	other	data.CALLING	A	DESTINATION:	ROUTE	ACTIVE1.There	are	occasions	when	calling	a	destination	is	helpful	todetermine	operating	hours	or	get	information.During	an	active	route,	select	the	option	button	on	themap.2.See	Figure	128.	Scroll	downBUTTON
NAMEOptionmenuDESCRIPTIONOpens	a	menu	of	additional	options.Select	the	button	again	to	return	tothe	original	screen.Letter	jump	Jumps	to	a	selected	location	withinthe	list.	Other	lanes	on	highway3.	NTFSdrives	will	not	support	functions	liketrip/trail	exports	or	navigation	databaseupdates.Page	95Table	28.	The	system	calculates	new	directions	to	avoid	the	selected	road.RESTORING	AN	AVOIDED	ROAD1.Select	the	next	turn	displayed	at	the	bottom	of	the	map.A	list	of	all	turns	in	the	route	are	displayed.2.See	Figure	124.	112Specifications.	8Media.	The
radio	will	play	remaining	files	in	alphabeticalorder.CONNECTING	MEDIA	DEVICE:	BLUETOOTHSee1.With	motorcycle	stopped,	connect	with	the	Bluetoothdevice.2.Start	the	media	application	or	internal	player	within	theBluetooth-connected	device.	Those	areas	are	within	the	territoriallimits	of:14.	Therider	headset	is	muted.Traffic	AnnouncementThe	tuned	RDS	station	is	actively	broadcasting	an	audio	traffic	announcement(select	markets	only).Traffic	ProgramIntercom	microphoneactiveIntercom	is	actively	in	use	(PTT	switchpressed	or	VOX	activated).Harley-
Davidson	Bar	&ShieldSymbol	is	displayed	in	the	center	of	thestatus	bar.Voice	Recognition	notreadyVoice	recognition	system	is	initializing.Media	pausedMedia	is	paused.	Other	audio	sourcesare	muted	until	the	phone	call	ends.Accepting	the	call:	Select	Accept.	When	plotting	a	route,	remember	thateach	trip	can	only	include	a	total	of	nine	destinations.•Ride	Planner	exports	locations	and	waypoints	into	theGPX	file.	Audio	from	the	video	file	willbegin	playing.SELECTING	MEDIA	FILE:	USING	VOICERECOGNITIONSee	VOICE	RECOGNITION	for	detailed
instructions	on	allvoice	recognition	commands.21.	It	does	not	export	the	highlighted	route.	FM	Tuner	(Station	List)WEATHER	BANDWeather	band	is	supported	on	radios	for	North	America.Equipped	radios	can	tune	to	any	of	the	seven	weather	bandfrequencies.	152Map	DatabaseDatabase	Update.	96Making	a	Call:	Dialing.	There	is	no	need	to	update.om02017Higher	software	level	is	available	on	website:	Continuewith	procedure	to	update	your	radio	software.NOTEDo	not	interrupt	the	installation	process.	The	text	shown	on	the	buttonis	the	currently	active
setting.See	Figure	19.	127Selecting	Channel:	Direct	Tune.	(You	are	subjectto	its	rules.)Caribbean	Insular	areas:3.Commonwealth	of	Puerto	Rico.4.Navassa	Island.5.United	States	Virgin	Islands	(50	islets	and	cays).Pacific	Insular	areas:6.American	Samoa	(seven	islands).7.Baker	Island.8.Commonwealth	of	Northern	Mariana	Islands.204	FCC	Citizens	Band	InformationGuam	Island.10.	68PromptsSettings.	Select	destination	to	reorder3.	Number	of	pages	(1-4)Figure	40.	The	currentaudio	source	(such	as	a	radio	station	or	media	file)	mutes	andthe	CB	channel	is
unmuted.Channel	19East-west	freeway	trucker	channel	(US)Unofficial	travelers	channel	(most	countries)Adjusting	squelch:	See	Figure	84.	A	small	amount	of	water	may	occasionallycollect	in	the	speaker	cavities	while	parked	outdoors.	An	additional	ring	tone	can	also	be	loadedinto	the	radio.4.To	listen	to	the	message	again,	select	the	Repeat	button.1.5.To	display	information	about	the	text	(sender,	date	andtime	stamp),	select	the	information	("i")	button.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.	If	you	receive	FCC	approval,you	must	keep	the	approval	as	part	of
your	station	records.See	CB	Rule	27,	Sec.	TheFM	screen	shows	the	category	filter	icon.b.Clear	All	(or	no	categories	selected):	Radio	seeksor	scans	all	stations.c.Set	All:	Radio	seeks	or	scans	for	stations	that	arebroadcasting	any	of	the	program	types.	The	systembegins	downloading	the	current	phone	book	from	thedevice.3.During	the	download	process,	the	phone	may	prompt	forpermission	to	share	the	phone	book.	The	intercomwill	activate	(break	VOX)	with	quieter	sounds	throughthe	microphone.b.Reduce	sensitivity:	Move	the	level	to	the	left.	If	necessary,	use
hands-free	voicerecognition	commands	or	safely	park	the	vehicle	to	performthe	task.STATUS	BARSee	Figure	23.	128Traffic.	Use	the	Mute	function	in	the	phone	menu	to	muteinbound/outbound	phone	audio	during	a	call.	Presets3.	203ResetFactory	Restore.	Roadconditions,	traffic	laws	and	restrictions	(such	as	no	left	turns,street	closures,	one	way	streets,	road	construction	detours,and	so	on)	can	frequently	change.	161Editing	a	Trip:	Adding	Waypoints	On	Map.	85Finding	File:	Playlist.	8Vehicle	Status.	Supported	video	files	from	a	USB	deviceare	categories	as
Video.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.2.Select	Video,	TV	Show,	Movie	or	Music	Video.3.Select	a	file	from	the	list.	Traffic	Incident	Displayed	on	MapSIRIUSXM	WEATHER	MAPSiriusXM	weather	displays	a	map	with	radar	and	weather	frontinformation.	91Delete	Phone	Contact.	136jPage	4Radio	Broadcast	Data	System	(RBDS).	RDS/RBDS	(on/off)Figure	49.	The	text	to	speech	feature	reads	the	messageover	the	speakers	or	headset.3.Select	the	map	button	to	display	the	event	location	on	themap.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Traffic.Navigation	177Page
196NAVIGATION	PROMPTS:	ADJUSTINGVOLUME	USING	MENUSom0207441.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Feedback	Settings.2.Adjust	the	prompt	volume	level.	Refer	to	the	original	equipment	manufacturer	forany	service	required	during	the	warranty	period.	177SiriusXM.	From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select	Specialty	Services	>	Weather.	68Description.	173Calling	a	Destination:	Route	Not	Active.	NavigationTable	15.	Downloadthe	database.7.If	necessary,	extract	or	unzip	any	.zip	files.Register	with	the	harley-davidson.naviextras.com	website.180	NavigationPage
1998.Download	the	unzipped	updated	database	to	the	root	directory	of	the	USB	flash	drive.9.Connect	the	USB	flash	drive	to	the	USB	port	in	the	storagecompartment.NOTEThe	updated	database	automatically	uploads	to	the	Boom!Box.6.In	the	Naviextras	Toolbox,	navigate	to	the	code	redemptionpage,	enter	the	request	code	and	complete	the	transaction.Record	the	"activation	code".7.Enter	the	activation	code	into	the	Boom!	Box.	With	theseitems	properly	set	up	in	the	phone	book,	it	becomes	mucheasier	to	use	voice	recognition	to	say	"Call	Work"	or	to
usephone	book	entries	to	route	to	a	destination.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Phone	Book.3.Select	a	contact	from	the	list.4.Select	Show	Details.	8Station	List.	22NAVIGATION	Switch.	(See	section	503(b)	of	the	Communications	Act.)(b)	If	the	FCC	finds	that	you	have	violated	any	section	of	theCommunications	Act	or	the	FCC	Rules,	you	may	be	orderedto	stop	whatever	action	caused	the	violation.	Select	the	reorder	button	on	the	rightside	of	the	screen	to	display	the	list	by	alphabetical	orderor	by	distance	from	current	location.5.Select	a	POI
from	the	list.6.Select	Go.Navigation	157Page	1763.Select	Go.om02030ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	EMERGENCY142531.2.3.4.5.Search	by	category	(such	as	gas	stations)Search	by	POI	nameLocation	of	POISaved	POI	store	chains	or	brand	namesSearch	by	POI	phone	numberFigure	117.	iPods	with	a	harddrive	can	be	damaged	and	are	notrecommended.May	support	find	features.	61Fade.	When	input	is	required,	thescreen	displays	a	full	keyboard	with	alphabetically	arrangedcharacters	A-Z.Basic	Operation	37Page
56om02026om0203712931.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.4567Input	(displayed	in	title	bar)Keyboard	(alphabetically	arranged)Numeric	keypadSymbolsExtended	charactersBackspace/deleteSpaceOK/EnterShift	(upper/lower	case)Figure	20.	6Squelch	(SQ+/SQ-)	Switch.	The	radio	stores	the	current	file	as	aring	tone.	Air	temperature2.	You	must	have	all	internal	repairs	orinternal	adjustments	to	your	CB	transmitter	made	in	accordancewith	the	Technical	Regulations	(see	subpart	E).	35CCategories	(Cat)FM:	RBDS,	North	American.	If	the	current	heading	is	not	known,	the	full
sizecompass	will	display	question	marks.150	Navigation1.	SiriusXMITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMDESCRIPTIONAdjustmentsVOX	sensitivity,	automatic	speed	sensitivity	adjustmentSubscriptionFree	3-month	trial	subscription	for	6.5CVO,	optional	module	and	subscriptionrequired	for	other	6.5	systemsChannelsOver	200	channelsRadio	featuresChannel	list,	direct	tune,	scanning,song/artist	tagging,	program	categoriesTable	12.	151Navigating	a	Trail.	CB	antenna:	equipped	modelsFigure	14.	The	rear	cylinder	has	turned	offto	cool	the	engine.TIRE	PRESSURE
MONITORING	SYSTEM(TPMS)Be	sure	tires	are	properly	inflated,	balanced,	undamaged,and	have	adequate	tread.	67Weather	Alert.	Some	information	and	features	may	not	be	available	until	the	radio	has	finished	synchronizing	with	thedevice.	Adding	a	New	Device88	BluetoothThe	radio	will	automatically	try	to	connect	with	the	phone	ormedia	device	after	pairing.	When	a	new	route	iscreated,	the	map	will	include	a	return	route	back	to	theoriginal	location	of	the	vehicle.With	a	trip	selected,	press	the	edit	button	(pencil).Navigation	161Page	1802.Select	Add
Destination.4.3.Enter	a	destination	(address,	POI,	recent	destination,saved	location	or	intersection).Select	the	reorder	button	on	the	right	side	of	the	screen.The	item	being	moved	is	highlighted.5.Select	Add.	Thistrial	subscription	is	only	available	to	the	original	purchaser	ofa	new	SiriusXM	equipped	vehicle,	and	is	not	included	withSiriusXM	modules	that	may	be	subsequently	purchased	orinstalled	by	the	customer	or	dealer.	40POWER/MUTE	Switch.	Emergency	phone	number6.	Any	sound	in	the	microphones	will	beshared	over	the	current	CB	channel.
33FFactory	Restore.	80Save	Ring	Tone.	The	letter	jumpfeature	can	be	used	by	pressing	the	center	button	in	thescroll	controls.4.Select	the	desired	phone	number.2361.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.1.54Dialed	phone	numberKeypadAdd	phone	number	to	saved	listHashtag/pound	key	(#)Press	for	zero	(0),	hold	for	plus	(+)Asterisk	(*)Backspace/deleteDial	phone	numberFigure	70.	Channel	Name8.	Prompt	volume	can	also	be	adjusted	by	the	volumehand	controls	while	the	prompt	is	playing.1.See	Figure	38.	164Rename	a	Trail.	79Play	from	Track	List.	The	radio	allows	only	onering
tone	to	be	downloaded	into	the	radio.	The	radio	will	prompt	if	the	file	istoo	large	or	when	replacing	an	existing	ring	tone.6.Select	OK.	55Clock.	The	radio	shows	the	dateand	time	for	the	last	update	to	the	radar	and	weather	frontinformation.SiriusXM	141Page	160NOTES142	SiriusXMPage	161NOTESNAVIGATIONNavigation	features	are	available	on	6.5	systems	in	selectregions.	101Transferring	a	Call	Back	to	the	Phone.	112Turning	Off.	5	Day	Weather	Forecast134	SiriusXMSELECTING	FUEL	TYPEThe	radio	shows	locations	and	prices	according	to	the	fuel
typethat	is	selected	(regular,	medium,	super	or	diesel).NOTEUse	only	unleaded	gasoline	with	the	fuel	type	and	octanespecified	for	your	motorcycle.	130Categories.	Favorites	can	beused	to	quickly	access	a	tuner	band,	frequency,	media	device,media	file	or	SiriusXM	channel	that	is	commonly	used.31.	These	stations	continually	broadcastTuner	71Page	90weather	announcements	using	the	seven	different	frequenciesdesignated	for	weather	band	use	as	shown	in	Table	27.In	Canada,	Weatherradio	Canada	broadcasts	weather	information	on	the	same	set	of
frequencies.Table	27.	Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Colors	>	Backgrounds.1.2.Select	one	of	the	listed	colors	or	Default	(orange).48	System	SettingsSelect	Home	>	Setup.NOTEThe	English	unit/metric	selection	also	affects	how	units	aredisplayed	in	the	odometer.Page	672.Press	the	multiselect	button	until	the	desired	unit	type	isdisplayed.a.English	Units:	Measurements	are	displayed	as	miles,yards,	feet,	mph,	gallons,	degrees	F	and	PSI.b.Metric:	Measurements	are	displayed	as	kilometers,meters,	km/h,	liters,	degrees	C	and	bar.CLOCK1.See	Figure	31.	94Changing
the	Emergency	Phone	Number.	See	Navigation,	TripsTunerCategories	(Cat).	Contact	name	(if	available)4.	Featuressuch	as	CB,	intercom,	current	station	or	media	playing	resumeas	before	the	vehicle	was	turned	off.	Select	the	Map	icon	to	display	the	incidentlocation	on	the	map.The	system	can	be	configured	to	automatically	display	trafficalerts	that	affect	the	current	navigation	route.	The	systemwill	use	the	selected	ring	tone	for	all	incoming	calls.3.Select	OK.	Press	and	hold	the	NAVIGATION	switch	on	the	radio	faceplate	to	toggle	the	audio	sourcefield	on	or
off.Next	turn	guidance:	Shows	distance	and	turn	information.Press	the	field	to	display	a	list	of	guidance	instructions	or	avoidan	upcoming	road.NOTESee	NAVIGATION,	Changing	Map	Display	for	additionaladjustments	to	the	map	display.Page	163om020201234125116101.2.3.4.Current	streetLane	guidanceRepeat	voice	instructionCompass/heading	indicator95.6.7.8.87Map/navigation	optionsRight	data	fieldCurrent	position	iconNext	turn	guidance9.	Differences	in	groundelevation	between	your	antenna	and	the	airport	runway	maycomplicate	this	formula.	The
current	air	temperature	of	the	surroundingenvironment	is	measured	by	a	sensor	in	the	fairing.	SeeNAVIGATION,	Route	To	Destination:	Home.SAVING	CURRENT	LOCATIONThe	current	location	can	be	stored	to	the	Saved	destinationlist,	or	configured	as	the	home	destination.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Menu.2.Select	Location.	27Por	t.	AudioTable	8.	95.416).	14Tire	Pressure	Monitoring	System	(TPMS).	Safelychange	to	the	suggested	lane	and	follow	the	direction	of	thebright	orange	arrows.4.Select	Yes	to	confirm.	Speaking	or	selecting	MORE	COMMANDS
displays	alist	of	all	commands.om02016Figure	136.	See72	TunerPage	91www.weather.gov/nwr	for	weather	band	and	alert	broadcastinformation.RBDS/RDSTurn	weather	alert	on:	See	Figure	54.	Tune/Seek/Preset	setting2.	121Operating:	Voice	Activation.	See	the	BLUETOOTH	section	to	set	upand	connect	devices.TURNING	MOTORCYCLE	ON,	OFF	OR	TOACCESSORY	MODETurning	on	motorcycle:	When	the	motorcycle	is	turned	on,the	radio	returns	to	its	previous	state	before	shutdown.	(00089a)Regulations	for	CB	operation,	specific	frequencies	or
poweroutput	may	be	unique	for	different	regions.	2D	vehicle	heading	indicator	(north	east	vehicleheading	shown)3.	78Connecting	Device:	USB.	File	sequence	(ondevice/playlist/album)Figure	55.	8Media	Compartment:	USB	Port.	69Specifications.	75Selecting	Device.	CB	volume2.	42Supplier	Part	Number.	21VolumeAdjustment.	Also,	the	route	calculation	can	beaffect	by	system	settings	such	as	route	preferences(scenic,	fastest,	shortest	or	twisty)	and	avoidances	(suchas	toll	roads,	unpaved	roads	and	so	on).	The	system	automatically	changes	to	SiriusXM
whenchannel	commands	are	used.CHANNEL	UPChanges	to	next	channel	up.CHANNEL	DOWNChanges	to	next	channel	down.CHANNEL	SCANScans	through	the	SiriusXM	channels.Voice	Recognition	189Page	208Table	47.	178Prompts:	Speaker/Headset	Selection.	95.427	(CB	Rule	27)	What	are	my	station	records?(a)	A	copy	of	each	response	to	an	FCC	violation	notice	or	anFCC	letter.	Select	Zoom.	Use	of	a	transmitter	which	isnot	FCC	certificated	voids	your	authority	to	operate	the	station.(b)	You	must	not	make,	or	have	made,	any	internal	modificationto	a
certificated	CB	transmitter.	Display	FeatureFigure	27.	95.419	(CB	Rule	19)	May	I	operate	my	CB	stationtransmitter	by	remote	control?4.Organizational	description	including	name	and	anyapplicable	operator	unit	number.](a)	You	may	not	operate	a	CB	station	transmitter	by	radioremote	control.(c)	[You	are	encouraged	to	use	your	"handle"	only	in	conjunction	with	the	methods	of	identification	listed	in	paragraph	(b)of	this	section.](b)	You	may	operate	a	CB	transmitter	by	wireline	remote	controlif	you	obtain	specific	approval	in	writing	from	the	FCC.	140Weather
Map	Scrolling.	95.418	(CB	Rule	18)	How	do	I	use	my	CB	station	inan	emergency	to	assist	a	traveler?>(a)	You	must	at	all	times	and	on	all	channels,	give	priority	toemergency	communications.210	FCC	Citizens	Band	Information(d)	You	may	use	your	CB	station	to	transmit	one-way	communications	concerning	highway	conditions	to	assist	travelers.(c)	Remote	control	means	operation	of	a	CB	transmitter	fromany	place	other	than	the	location	of	the	CB	transmitter.	91Receiving	a	Call:	Accepting/Ignoring.	Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.2.Select	Address.143.See
Figure	116.	Channel	9	is	also	reserved	foremergency	use	in	most	other	countries	that	allow	Citizen	Bandradio.When	using	this	channel	for	emergencies	or	assistance,	clearlyidentify	the	nature	of	the	problem	and	your	location.	134Displaying	Current	Weather.	A	list	of	up	to	30nearest	stations	within	100	miles	are	displayed.	29Touchscreen.	Check	if	you	are	using	thelatest	version	of	software	and	update	the	software	when	anewer	version	is	available.	95.409	(CB	Rule	9)	What	equipment	may	I	use	at	myCB	station?Sec.	Select	and	read	the	matching	guide	to
completeeach	of	the	following	tasks.Naviextras	may	indicate	that	a	free	update	is	available.Make	sure	that	the	update	version	is	newer	than	thedatabase	version	in	the	motorcycle	before	attempting	todownload	or	install	the	update.For	CVO	models,	three	navigation	map	database	updatescan	be	downloaded	for	free	over	a	five-year	period.	Terms	and	conditions	ofservice	may	be	modified	from	time	to	time	by	SiriusXM.	However,	otheraudio	sources	remain	muted,	paused	or	inaccessible	until	thephone	call	is	finished.Return	to	the	Call	screen	to	end	the	call	or
use	other	phonefeatures.	Contact	type	(home,	mobile	or	work)6.	SeeBASIC	OPERATION,	Keyboard	for	keyboard	types.50	System	SettingsFigure	32.	Modelsinclude	different	speaker	specifications	and	arrangementswithin	the	inner	fairing.Fairing	Lower	SpeakersFairing	lower	speakers	are	equipped	on	some	models	toprovide	more	volume	for	the	sound	system.	181Rerouting.	49Manually	Adjusting	Time.	If	there	are	problems	with	any	features	in	the	radio,	firstcheck	the	relevant	settings.Figure	24.	Up	to	20	song	or	artisttags	can	be	saved.1.From	the	SiriusXM
screen,	select	Menu.2.While	the	song	or	artist	is	playing,	select	Tag	This.Page	1473.The	system	prompts	to	tag	the	song	or	the	artist.	215Referenced	Products.	Select	Home	>	Setup.2.Select	Full	Keyboard	(which	displays	all	characters)	orLarge	Keyboard	(which	displays	a	larger	keypad).	193General.	The	tuner	or	media	volume	will	mute	so	theintercom	can	be	heard.2.Speak	into	the	microphone.	Media	Device	SupportDEVICEDEVICES	SUPPORTEDCONNECTIONSMedia	playerUSB-connectedphone.	ANY	IMPLIED	WARRANTY	RELATING	TO	THISRADIO,
INCLUDING	WARRANTIES	OF	MERCHANTABILITYOR	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE,	ISEXPRESSLY	LIMITED	TO	THE	DURATION	OF	THIS	LIMITEDWARRANTY.Some	states	do	not	allow	the	exclusion	or	limitation	of	incidentalor	consequential	damages,	so	the	above	limitation	or	exclusionmay	not	apply	to	you.TO	THE	FULLEST	EXTENT	ALLOWED	BY	LAW,	HARLEYDAVIDSON	AND	ITS	AUTHORIZED	DEALERS	SHALL	NOT200	Limited	Radio	WarrantyOther	RightsThis	warranty	gives	you	specific	legal	rights,	and	you	may	alsohave	other	rights
which	vary	from	state	to	state.Page	219found	to	be	defective	in	factory	materials	or	workmanship,under	normal	use	and	service,	during	the	warranty	period	setout	below.Your	Consumer	RightsSuch	repair	or	replacement	will	be	Harley-Davidson's	soleobligation	and	your	sole	remedy	under	this	H-D	Radio	Warranty,	however	you	may	have	other	rights	under	Australian	andNew	Zealand	laws,	as	described	above.The	benefits	given	to	you	under	this	H-D	Radio	Warranty	areadditional	to,	and	do	not	detract	from,	other	rights	and	remediesthat	you	may	have	in
respect	of	the	radio	or	its	installationunder	Australian	and	New	Zealand	laws,	including	consumerprotection	laws.In	Australia,	our	goods	come	with	guarantees	that	cannot	beexcluded	under	the	Australian	Consumer	Law.You	are	entitledto	a	replacement	or	refund	for	a	major	failure	and	compensationfor	any	other	reasonably	foreseeable	loss	or	damage.	95.424	(CB	Rule	24)	How	do	I	have	my	CB	stationtransmitter	serviced?(a)	You	may	adjust	an	antenna	to	your	CB	transmitter	and	youmay	make	radio	checks.	Current	Weather1.From	the	SiriusXM	screen,	select
Specialty	Services	>Forecast.2.Select	Current	Location	or	Other	Location.3.If	selected	Other	Location,	select	the	state	and	locationto	view.4.See	Figure	101.	Station	name,	song	title,	artist7.	If	the	scandoes	not	find	any	strong	station	within	two	completepasses	through	the	band	frequencies,	the	scan	automatically	cancels.To	select	a	station,	press	the	CURSOR/SELECT	switchon	the	right	hand	controls.CATEGORIES	(CAT)The	FM	band	can	be	configured	to	seek	or	scan	for	particulartypes	of	radio	programming	(such	as	news,	sports	or	classicalmusic).	This
feature	can	be	usedto	route	to	a	selected	station,	or	add	stations	to	an	existingroute.3.If	selected	Other	Location,	select	the	state	and	locationto	view.4.See	Figure	102.	The	radio	also	supports	the	following	playlist	typesfor	other	USB-connected	devices.3.Select	item	from	list.4.Select	song	from	the	playlist.	73RBDS/RDSTuner.	The	previous	audio	sourceresumes.	23Selection.	See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Rear	Controls	toenable	these	rear	controls.22	Controls	and	Components1.	Speak	the	desired	command	intothe	headset	microphone.	159Route	To	Destination:
Dealership.	177Updating	Database.	However,a	USB	connection	alone	will	not	operate	the	phone	features.The	phone	must	be	paired	and	connected	through	Bluetoothbefore	operation.	Damage	to	thescreen	due	to	use	without	the	protector	will	not	be	coveredunder	warranty.	The	CURSOR/SELECT	five-way	switch	can	beused	to	select	items	on	the	radio	screen.CURSOR:	Press	the	switch	in	the	desired	direction	to	movethe	highlighted	cursor	to	another	selection	on	the	radio	screen.SELECT:	Press	the	switch	straight	in	to	select	a	highlighteditem	or	toggle	a
feature	on	the	radio	screen.VEHICLE	INFORMATION	SWITCHVehicle	status:	See	Figure	6.	A	list	of	nearby	traffic	events	is	displayed.Each	item	displays	the	direction	and	distance	to	the	trafficevent.	SeeNAVIGATION,	Editing	a	Trip:	Adding	Waypoints	in	Menu.CREATING	A	TRIP:	USING	MAPWith	no	route	active,	access	the	route	calculation	settings.a.From	setup	menu:	Select	Home	>	Navigation	Setup>	Route	Calculation.b.During	route	calculation:	Select	option	button.Select	Route	Calculation.1.With	map	displayed,	press	the	touchscreen.2.Scroll	to	a	POI	or
location	on	the	map.	Acceptance	Screen:	6.5	Models2	Safety	FirstPage	21If	necessary,	safely	park	the	vehicle	if	there	is	difficulty	followingthe	route	guidance	or	if	there	is	a	need	to	program	a	new	route.In	some	circumstances,	the	system	could	temporarily	providean	inaccurate	position	of	the	vehicle	or	show	errors	in	distancebetween	objects.om01665When	importing	routes	from	other	devices	or	websites,	understand	that	there	may	be	limitations	to	the	accuracy	or	reliabilityof	the	imported	data.There	may	also	be	compatibility	limitationswhen	importing	data
files	from	another	device	or	website.Figure	3.	30Satellite.	Status	BarPage	59Table	21.	More	information	(sender,	date	and	time	stamp)1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone	>	Message.	Speakzeros	as	"zero"	or	"oh".	186kPage	246Media.	Select	a	team	from	the	list.5.Game	notification:	To	display	an	alert	whenever	a	gameis	being	broadcast	for	this	team,	check	the	Gamecheckbox.6.Score	notification:	To	display	an	alert	whenever	a	scorechanges	in	a	game	for	this	team,	check	the	Scorecheckbox.om0206812341.2.3.4.Selected	teamEnable	game	notificationEnable	score
notificationRemove	team	from	favoritesFigure	97.	Say	SHOW	MAP	into	the	microphone.37Map	options:	Select	option	button	to	show	menu	of	navigationoptions.1.2.3.4.5.Show	mapPoints	of	interest	(POI)H-D	dealershipsMenu	(current	location,	import/export	file)Where	To	(address,	saved,	intersection,	home,phone	book,	trip,	trail,	coordinates)6.	Audio	from	an	app	or	internalplayer	can	be	streamed	to	radio.If	the	media	device	is	not	automatically	recognized,	checkthe	device	settings.	As	a	general	guideline,	support	fordevices	is	listed	in	Table	28.	Both	the	rider
and	passenger	microphones	becomeactive.	27Port.	The	Engine	Idle	Temperature	ManagementSystem	(EITMS)	provides	limited	cooling	of	the	rear	cylinderduring	prolonged	idle	conditions	or	traffic	congestion.	80Play	Previous/Next	File.	Select	Listen	or	Ignore.Listen:	Changes	to	the	channel	with	the	tagged	song	or	artistplaying.Ignore:	Remains	on	the	current	channel.SIRIUSXM	CATEGORIESThe	radio	can	be	configured	to	seek	or	scan	for	particular	typesof	programming	(such	as	news,	sports	or	classical	music).When	seeking	or	scanning,	the	radio	only	stops
on	stationswith	the	selected	categories.	The	clock	updates	as	the	motorcycle	passes	intoother	time	zones.5.6.Daylight	savings	time	(DST):	GPS	time	does	not	automatically	account	for	daylight	savings	time.	See	NAVIGATION,	Route	To	Destination:	Saved.Add	to	Preferred	list	(POIs	only):	Select	Preferred.Instead	of	saving	a	specific	destination,	the	systemsaves	the	POI	(such	as	a	particular	restaurant	chainor	gas	station	brand).	While	on	the	CBscreen,	press	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	to	advancethrough	the	CB	channels	individually.	To	play	the	entire
playlist,select	the	first	song.•Windows	Media	Player	Advanced	Stream	Redirectorformat	(*.asx)FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	ARTIST,	ALBUMOR	GENRE•Windows	Media	Player	Playlist	(*.wpl)1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.•M3U	Moving	Pictures	Expert	Group	Audio	Layer	3	UniformResource	Locator	(*.m3u)2.Select	Artist,	Album	or	Genre	to	browse.•PLS	file	(*.pls)3.Select	item	from	list.•iTunes	XML	(*.xml	)4.•RealPlayer	Metadata	Package	(*.rmp)Select	song	from	the	list.	Toinstall,	hand	tighten	the	antennas	to	the	mounts.	Bluetooth	settingsFigure	68.	The
roundtrip	feature	can	only	be	enabled	before	a	route	is	activated.1.To	edit	the	trip:	Select	the	edit	button	(pencil	icon).	Graphical	Fade	Adjustment:	Select	ModelsSPEED	VOLUMEThe	speed	volume	setting	adjusts	the	volume	according	tovehicle	speed.	34Classic	Mode.	Allow	the	phone	bookto	be	downloaded.Figure	72.	Within	the	Tuner	menus,	this	switch	can	be	configured	toadvance	to	the	next	frequency	(tune),	the	next	station	(seek)or	the	next	preset.	48Button	Brightness.	Both	rider	and	passengerheadsets	will	receive	inbound	CB	audio.TUNING	CB
CHANNELSThe	CB	radio	can	access	all	40	channels.	This	can	be	usefulwhen	selling	the	motorcycle	or	when	completely	reconfiguringthe	radio	with	new	personal	settings.	101Call	Screen.	Tuner	antenna:	AM/FM2.	Release	PTT	switch	when	finished.create	a	ground	plane,	the	CB	may	not	transmit	as	strongly	asCBs	mounted	in	a	car	or	truck.Adjusting	CB	volume	(passenger):	While	on	CB	screen	(orwhile	CB	is	in	operation),	use	UP/DN	switch	on	side	of	TourPak	to	adjust	passenger	headset	volume.	When	prompted	to	add	more	destinations,select	Yes	to	add	more
destinations	or	select	No	whenfinished.6.The	trip	itinerary	is	displayed.7.To	start	the	trip:	Select	Start.ROUND	TRIPWhen	the	round	trip	function	is	enabled,	the	system	calculatesa	return	route	to	the	original	position	of	the	vehicle.	Selecta	favorite	from	the	list.om01980Figure	47.	With	a	headset	connected,	pressthe	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.The	radio	beeps	and	showsa	list	of	available	commands.	Weather	Band	ChannelsPRESETCHANNELFREQUENCY1WB1162.400	MHzListen	to	weather	band:	Select	Home	>	Tuner	>	WB.2WB2162.425	MHzTune	to
weather	band	frequency:	Use	the	PREVIOUS/NEXThand	control	switch	to	advance	through	the	seven	weatherband	frequencies.3WB3162.450	MHz4WB4162.475	MHz5WB5162.500	MHz6WB6162.525	MHzN/AWB7162.550	MHzUsing	weather	band	presets:	Refer	to	Table	27.	See	Audio	SettingsBluetoothApps	and	Players.	50HFP+PBAP+AV	Profile.	185Prompts.	Left	Hand	Control	Audio	Functions	(typical)Page	37Table	16.	This	is	different	thanRECORD	A	TRAIL:	OPTIONS	MENU1.With	the	map	displayed,	select	the	option	button.Navigation	163Page	1822.Start
trail:	Check	the	Record	On	checkbox.	54Global	Presets.	Ride	PlannerNavigation	167Page	186MANEUVERS:	TURN-BY-TURNINSTRUCTIONSom020591251.See	Figure	124.	Traffic	flow	(green,	yellow,	red)2.	49RDS	Synchronized.	193Specifications.	178Prompts:	Turning	On/Off.	Some	lists	have	a	center	button	for	functionssuch	as	letter	jump,	information,	editing	or	reordering	of	thelist.Basic	Operation	35Page	54om02039Table	20.	Call	waiting	andthree-way	calling	not	supportedModulationAM	or	FM	(depending	on	region)ConnectionsUSB	(media	and	charging
only),Bluetooth	(calls,	text	messaging,streaming	media)Squelch15	step	adjustable,	plus	full	on/offText	messagingIndicatorsInbound	SMS	messages	(with	text-tospeech),	outbound	text	messageautoreplySignal	strength	and	battery	level	indicators,	low	battery	indicator,	text	messagenotificationTable	11.	Apply	circularmotions	from	the	center	and	outwards.	List	Function	Buttons1231.	The	radio	will	automatically	change	to	the	appropriateband	for	the	selected	frequency.Example:	When	saying	TUNE	TO	NINETY-EIGHT	POINT	SEVEN,	the	tuner	willchange	to	the
FM	band	and	tune	to	98.7	MHz.SEEK	UP/SEEK	DOWNSeeks	next	station	up	or	down.NEXT	PRESET/PREVIOUS	PRESETSelects	next/previous	preset.STATION	Tunes	to	a	selected	station	(European	region	only).Table	44.	Select	Compass.•For	some	regions	that	do	not	support	navigation	or	mapping	features	on	the	6.5	radio,	pressing	the	NAVIGATIONswitch	on	the	faceplate	will	display	the	full	size	compass.NOTES•The	motorcycle	must	be	in	motion	to	determine	the	currentheading.	Both	the	rider	and	passenger	microphones	arelive.	Some	options	are	selected
or	enabled	with	acheckbox	as	shown.Page	53om01724Figure	17.	When	you	are	using	your	CB	station	to	assist	atraveler,	you	do	not	have	to	obey	the	rule	about	length	oftransmissions	(CB	Rule	16,	Sec.	The	phone	book	can	be	manuallyrefreshed	from	the	connected	phone	at	any	time.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Refresh	Phone	Book.	Speak	thepasscode	numbers	and	other	special	characters	as	needed.98	PhoneSee	Figure	72.	45Page	243Setup	Menu.	Connected	devices	may	beused	for	the	following	purposes.26	Controls	and
ComponentsDo	not	use	media	players	with	hard	drives.Vibration	may	causeinternal	damage.Devices	can	be	added	or	removed	while	the	radio	is	on.	Boom!	audio	amplifiers	bypassthe	internal	amplifier	in	the	radio	to	provide	increased	volume,reduced	clipping,	lower	Total	Harmonic	Distortion	(THD),optimized	equalization	and	a	fuller	sound	that	cuts	throughwind	and	road	noise.	Categories	SymbolPage	87SELECTING	CATEGORIESom01983Refer	to	Table	25	for	categories	available	in	North	America.Refer	to	Table	26	for	categories	available	in	other
regions.1.2.While	in	the	FM	band,	select	Cat	to	access	a	list	of	allavailable	categories.	188Pick	List.	While	the	PTT	switch	is	held,all	other	audio	is	muted,	including	any	inbound	CB	messagesthat	may	be	coming	in.	Wait	until	the	system	has	finished	the	initializationprocess	before	using	the	navigation	system.•There	may	be	some	limitations	when	operating	the	navigation	system	in	buildings	or	underground	structures	(suchas	tunnels	or	underground	parking).NAVIGATIONSee	Figure	109.	CB	channels,	phone	contacts	and	navigation	destinations	cannot	be
stored	as	global	presets.	See	dealer	orwebsite	for	fitment	and	requirements	when	adding	thisaccessory.3.Radio	subscription:	See	Figure	89.	To	obtainFCC	approval,	you	must	show	why	you	need	to	operate	yourstation	by	wireline	remote	control.	16PhoneAdding	New	Ring	Tone.	(00176a)Tuner	and	CB	antennas:	See	Figure	14.	View	all	fuel	prices	at	gas	stationFigure	104.	The	internalPage	231repairs	or	internal	adjustments	should	be	performed	by	or	underthe	immediate	supervision	and	responsibility	of	a	person	certified	as	technically	qualified	to	perform
transmitter	maintenanceand	repair	duties	in	the	private	land	mobile	services	and	fixedservices	by	an	organization	or	committee	representative	ofusers	in	those	services.(c)	Except	as	provided	in	paragraph	(d)	of	this	section,	eachinternal	repair	and	each	internal	adjustment	of	a	CB	transmitterin	which	signals	are	transmitted	must	be	made	using	a	nonradiating	("dummy")	antenna.(d)	Brief	test	signals	(signals	not	longer	than	one	minute	duringany	five	minute	period)	using	a	radiating	antenna	may	betransmitted	in	order	to:1.Repair	or	servicing	of	a	CB	station
transmitter	(see	CBRule	24,	Sec.	Navigation	MapNavigation	145Page	164Table	35.	POI	IconsICONDESCRIPTIONTable	40.	Warning:	Installation	and	removal	of	CB	station	antennasnear	powerlines	is	dangerous.	Kingman	Reef.(a)	Within	or	over	any	area	of	the	world	where	radio	servicesare	regulated	by	the	FCC.	Software	Version58	System	SettingsPage	77SOFTWARE	UPDATEom02045Harley-Davidson	periodically	provides	software	updates	forthe	radio	on	www.h-d.com/boom.	See	the	vehicle	owner'smanual.	Rider	and	passenger	headset	volumes
areindependently	controlled.a.b.Rider:	Press	the	volume	controls	on	the	lefthandlebar.Passenger:	Press	the	VOL+/VOL-	switch	on	the	sideof	the	Tour-Pak.om02005Figure	88.	EpisodesFigure	61.	ColorsHIGH	CONTRAST	DAY	COLORSHigh	contrast	day	colors	can	be	activated	to	enhance	visibilityof	the	screen	in	bright	sunlight.This	feature	is	activated	through	the	color	settings,	or	by	holdingthe	VEHICLE	INFORMATION	switch.	The	files	may	have	beenexported	by	another	motorcycle	equipped	with	a	Boom!	Boxor	created	by	Ride	Planner	(www.h-
d.com/rideplanner).	The	currentlocation	is	stored	as	your	home	destination.	Also	see	MEDIA,Connecting	Media	Device:	Bluetooth.1.In	the	radio,	select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.2.Select	List	Paired	Devices.	Open	the	door.	45ButtonsMultiselect.	Imported	tripsare	stored	in	the	Trips	list.	(00175a)The	CB	must	be	turned	on	before	using.	16FavoritesDescription.	Thecenter	circle	indicates	an	equal	balance	of	volume	toboth	front	and	rear	speakers.b.Graphical	fade	adjustment	(select	models):	Adjustthe	front	to	rear	sound	balance	by	pushing	left	or
rightcursor	controls.	119Turning	On/Off.	Media	device2.	The	frequency	is	stored	to	the	selected	presetbutton.3.To	tune	the	preset	in	the	future,	select	the	preset	button.68	Tunerom02013Figure	50.	A	full	list	of	all	songs	on	thedevice	is	displayed.Media	83Page	1023.Select	a	song	from	the	list.	However,	when	importing/exporting	files	or	installing	updates	to	theradio,	do	not	disconnect	the	USB	device	until	the	task	hascompleted.Keep	the	compartment	door	closed	while	riding	to	preventitems	from	falling	out.	Destinations	are	stored	in	the	Saved	list.	The	rider
can	continue	to	play	media,listen	to	other	stations	or	use	other	features	on	the	radio.	See	NAVIGATION,	Route	To	Destination:	POI.Set	as	Home	destination:	Select	Home.	The	radio	can	also	be	configured	with	global	presets.See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Global	Presets.1.Tune	to	a	station.2.Press	and	hold	one	of	the	preset	buttons	until	a	beepsounds.	Ring	tone	filescannot	be	downloaded.	Traffic	eventsTable	41.	The	radio	beeps	and	the	preset	is	stored.Select	media	preset:	Press	desired	preset.	Some	recommended	presets	include	channel	9(emergency	channel)	and
channel	19	(unofficial	travelerschannel).Setting	CB	preset:	Tune	to	a	CB	channel.	Channel	(category	selection)2.	Selecting	the	address	will	begin	navigation	tothat	destination.Phone	99Page	1184.om02043Select	the	phone	number	to	begin	a	call,	or	select	theaddress	to	route	navigation	to	the	address.SAVING	A	PHONE	BOOK	CONTACTFigure	73.	Operators	who	choose	totransmit	information	electronically	should	e-mail	to:prcz@naic.edu.1.2.The	notification	to	the	Interference	Office,	Arecibo	Observatory	shall	be	made	45	days	prior	to	commencing	operation
of	the	unit.	49User	Time.	Voice	Recognition:	General	CommandsCOMMANDDESCRIPTIONALL	COMMANDSList	all	available	voice	recognition	commands.CANCELCancel	voice	recognition	session.LINE	Select	line	number	from	list.LISTShow	list	of	options.YESAcknowledge	or	continue.NODecline	or	end.Table	43.	The	rider	and	passenger	cantransmit	or	receive	CB	audio	at	any	time	while	on	any	screen.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	CB.2.See	Figure	82.	When	an	upcoming	turn	or	road	divergenceis	required	on	a	multi-lane	highway,	the	map	displays	laneguidance
arrows	to	suggest	the	proper	lanes	to	use.	CB	Squelch	LevelCB	VOLUME21.	SiriusXM	starts	up	witha	preview	channel	(channel	1)	until	subscription	is	active.2.Get	the	ESN	number	for	the	radio.	134Game	Zone.	133Display	Last	Weather	Update.	71Turning	Motorcycle	On/Off.	160Changing	Data	Fields.	See	Weather	BandlPage	3SoftwareUpdate.	To	prevent	distraction	while	riding,	plan	trips	and	selectdestinations	before	riding	the	motorcycle.The	navigation	system	can	route	to	address	entries,	phonebook	contacts,	point	of	interest	(POI)	destinations	in	the
navigation	database,	destinations	imported	by	Ride	Planner	(www.hd.com/rideplanner)	or	by	manually	selecting	locations	on	thetouchscreen	map.•There	will	be	a	slight	delay	after	the	vehicle	or	the	radiohas	been	powered	on	while	the	navigation	system	initializes.	Work	phone	numberThe	radio	first	downloads	the	phone	book	during	initial	pairing,and	typically	synchronizes	with	the	connected	phone	when	thevehicle	is	turned	on.	184Commands.	Connect	the	headset	by	aligning	the	ridge	on	theControls	and	Components	23Page	42headset	with	the	slot	on	the
connector	as	shown	in	Figure	8.The	headset	only	works	if	the	connector	is	properly	installed.When	using	headsets,	set	the	volume	to	a	level	where	trafficand	sounds	from	the	surrounding	environment	can	still	beheard.om00304d21The	socket	caps	remain	shut	when	not	in	use	to	prevent	dirtand	water	from	entering	the	socket.	The	media	compartment	has	aUSB	port	to	connect	with	a	phone,	media	device	or	USB	drive.An	interface	cable	may	be	needed	to	connect	with	devices.The	USB	port	is	powered	and	operational	when	the	vehicle	isturned	on	or	in
accessory	mode.	The	navigation	system	can	provide	trafficinformation	when	RDS	Traffic	(TMC)	or	SiriusXM	Traffic	isequipped	on	the	vehicle	and	available	in	the	region.	73Radio	Data	System	(RDS).	AuthorizedHarley-Davidson	dealers	should	be	able	to	provide	warrantyservice	during	normal	business	hours	depending	upon	theworkload	of	the	authorized	dealer's	service	department	andthe	availability	of	necessary	parts.The	remedy	for	breach	of	this	warranty	is	expressly	limited	tothe	repair	or	replacement	(which	may	include	a	refurbishedreplacement	radio),
without	charge	for	parts	and	labor,	of	anypart	that	proves	to	be	defective,	AND	DOES	NOT	EXTENDTO	LIABILITY	FOR	CONSEQUENTIAL	DAMAGES,	COSTSOR	EXPENSES,	INCLUDING	LOSS	OF	TIME,	INCONVENI199LIMITED	RADIO	WARRANTY2016	LIMITED	RADIO	WARRANTYPage	218ENCE,	COMMERCIAL	LOSS,	OR	LOSS	OF	USE	OF	THEVEHICLE,	RESULTING	FROM	ANY	PART	THAT	PROVESTO	BE	DEFECTIVE.BE	LIABLE	FOR	LOSS	OF	TIME,	INCONVENIENCE,	LOSSOF	MOTORCYCLE	USE,	COMMERCIAL	LOSS	OR	ANYOTHER	INCIDENTAL
OR	CONSEQUENTIAL	DAMAGES.THERE	IS	NO	OTHER	EXPRESS	WARRANTY	ON	THERADIO.	Also,	the	limited	warranty	does	notcover	syncing	issues	or	an	improper	functioning	radio	causedby	an	incompatible	phone	or	other	media	storage	device	(MP3,jump	drive,	etc.).	The	Mute	icon	is	removed	and	themicrophones	resume	normally.ENDING	A	CALLMuting	inbound	audio:	Use	the	volume	hand	control	switchto	adjust	incoming	audio	to	minimum	volume.	Game	and	score	alertsthat	have	been	set	for	any	favorite	teams	will	be	displayedas	they
occur.1ADDING	A	GAME	ZONE	FAVORITEUp	to	seven	teams	can	be	added	as	Game	Zone	favorites.Figure	96.	See	NAVIGATION,Route	To	Destination:	Emergency.EMERGENCY	CB	OPERATIONFor	vehicles	equipped	with	a	CB,	channel	9	is	reserved	foremergency	use	in	most	countries.	Right	Hand	Control	Audio	FunctionsITEM	ICONNAMEFUNCTION1InformationPress:	Display	vehicle	statusHold:	Display	high	contrast	daycolors2CBIncreases	CB	squelch	level	(ifSquelch	+	equipped).3CBDecreases	CB	squelch	level	(ifSquelch	-	equipped).4CB	Pushto
Talk5Cursor	Up	Moves	the	highlighting	up	throughthe	selections.6CursorRightMoves	the	highlighting	rightthrough	the	selections.7CursorDownMoves	the	highlighting	downthrough	the	selections.8CursorLeftMoves	the	highlighting	left	throughthe	selections.9Select/EnterSelects	highlighted	item.Press	and	hold	to	transmit	onCB/intercom	(if	equipped).20	Controls	and	ComponentsHOME/VOLUME/PREVIOUS/NEXT	SWITCHSee	Figure	5.	21Favorite	(FAV)	Switch.	54GGlobal	Presets.	Select	an	item	from	the	list	to	display	adetailed	traffic	message.	170Calling	a
Destination:	Route	Active.	149Icons,	Map	Components.	Select	Home	>	Setup.2.Check	the	Classic	Mode	checkbox	to	enable.Figure	39.	Seewww.siriusxm.com.SiriusXM	specialty	services	provide	weather	mapping,	weatherforecast	data,	fuel	price	information	and	traffic	data	service.SiriusXM	traffic	provides	information	for	traffic	events	and	roadconditions.	Select	the	phone	number	to	dial.MAKING	A	CALL:	EMERGENCY	PHONENUMBERAn	emergency	phone	number	must	be	entered	into	the	radiobefore	using	this	feature.	Navigation	Database
VersionDownload	Hardware/System	Requirements•Downloading	update,	replacement	or	restoration	databasesfrom	Naviextras	requires	a	computer	platform	loaded	withspecific	Windows	operating	systems	and	a	minimum	resolution	display.	However,	phone	calling	and	text	messaging	featuresare	achieved	only	through	Bluetooth	connection.Media	device:	Charges	the	device	and	plays	media	files.USB	drive:	Plays	media	files,	imports/exports	navigation	files,loads	software	updates,	and	imports	ring	tones.Memory	card:	Some	types	of	memory	cards	can	be
connectedto	play	media	files.	95.420	(CB	Rule	20)	May	I	connect	my	CB	stationtransmitter	to	a	telephone?(a)	You	may	connect	your	CB	station	transmitter	to	a	telephoneif	you	comply	with	all	of	the	following:1.You	or	someone	else	must	be	present	at	your	CB	stationand	must-(i)	Manually	make	the	connection	(the	connection	must	not	bemade	by	remote	control);(ii)	Supervise	the	operation	of	the	transmitter	during	the	connection;(iii)	Listen	to	each	communication	during	the	connection;	and(iv)	Stop	all	communications	if	there	are	operations	in	violationof	these
rules.2.Each	communication	during	the	telephone	connectionmust	comply	with	all	of	these	rules.3.You	must	obey	any	restriction	that	the	telephone	companyplaces	on	the	connection	of	a	CB	transmitter	to	a	telephone.(b)	The	CB	transmitter	you	connect	to	a	telephone	must	notbe	shared	with	any	other	CB	station.(c)	If	you	connect	your	CB	transmitter	to	a	telephone,	you	mustuse	a	phone	patch	device	with	has	been	registered	with	theFCC.OTHER	THINGS	YOU	NEED	TO	KNOWSec.	95.415	(CB	Rule	15)	Who	is	responsible	for	communications	I	make?You	are
responsible	for	all	communications	which	are	madeby	you	from	a	CB	station.Sec	95.416	(CB	Rule	16)	Do	I	have	to	limit	the	length	of	mycommunications?(a)	You	must	limit	your	CB	communications	to	the	minimumpractical	time.(b)	If	you	are	communicating	with	another	CB	station	or	stations,	you,	and	the	stations	communicating	with	you,	must	limiteach	of	your	conversations	to	no	more	than	five	continuousminutes.FCC	Citizens	Band	Information	209Page	228(c)	At	the	end	of	your	conversation,	you,	and	the	stationscommunicating	with	you,	must	not	transmit
again	for	at	leastone	minute.Sec.	The	tone	settings	are	applied	for	all	audio	outputthrough	the	speakers	and	headsets.The	fade	setting	adjusts	the	balance	of	volume	between	thefront	and	rear	speakers.	Midway	Island	(Islets	Eastern	and	Sand).1.The	fifty	United	States.16.	137Viewing	Fuel	Prices.	Manually	reconnect	the	phone	and	other	mediadevices	as	necessary.om01721DELETING	A	PAIRED	DEVICEA	device	will	typically	remain	paired	with	the	radio	until	deleted.1.In	the	radio,	select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.2.Select	List	Paired	Devices.3.Select
the	device	from	the	list.4.See	Figure	67.	With	the	center	circle	on	the	POI,	selectthe	POI	location.	The	ring	tone	is	stored	in	the	radio	and	configured	as	the	current	ring	tone.ADDING	NEW	RING	TONE:	BLUETOOTHSETUPom02065Figure	79.	34Popup.	Select	up	to	four	pages	ofglobal	presets.4.To	set	a	global	preset:	Select	the	desired	audio	source(tuner	station,	media	file	or	SiriusXM	channel).	Power/mute2.	The	icon	operates	differently	according	to	the	map	orientation	setting	(north	up	orheading	up).Navigation	149Page	168North	Up:	The	red	compass
needle	is	always	pointed	north.The	vehicle	icon	rotates	while	riding.Heading	Up:	The	needle	rotates	to	the	direction	of	the	vehicle(north,	south,	east,	or	west).	136Traffic	Icons.	Media	Track	ListMEDIA	PRESETSThe	radio	stores	up	to	20	presets	for	each	connected	device.The	screen	only	shows	media	presets	for	the	currently	connected	device.	The	status	bar	is	at	the	bottom	of	most	screens.It	displays	the	clock	and	status	icons.	When	voice	input	is	picked	up	by	the	rider	or	passenger	microphone,	the	intercom	is	automatically	activated.This	process	is	known	as
"breaking	VOX".Microphone	sensitivity	and	headset	volume	can	be	adjusted.The	microphone	sensitivity	(VOX)	applies	to	both	rider	andpassenger	microphones.	Home	Screen	(6.5	with	SiriusXM	shown)33Page	52SCREEN	MENU	BARSee	Figure	16.	87Pairing	a	Device.	See	NAVIGATION,	Importing	a	Route.CANCELING	A	ROUTE:	USING	MENUSCREATING	A	TRIP:	USING	MENUS1.1.While	the	map	is	displayed,	select	the	option	button.160	NavigationSelect	Home	>	Nav	>	Where	To.Page	1792.Select	Trip.5.3.Enter	a	name	for	the	trip.	Media	MenuREPEAT
CURRENT	FILE1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Menu.2.Check	the	Shuffle	checkbox.The	Shuffle	icon	is	displayed.The	radio	will	randomly	select	files	from	the	device.NOTEAn	iPod	may	exclude	audio	books	and	podcasts	from	shuffleselection.31.2.3.4.5.1.PLAY	SONGS	FROM	TRACK	LISTThe	track	list	shows	a	full	list	of	all	songs	on	the	connecteddevice.	Ridingwith	excessively	worn,	unbalanced,	improperly	inflated,overloaded	or	damaged	tires	can	lead	to	tire	failure	andadversely	affect	stability	and	handling,	which	could	resultin	death	or	serious	injury.	Vehicle
StatusITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMDESCRIPTIONOther	featuresRound	trip	guidance,	trip	summary,phone	contact	navigation,	route	simulation,	low	fuel	navigation	alert,	graphicalsignpost	displayAir	temperatureTemperature	of	the	surrounding	environment	measured	by	a	sensor	in	the	fairingNorth	American	map	(for	North	America49ST/CAL/CAN	configurations).European	map	(for	ENG/HDI-Europeconfigurations).	Select	the	centercircle	on	the	destination	to	add.23.3Select	Add.EDITING	A	TRIP:	REORDERINGWAYPOINTS1.With	a	trip	selected,	press	the	edit
button	(pencil).2.Select	Reorder.3.See	Figure	120.	For	your	safety,	follow	theinstallation	directions	included	with	your	antenna.(a)	Your	CB	station	transmitter	power	output	must	not	exceedthe	following	values	under	any	conditions:	AM	(A3)-	4	watts(carrier	power)	SSB-	12	watts	(peak	envelope	power)Sec.	152Showing	a	Planned	Route.	Forexample,	repeatedly	pressing	the	HOME	switch	on	thehandlebar	will	toggle	through	tuner	bands	(AM,	FM,	WB	andso	on)	and	through	media	devices.To	display	the	Home	screen	while	in	Classic	Mode,	press	andhold	the
HOME	hand	control	switch	or	use	the	HOME	switchon	the	radio	faceplate.1.See	Figure	39.	Select	Delete	Pairing.	This	measuredtemperature	does	not	necessarily	indicate	frost	or	other	roadconditions.NOTEHolding	the	VEHICLE	INFORMATION	switch	too	long	willactivate	the	high	contrast	day	colors	on	the	screen.om01787b41ENGINE	OIL	PRESSURESee	Figure	138.	The	HOME/VOLUME/PREVIOUS/NEXT	fiveway	switch	operates	radio	features	on	equipped	vehicles.The	operation	of	the	HOME	switch	depends	on	whether	theClassic	Mode	setting	is	enabled.
A	Bluetooth	connectionto	the	phone	will	attempt	to	resume.Starting	the	engine:	When	starting	the	engine,	the	audiomutes	and	the	screen	turns	off	momentarily.Radio	on/off:	If	the	radio	is	turned	off	before	the	vehicle	isshutdown,	it	will	remain	turned	off	when	the	vehicle	is	turnedback	on.Restart	radio:	To	reinitialize	the	radio,	allow	the	vehicle	toremain	turned	off	for	up	to	30	seconds	before	turning	thevehicle	back	on.Accessory	mode:	When	the	vehicle	is	in	accessory	mode,operation	of	the	radio	will	result	in	some	battery	drain.	21VOICE	RECOGNITION
Switch.	Do	not	use	any	ammonia-based	cleanerson	the	screen.	Theexact	routing	between	destinations	may	be	calculatedPage	185differently	within	the	radio	than	shown	in	Ride	Planner.	165Lane	Guidance.	Select	Home	>	Fav.	Auto-Reply	MessagePhone	103Page	122VIEWING/PLAYING	A	TEXT	MESSAGEom020421When	a	new	message	is	received,	the	New	Message	icon	isdisplayed	in	the	status	bar.	174Maneuvers:	Turn-By-Turn	Instructions.	49English/Metric	Units.	27Media	Compartment.	95.424);	or2.Changing	plug-in	modules	which	were	certificated	as
partof	your	CB	transmitter.3.You	must	not	operate	a	CB	transmitter	which	has	beenmodified	by	anyone	in	any	way,	including	modification	tooperate	on	unauthorized	frequencies	or	with	illegal	power.(See	CB	Rules	9	and	11,	Secs.	A	device	witha	highlighted	media	icon	is	connected	for	media.3.Select	a	device	from	the	list	to	connect	or	disconnect.4.See	Figure	66.	Media	Screen75Page	94MEDIA	DEVICESThe	radio	supports	various	types	of	USB	and	Bluetooth-connected	media	devices.	You	arealso	entitled	to	have	the	goods	repaired	or	replaced	if	the	goodsfail
to	be	of	acceptable	quality	and	the	failure	does	not	amountto	a	major	failure.In	New	Zealand,	our	goods	also	come	with	guarantees	thatcannot	be	excluded	under	the	New	Zealand	Consumer	Guarantees	Act.WarrantyThis	warranty	is	provided	by	Harley-Davidson	Motor	CompanyP.O.	Box	653,	Milwaukee,	Wisconsin	53201,	U.S.A,	phone:+1	(414	343-4056)	("Harley-Davidson").Harley-Davidson	warrants	that	an	authorised	Harley-Davidsondealer	will	repair	or	replace	your	Harley-Davidson	radio	if	it	isNote	that	goods	presented	for	repair	may	be	replaced
byrefurbished	goods	of	the	same	type	rather	than	being	repaired.Refurbished	parts	may	be	used	to	repair	goods.Warranty	PeriodThe	warranty	period	is	a	period	of	twenty-four	(24)	monthsstarting	from	the	earlier	of:(a)	the	date	of	delivery	of	the	motorcycle	on	which	the	radio	isinstalled	by	an	authorised	Harley-Davidson	dealer	to	the	firstretail	purchaser;	or(b)	the	third	anniversary	of	the	last	day	of	the	model	year	ofthe	motorcycle	on	which	the	radio	is	installed	(if	not	sold	to	aretail	purchaser	before	that	date).Any	unexpired	portion	of	this	H-D	Radio	Warranty
will	betransferred	to	subsequent	owners,	upon	the	resale	of	themotorcycle	during	the	limited	warranty	period.	One	emergency	phone	number	can	bestored	in	the	radio.	112Conflicting	Transmissions.	Review	the	route	before	riding.Imported	routes	are	stored	in	respective	locations	within	theradio.	Save	your	mostcommonly	used	channels	as	presets	so	they	can	be	easilyaccessed.	83Finding	File:	Video/TV	Show.	164Description.	Allow	the	pairing	within	thedevice.6.See	Figure	65.	186Voice	Recognition.	The	USB	devicecan	be	removed.IMPORTING	A	ROUTEThe
system	can	import	trip,	trail	and	destination	files	saved	inGPS	Exchange	Format	(GPX).	Time	remaining9.	63Setting.	Whenselecting	a	trail,	the	route	includes	navigation	from	your	currentlocation	to	the	beginning	of	the	trail.1.From	the	Navigation	menu,	select	Where	To	>	More	>Trails.2.Select	the	trail	from	the	list.3.Select:RENAME	A	TRAILa.Take	original	route	(start	to	end):	Select	Route	toEnd.b.Take	return	route	(end	to	start):	Select	Route	toStart.The	system	names	trails	as	"trl"	followed	by	a	string	of	numbers.	The	keyboard	is	operated	by	touchscreen	or
by	using	the	CURSOR/SELECT	handcontrol	switch	to	select	letters.Large	Keyboard:	See	Figure	21.	86Saving	File	as	Favorite.	Rear	(Passenger)	Control	Audio	FunctionsITEM1ICONNAMEModeFUNCTIONCycles	to	next	available	audiosource.Next/Seek	Tuner:	Seek	up.Media:	Next	file.Up2Previous/SeekDownTuner:	Seek	down.Media:	Previous	file.CB	Pushto-TalkIf	Equipped:	Press	and	holdto	transmit	on	CB/intercom.Volume	Up	Increases	volume.VolumeDownHEADSET	CONNECTORSDecreases	volume.Do	not	select	a	volume	level	that	blocks	out	traffic
noiseor	interrupts	the	concentration	necessary	for	safe	operation	of	the	motorcycle.	See	Voice	CommandsSpecifications.	117Operating:	PTT	Switch.	Pairing	a	Device:	iPhone	Example	ShownCONNECTING/DISCONNECTING	ABLUETOOTH	DEVICEA	Bluetooth	device	can	be	connected	for	phone	service,	media,or	both.	Full	Keyboard38	Basic	Operation8127384951.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.6Input	(displayed	in	title	bar)Numeric	keypadSymbolsExtended	charactersKeypadKeypad	selectors	(A-I,	J-R,	S-Z)Backspace/deleteSpaceOK/EnterFigure	21.	However,	the	inbound	call
audio	can	bePhone	97Page	116received	through	either	the	speakers	or	headsets.	See	MediaUSB	DriveFormat.	See	Speed	VolumeBBackground	Color.	TunerITEMDESCRIPTIONITEMTuner	bandsFM	(mono/stereo),	AM,	LW,	MW,Weather	Band	(dependent	on	region)Tuner	presets15	FM,	6	AM,	6	LW,	6	MW,	6	WBWeather	band	fre-	WB1-162.400MHz,	WB2-162.425MHz,quencyWB3-162.450MHz,	WB4-162.475MHz,WB5-162.500MHz,	WB6-162.525MHz,WB7-162.550MHzGlobal	presetsUp	to	4	pages	with	up	to	20	totalTuning	modesTune,	seek,	scan,	preset
scanFavorites1	Fav	hardkey	plus	6	favoritesCategory	filtering(PTY)SelectableStations	listDependent	on	regionRDS/RDBSDependent	on	regionRDS	functionsTraffic	Announcement/Traffic	Program,Alternate	Frequency	Switching,	Regionalization	(dependent	on	region)Single/dual	tunerDependent	on	regionWeather	bandchannels7	channels,	6	presetsWeather	alertSelect	regions,	requires	CB	module8	Features	and	SpecificationsClockDESCRIPTIONGPS/RDS/user-selectable	time	setting,automatic	time	zone	adjustmentTable	7.	While	the	trail	is	recording,	the
system	storesongoing	location	points	along	the	ride.	72NOAA.	95.419.)Sec.	163Editing	a	Trip:	Skipping	Waypoints	From	List.	To	turn	off	alerts	for	a	particular	song	orartist,	uncheck	the	item	in	the	list.	The	tuner	then	seeks	thenext	available	station	upon	releasing	the	switch.c.Preset:	The	PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switchwill	select	the	previous	or	next	preset.Page	85TUNING	A	STATION:	VOICE	RECOGNITIONom0199611.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.2.Say	TUNE	TO	along	with	the	frequency	into	the	microphone	(such	as	TUNE	TO	NINETY-
SEVEN	POINT	ONE).The	radio	automatically	tunes	to	the	appropriate	band(such	as	AM	or	FM)	according	to	the	frequency	selected.231.	See	CleaningFairing.	See	PHONE,Saving	a	Phone	Book	Contact.If	prompted,	enter	any	missing	information	in	the	address.156	NavigationROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	MAP	SCROLLTOOL1.With	the	map	displayed,	press	on	the	touchscreen	toactivate	the	scrolling	tool.2.Scroll	to	a	location	or	POI.3.Select	the	center	circle	to	route	to	the	location	or	POI	onthe	map.4.Select	Go.Page	175ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	POI3.The
system	can	route	to	points	of	interest	stored	in	the	navigation	database.1.Select	Home	>	Nav	>	POI.2.See	Figure	117.	47Home	Screen.	The	weather	map	displays	major	roadways,	but	it	is	not	designed	as	a	tool	for	navigation.1.See	Figure	108.	103Text	Messaging.	7BrightnessButtons.	Use	a	name	that	is	easy	to	pronounce	when	using	voice	recognition	features.	Some	features	may	vary	by	region	or	carrier.At	a	minimum,	the	phone	must	support	the	Bluetooth	profilesshown	in	Table	30	to	be	compatible	with	various	features	inthe	radio.	Press	on	the	touchscreen
to	select	menu	itemsand	operate	the	radio.	Select	Radio.Figure	91.	46Screen.	Select	categories	from	the	list.a.Individual	categories	selected:	Radio	seeks	orscans	only	stations	from	the	selected	categories.	21CURSOR/SELECT	Switch.	115Receiving.	57PREVIOUS/NEXT	Switch.	109Volume.	Home	screen3.	39SMS.	110Turning	On.	.	If	needed,	right-click	on	the	file	in	iTunes84	Media1.	47Background.	Shows	the	current	softwareversion	installed	on	the	radio.	The	intercom	icon	in	the	status	barshould	be	white	(active)	when	speaking	at	a	normal	tone.a.Raise
sensitivity:	Move	the	level	to	the	right.	Saved	contacts	whichinclude	addresses	can	also	be	used	for	navigation	routing,even	when	the	phone	is	not	connected.3.Enter	a	phone	number.4.Select	the	Save	button.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Saved.3.Select	a	saved	contact	or	phone	number	from	the	list.100	PhoneSAVING	PHONE	NUMBER	FROM	CURRENTCALLWhen	a	call	is	finished,	the	Save	button	is	briefly	displayed.Select	the	Save	button	to	store	the	phone	number	to	the	savedlist.Page	119DELETE	SAVED	CONTACTom019911.Select
Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	Contacts	>	Saved.13.Select	a	contact	from	the	list.24.Select	the	edit	button	(pencil).5.Select	the	trash	can	button.	Many	of	the	data	field	settings	(such	as	Timeto	Via	or	Arrival	Distance)	are	only	relevant	during	anactive	route.3.Select	Back	to	display	the	map.Table	38.	Thevoice	recognition	icon	appears	in	the	status	bar.Voice	command:	At	any	time,	say	CANCEL	to	terminate	thecurrent	session.183VOICE	RECOGNITIONVOICE	RECOGNITIONPage	202No	valid	input:	If	the	system	does	not	recognize	a	voicecommand,	a	response
to	a	prompt,	or	if	an	extended	period	oftime	elapses	before	a	command	is	spoken,	the	session	automatically	cancels.TELEPROMPTERSee	Figure	135.	29Saddlebag.	47Menu.	Choose	an	option	from	the	list	to	displayin	the	field.	26VVEHICLE	INFORMATION	Switch.	95.401	(CB	Rule	2)	How	do	I	use	these	rules?(a)	You	must	comply	with	these	rules	(See	CB	Rule	21	Sec.95.421,	for	the	penalties	for	violations)	when	you	operate	astation	in	the	CB	Service	from:1.2.Within	or	over	the	territorial	limits	of	places	where	radioservices	are	regulated	by	the	FCC	(see	CB
Rule	5,	Sec.95.405);Aboard	any	vessel	or	aircraft	registered	in	the	UnitedStates;	or3.Aboard	any	unregistered	vessel	or	aircraft	owned	oroperated	by	a	United	States	citizen	or	company.(b)	Your	CB	station	must	comply	with	technical	rules	found	insubpart	E	of	part	95.(c)	Where	the	rules	use	the	word	"you",	"you"	means	a	personoperating	a	CB	station.(d)	Where	the	rules	use	the	word	"person,"	the	rules	are	concerned	with	an	individual,	a	corporation,	a	partnership,	anassociation,	a	joint	stock	company,	a	trust,	a	state,	territorialor	local	government	unit,	or
other	legal	entity.(e)	Where	the	rules	use	the	term	"FCC",	that	means	the	FederalCommunications	Commission.(f)	Where	the	rules	use	the	term	"CB	station",	that	means	aradio	station	transmitting	in	the	CB	Radio	Service.Sec.	Fade	does	not	apply	to	models	without	rear	speakers.1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Audio	Setup.2.Select	Fade/Speed	Volume.System	Settings	51Page	703.Adjust	the	front	to	rear	fade.a.Fade	adjustment	(typical):	Press	the	R	(rear)	or	F(front)	controls	to	adjust	the	balance	of	the	speakervolume	between	the	front	and	rear	speakers.	Menu
(microphone	mute/unmute,	keypad,	callhistory,	contacts,	emergency	call)3.	SiriusXM	Radio	ScreenSIRIUSXM	PRESETSChannel	presets	can	be	programmed	to	quickly	access	favoritechannels.	53SetupDay/Night	Colors	Mode.	193English	Units	of	Measurement.	21DDay/Night	Colors	Mode.	When	categories	are	selected,	the	FM	band	displaysCATEGORIES	with	a	filter	symbol	as	shown	in	Figure	50.Categories	are	also	known	as	program	types	(PTYs).PRESETSPresets	can	store	preferred	radio	stations	for	easy	access.Theradio	has	15	presets	for	FM	band,	and	6
presets	for	otherbands.	Use	the	keypadselectors	on	the	right	side	to	display	different	portions	of	thealphabet	(A-I,	J-R	or	S-Z).The	6.5	radio	supports	a	full	size	keyboard	and	a	large	keyboard.	Audio	will	beresumed,	and	any	CB	audio	that	breaks	squelch	will	bereceived.Figure	83.	Route	the	boom	below	thehelmet,	with	the	microphone	oriented	upright	inside	the	helmet,so	the	boom	does	not	touch	the	chin.Open	face	or	half	helmets:	See	Figure	10	and	Figure	11.Position	the	microphone	lightly	touching	or	directly	to	the	leftof	the	mouth.is05939Figure	9.	For
equipped	radios,press	the	Stat	button	in	the	upper	left	corner	of	the	FM	bandscreen.Selecting	a	station:	See	Figure	53.	The	radio	begins	playing	filesfor	the	artist,	album	or	genre,	starting	at	the	selected	file.To	play	all	songs	for	this	artist,	album	or	genre,	select	thefirst	song	from	the	list.NOTES•M3U,	PLS	and	WPL	playlists	only	allow	relative	pathnamesto	files.	When	using	this	channel	foremergencies	or	assistance,	clearly	identify	the	nature	of	theproblem	and	your	location.	Start	trip2.	16Pre-Ride	Checklist.	Select	Trip	Summary.1.With	a	phone	connected
and	the	route	active	on	the	map,select	the	option	button.2.Select	Destinations.3.Select	the	option	button.4.Select	Call.	Map	scrolling	tool	(press	arrows	to	scroll,	presscircle	to	select)2.	See	VOICE	RECOGNITION.To	cancel	voice	recognition,	press	and	hold	the	VOICERECOGNITION	switch	for	three	seconds,	or	press	the	HOMEhand	control	switch.PUSH-TO-TALK/SQUELCH	SWITCHPTT:	See	Figure	6.	Even	if	a	feature	is	available,do	not	allow	it	to	distract	you	from	operating	the	motorcyclesafely.om01671For	safety,	program	the	system	when	stopped.	The	CB
presets	will	be	disabled,the	middle	of	the	screen	will	show	CB	Off	and	the	CB	icon	inthe	status	bar	will	turn	off.110	Citizen	Band	(CB)	RadioCB	channels	are	mutually	shared	among	many	users.	The	radio	reads	the	text	messageover	the	speakers	or	headset	by	using	the	text-to-speechfeature.	(See	section	501	of	the	Communications	Act.)(e)	You	must	send	your	answer	to	the	FCC	office	which	sentyou	the	notice.Sec.	For	example,	entering	"Birch	Street"	generates	a	list	of	all	cities	with	a	"Birch	Street"	in	the	database.•As	a	minimum,	the	system	requires	either	a
postal	codeor	a	city	and	state.	See	SYSTEM	SETTINGS,	Speed	Volume.•CB,	intercom,	phone	calls	and	system	prompts	haveindependent	volume	levels.	Absolute	pathnames	are	not	supported.•All	XML	files	on	USB	mass	storage	media	will	be	displayed,	even	if	the	files	are	not	actually	XML-formattedplaylists.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILE:	SONG	TITLE1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Find.2.See	Figure	60.	21RRadioCare	and	Cleaning.	Location	of	event5.	Multiple	trips	or	destinations	can	be	contained	in	a	single	GPX	file.The	export	feature
is	designed	to	back	up	routes	or	shareroutes	with	other	riders	that	have	a	Boom!	Box	system.	The	Home	screen	provides	access	to	all	thefeatures	available	for	the	system.	Perform	systemsetup	and	get	familiar	with	the	controls	and	features	of	theinfotainment	system	before	operating	the	motorcycle	on	theroad.This	system	cannot	warn	about	such	things	as	the	safety	ofan	area,	road	conditions	and	availability	of	emergency	services.Use	this	system	only	in	locations	where	it	is	legal	to	do	so.For	additional	instruction	and	information	for	setting	up	oroperating	the
system,	see	an	authorized	Harley-Davidsondealer	and	online	resources	at	www.h-d.com/boom	(or	theBoom!	Box	portion	of	www.h-d.com/touring).Figure	1.	Maneuver	List:	Turn-By-Turn	Instructions23DISPLAYING	A	MANEUVER:	ZOOM1.Select	the	next	turn	displayed	at	the	bottom	of	the	map.A	list	of	all	turns	in	the	route	are	displayed.2.Select	a	road	from	the	list.1.2.3.4.Maneuver	displayShow	previous/next	maneuverCurrently	selected	maneuverAvoid/restore	selected	maneuverFigure	125.	18VEHICLE	INFORMATION	Switch.	35SeekStation.	See
anauthorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer	to	have	this	service	performed.10.	AvoidancesSELECTIONSHighwayToll	roadFerryIn-process	data	(IPD)Car/trainUnpaved	roadTime	restrictionSeasonal	restrictionBorderCOMPASSCompass/Heading	Indicator	on	MapSee	Figure	111.	This	is	a	feature	of	the	smart	speller,	which	onlyenables	valid	strings	of	letters	according	to	the	entries	in	thedatabase.Input	is	displayed	in	the	title	bar.	66Selecting	a	Band:	Voice	Recognition.	4ScanMedia	Files.	This	"one-shot	destination"	command	is	notavailable	in	some	regions.	If	a
destinationis	not	recognized,	enter	the	address	using	the	navigation	menu.FAVORITE	Begins	a	route	to	a	previously	saved	destination.FIND	NEXT	Provides	a	list	of	stores	or	brands	that	match	the	requested	POI.	Damage	to	the	radio	due	to	usewithout	this	screen	protector	is	not	covered	under	warranty.The	screen	protector	itself	is	a	serviceable	wear	part	whichcan	be	purchased	at	an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer.Wear	or	subsequent	damage	to	the	screen	protector	is	notcovered	under	warranty.	148Route	To	Destination:	Address.	Use	a	connector	or
reader	as	needed.FILES	SUPPORTEDFEATURES	OR	LIMITATIONSMP3,	MP4,	MPEG-4	May	support	find	features.AAC,	M4A,	M4B,WAV,	WMABluetooth	devicedependent.Bluetooth	audio	isstreamed	by	thedevice	and	notdecoded	by	radio.2.No	find,	browse,	shuffle,	track	list,	orpreset	capability.	Whenchoosing	to	initiate	or	accept	a	new	call,	the	other	existingphone	call	is	dropped.Contacts	in	a	device's	phone	book	can	be	used	to	initiate	calls,display	incoming	caller	information	and	navigate	to	a	contactaddress.	Presets4.	73Scanning	Stations.	When	turned	on,
the	intercom	is	available	for	use118	Intercomand	the	intercom	icon	is	displayed	in	the	status	bar.	Press	and	hold	the	switch	again	to	hide	theaudio	source.Compass:	For	6.5	radios	without	navigation,	press	the	NAVIGATION	switch	to	display	the	compass.See	NAVIGATION	to	configure	and	operate	the	navigationfeatures.SOFT	KEYS:	4.3	ONLYSee	Figure	4.	Respond	toany	remaining	prompts	to	select	and	play	the	media.Media	85Page	104SAVING	MEDIA	FILE	AS	FAVORITE1.With	media	file	playing,	select	Menu.	98Phone	Menu.	The	call	screen	is	displayed	and
the	call	begins.Declining	the	call:	Select	Ignore.	IntercomITEMDESCRIPTIONCommunicationRider/passenger	headset	communicationOperationPush-to-talk	(PTT)	or	voice	activation(VOX)Features	and	Specifications	11Page	30Table	11.	Palmyra	Island	(more	than	50	islets).(c)	An	aircraft	or	ship,	with	the	permission	of	the	captain,	withinor	over	any	area	of	the	world	where	radio	services	are	regulatedby	the	FCC	or	upon	or	over	international	waters.	57TText	MessagingEnabling	Text	Message	Service.	30Tuner.	To	add	thestation	to	an	existing	route,	select	Add.
Turn	on	the	radio.	Keyed	vehicles	enter/exit	accessory	modeby	turning	the	ignition	switch	to	the	appropriate	position.	The	radio	can	displayup	to	60	total	calls	(20	missed,	20	received	and	20	dialedcalls).3.To	display	only	the	missed,	received	or	dialed	calls,repeatedly	select	the	button	in	the	right	corner.431.2.3.4.Dialed	callReceived	callMissed	callCall	lists	(dialed/received/missed/all	calls)Figure	74.	Page	12016	Boom!	BoxOwner's	Manual99464-16Fri	Jul	10	15:29:45	CDT	2015Page	2Page	3REGULATORY	AND	SAFETY	INFORMATIONExposure	to	Radio
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Information........................215Product	Registered	Marks.............................................216ixPage	18TABLE	OF	CONTENTSxPage	19SAFETY	INFORMATIONSet	CB	channel,	squelch	threshold	and	volume	beforeriding	to	minimize	adjustments	on	the	road.	18Hands-Free	Calling	Profile	(HFP).	(See	CB	Rule	22,	Sec.	40Screen	Brightness.	See	PHONE,	Changing	the	Emergency	Phone	Number.1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Phone.2.Select	SOS.3.Select	Dial.MAKING	A	CALL:	DIALING	WITH	VOICERECOGNITIONSee	VOICE	RECOGNITION	for	more	voice
recognitioninstructions.1.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.2.Say	DIAL	and	speak	the	phone	number	into	the	microphone.96	PhoneRECEIVING	A	CALL:ACCEPTING/IGNORINGWhen	a	call	is	received,	the	radio	plays	the	ring	tone	and	displays	the	incoming	call	information	as	shown	in	Figure	71.	To	advertise	a	political	candidate	or	political	campaign;(you	may	use	your	CB	radio	for	the	business	or	organizational	aspects	of	a	campaign,	if	you	follow	all	otherapplicable	rules);11.	A	sample	of	the	ring	tone	is	played.	The	radio	will	prompt	if	the	file	is	too
large	orwhen	replacing	an	existing	ring	tone.1.With	motorcycle	stopped,	connect	device	(with	ring	tonefile)	to	USB	port.2.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.	Audible	turn	guidance	will	also	be	played.3.Select	Call.	The	system	changes	tothe	necessary	band	or	media	device	to	play	the	selectedpreset.56	System	Settingsom01698a121.	For	example,	entering	"SAN"and	pressing	OK	could	provide	a	list	including	"SAN	FRANCISCO"	and	"SANTA	ANA".The	smart	speller	can	also	assist	when	entering	multiple	words.Entering	the	first	few	letters	of	each	word,
separated	by	aspace,	will	cause	the	system	to	respond	with	matching	words.For	example,	entering	"N	D"	(including	space)	could	cause	thesystem	to	respond	with	"NORTH	DAKOTA".Figure	22.	53Volume	ControlsPassenger.	When	input	is	required,	thescreen	displays	a	keypad	with	larger	buttons.	The	headsets	are	used	tooperate	the	CB,	intercom,	voice	recognition	commands	andother	features	on	equipped	models.Use	the	Harley-Davidson	7-pin	DIN	headset	that	is	suppliedwith	equipped	models	or	purchased	from	a	Harley-Davidsondealer.	The	menu	bar	and
its	components	changeaccording	to	the	screen	being	displayed.Table	19.	Theintercom	can	be	used	while	on	any	screen.Page	137ADJUSTING	MICROPHONE	SENSITIVITY:VOXvolume	breaks	VOX.	Thephone	dials	the	gas	station	(to	confirm	prices,	checkoperating	hours,	and	so	on).c.See	all	prices	at	station:	Select	Fuel	Prices	to	display	the	prices	for	all	fuel	types	at	the	station.	Any	frequency	determining	components,	such	as	crystals,	or	power	determining	semiconductors,	etc.,	should	only	be	replaced	with	the	originalcomponent	manufacturer's	part	or
equivalent.	37Selection.	See	NAVIGATION,	Route	Preferences	and	Avoidances.om02058311211.	128Selecting	Channel:	Channel	List.	Weather	Front	InformationINDICATORDESCRIPTIONCold	frontShown	as	a	blue	line	with	triangles.	179MediaApps	and	Players.	Adjust	the	volume	for	thesedifferent	audio	sources	while	they	are	active.	To	return	to	the	Call	screen	at	any	time	during	a	call,press	the	HOME	switch	twice.Page	111om0201812354613781.	91Bluetooth	Profiles.	The	intercomcan	only	be	activated	with	the	PTT	switch.VOX	sensitivity	should	be
adjusted	so	the	microphones	breakVOX	at	normal	voice	volume.	Radiowill	play	a	selected	song,	then	playsremaining	songs	by	the	artist.AlbumLists	all	songs	on	selected	album.	95Making	a	Call:	SiriusXM	Gas	Station.	72Weather	MapInformation.	Elapsed	time	in	call7.	45hPage	5Prompt	Settings.	The	USB	device	can	beremoved.EXPORTING	A	RIDE	PLANNER	ROUTE1.Connect	a	USB	drive	to	the	computer.The	USB	drive	mustbe	formatted	to	FAT16	or	FAT32	(commonly	used	by	mostPCs).2.Open	Ride	Planner	(www.h-d.com	>	Owners	>	RidePlanner).3.Create	a
new	route	or	select	an	existing	route	(H-D	GreatRoad,	rider-submitted	road	or	personally	saved	road).a.See	Figure	122.	To	prevent	distraction,some	features	are	locked	out,	unavailable	or	limited	in	capability1SAFETY	FIRSTSet	volume	levels	and	other	controls	on	audio	and	electronic	devices	before	riding.	If	specific	categories	havebeen	selected,	the	list	only	displays	channels	that	applyto	those	categories.	Navigation	MenuDISPLAYING	THE	MAPDisplay	map	(using	faceplate	switch):	Press	the	NAVIGATION	switch	on	the	radio	faceplate	to	display	the
navigation144	NavigationDisplay	map	(using	menus):	Select	Home	>	Nav	>	Map.Data	fields:	Select	left	or	right	data	fields	to	change	theinformation	shown	in	these	fields.Current	audio	source:	Select	the	bar	to	access	current	audiosource	screen	(tuner	or	media).	Select	the	media	file	on	thescreen.Listening	to	favorite:	Briefly	press	the	FAV	switch.	Selecting	Media	DevicePLAY	PREVIOUS/NEXT	MEDIA	FILE:PREVIOUS/NEXT	PRESETDepending	on	the	configuration,	the	PREVIOUS/NEXT	handcontrol	switch	will	either	advance	through	each	song	individually,
or	through	each	preset	that	is	programmed	for	the	device.1.Select	Home	>	Media	>	Menu.Pause:	Press	the	POWER/MUTE	switch	to	pause	or	unpausemedia.Rewind:	Press	and	hold	PREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	to	the	left.Rewinding	will	accelerate	as	switch	continues	to	be	held.Fast	Forward:	Press	and	hold	PREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	tothe	right.	165IIntercomAdjusting	Intercom	Volume.	29AntennaCB.	8Navigation.	Jarvis	Island.You	are	authorized	to	operate	your	CB	station	from:13.	Youmay	examine	a	list	of	certificated	equipment	at	any	FCC	FieldOffice	or	at	FCC
Headquarters.	Navigation7.	Tire	Pressure	Monitoring	System	(TPMS)Front	and	rear	tires:	Each	tire	is	shown	as	either	white	(toindicate	normal	tire	pressure)	or	amber	(to	indicate	a	low	tirepressure	condition).Page	213Tire	pressure	data:	Tire	pressure	is	displayed	as	psi	or	kPa,according	to	the	unit	settings	for	the	radio.	99Show	Contact	Details.	Select	one	of	the	following	from	the	list:The	tuner,	media	and	satellite	options	only	set	the	favorite	tothe	selected	device,	rather	than	to	a	particular	station	or	mediafile.om0197912FAVORITESThe	system	stores	up	to
six	favorites,	plus	an	additional	favoritefor	the	FAV	switch	on	the	radio	faceplate.	Forexample,	a	media	command	can	be	used	while	in	tuner	mode.The	system	will	switch	to	media	mode	and	carry	out	the	command.ACTIVATING	VOICE	RECOGNITIONCANCELLING	VOICE	RECOGNITION1.Hand	control:	Press	and	hold	the	VOICE	RECOGNITIONswitch.Press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	hand	control	switch.The	system	beeps	and	prompts	for	a	command.	For	vehicles	not	equipped	with	a	CB,	theoptional	CB	accessories	can	be	purchased	at	www.hd.com/store	or	at
an	authorized	Harley-Davidson	dealer.FACTORS	AFFECTING	CB	RANGEInstallation	of	the	CB	module	may	only	be	allowed	in	particularregions.	95.413	(CB	Rule	13)	What	communications	are	prohibited?(a)	You	must	not	use	a	CB	station:1.In	connection	with	any	activity	which	is	against	federal,state	or	local	law;Traveler	assistance	(see	CB	Rule	18,	Sec.	TheBluetooth	connection	terminates	and	the	radio	shuts	down.TRANSFERRING	A	CALL	BACK	TO	THEPHONESelecting	No	(or	not	acknowledging	the	prompt):	The	radiocontinues	to	support	the	call	for
approximately	five	minutes.At	the	end	of	this	period,	the	radio	attempts	to	transfer	the	callback	to	the	phone	and	the	radio	shuts	down.Only	use	the	phone	handset	manually	while	the	motorcycle	isstopped.1.In	the	radio,	select	Home	>	Setup	>	Bluetooth	Setup.NOTE2.Select	List	Paired	Devices.Phone	audio	can	only	continue	through	the	headset	during	thisshutdown	period.	A	compass	or	heading	indicator	is	displayedin	the	upper	right	corner	of	the	map.	Setting	a	FavoriteCurrently	playing	audio	source:	Shown	at	the	top	of	thelist.Tuner:	Sets	the	favorite	to	a
selected	tuner	band	(AM,FM,	WB,	LW	or	MW	as	applicable).Media:	Sets	the	favorite	to	a	USB-connected	device.Satellite:	Sets	the	favorite	to	SiriusXM	tuner.SELECTING	A	FAVORITEIf	selecting	a	file	from	a	removable	media	device,	the	radio	willdo	nothing	unless	the	media	device	is	connected.FAV	switch	(on	radio	faceplate):	Briefly	press	FAV	switch	toselect	the	audio	source.63Page	82Favorite	screen:	See	Figure	47.	Antennas	on	therear	of	the	vehicle	may	be	removed	during	vehicle	storage.Make	sure	to	install	antennas	before	operating	the	radio.	The	route
simulation	can	only	be	used	while	the	motorcycle	is	not	moving.CALLING	A	DESTINATION:	ROUTE	NOTACTIVE1.With	a	phone	connected,	select	a	destination	(such	as	aPOI).1.When	a	destination	has	been	selected,	select	the	optionbutton	(before	pressing	Go).2.After	the	route	is	calculated	(but	before	selecting	Go),select	the	option	button.2.Select	Simulate	Route.The	route	simulation	will	be	playedon	the	map.	Acceptance	Screen:	4.3	Modelsom01707Figure	2.	Tire	pressure	will	increaseas	the	tires	get	warm.Low	Tire	Pressure	AlertSee	Figure	140.	Flash	drives
with	security	features	orVerifying	Database	Version1.Turn	on	ignition.2.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	System	Information	>	Navigation	>	Database	to	show	the	currently	installed	databaseversion.3.See	Figure	134.	(See	section	502	of	theCommunications	Act.)(d)	If	a	Federal	court	finds	that	you	have	willfully	and	knowinglyviolated	any	provision	of	the	Communications	Act,	you	may	beFCC	Citizens	Band	Information	211Page	230fined	up	to	$10,000	or	you	may	be	imprisoned	for	one	year,	orboth.	The	status	bar	displays	the	Bluetoothicon	when	the	phone	is
connected.Bluetooth	89Page	108The	radio	will	not	automatically	reconnect	with	media	devicesover	Bluetooth.	CB	ScreenTURNING	CB	OFFSee	Figure	82.	Substitutescan	result	in	violation	of	FCC	rules.	Thesystem	returns	to	the	last	state	as	when	it	was	last	turned	off(media	file,	station,	and	so	on).Power	Off:	Press	and	hold	the	POWER/MUTE	switch	for	threeseconds	to	turn	the	system	off.	To	transmit	a	false	or	deceptive	communication.(b)	You	must	not	use	a	CB	station	to	transmit	communicationsfor	live	or	delayed	rebroadcast	on	a	radio	or	television
broadcast	station.You	may	use	your	CB	station	to	gather	news	itemsor	to	prepare	programs.Sec.	See	a	Harley-Davidson	dealer	for	service.Low	tire	pressure	icon:	The	system	detects	low	pressure	forthe	indicated	tire.	173Turning	Traffic	On/Off.	160Route	To	Destination:	Voice	Command.	181Verifying	Database	Version.	The	radio	remains	on	each	station	for	fiveseconds	before	continuing	the	scan.	Road/exit/street	sign	(select	to	show	or	avoidmaneuver)4.	Two-way	plain	language	communications	are	communications	without	codes	or	coded	messages.	163Record
a	Trail:	Trails	Menu.	Consult	part	17	of	the	FCC's	Rules	for	more	information.	See	PHONE,	Call	History	to	display	a	list	of	missedcalls.Page	115Accepting	a	new	call:	Accepting	a	new	call	will	terminate	thecurrent	call.om01988ADJUSTING	CALL	VOLUMEDuring	a	call,	use	the	volume	hand	control	switch	to	adjust	theincoming	call	audio.	Intercom	ScreenTURNING	INTERCOM	ON/OFF1.Select	Home	>	Com	>	Intercom.2.Select	the	button	in	upper	left	corner	until	it	displays	Onor	Off.	183Cancelling.	The	trailbegins	recording.4.3.End	trail:	Uncheck	the	Record
On	checkbox.	Frequency5.	Radar	InformationPRECIPITATIONTYPEINTENSITYRainSeven	color	levels	ranging	from	lightrainfall	(light	green)	to	severe	(red)SnowLight	snowfall	(light	blue),	heavy	snowfall(dark	blue)MixedLight	mixed	precipitation	(light	pink),heavy	mixed	(dark	pink)Page	159Table	34.	91Checkbox.	Themicrophone	becomes	more	sensitive.	Multiselect	Button	(typical)MULTISELECT	BUTTONSCROLL	CONTROLSSee	Figure	18.	The	intercom	can	be	operated	bypressing	the	PTT	switch	or	by	using	voice	operated	transmission	(VOX).	The	Scan	icon
is	displayed	on	thescreen.Media	79Page	983.Press	the	SELECT/ENTER	hand	control	switch	to	continueplaying	the	current	song.2.Check	the	Repeat	checkbox.The	Repeat	icon	is	displayedand	the	current	file	will	play	repeatedly	until	unselected.PLAY	RANDOM	FILES:	SHUFFLEom020351425Seek/preset	selectionScan	media	filesTrack	listRepeat	current	media	filePlay	random	media	filesFigure	57.	Reorder	(edit)	buttonFigure	120.	A	list	of	all	trips,trails	and	destinations	within	the	GPX	file	are	displayed.5.Select	the	trips,	trails	and	destinations	to
import.6.Select	the	Import	button	on	the	right	side	of	the	screen.7.Select	OK	when	completed.	See	the	OWNERCONTACT	INFORMATION	section	of	this	Owner's	Manual	forinformation	regarding	notification	of	ownership	changes.201LIMITED	RADIO	WARRANTY	(AUSTRALIA)2016	AUSTRALIA/NEW	ZEALAND	LIMITEDRADIO	WARRANTYPage	220Note:	If	the	motorcycle	was	used	as	a	demonstrator	or	company	motorcycle,	then	the	warranty	period	may	have	startedand/or	expired	prior	to	the	initial	retail	sale.	See	RBDS/RDSAmplifier.	Finding	a	Media	File82
MediaDESCRIPTIONArtistLists	all	songs	by	selected	artist.	The	system	displays	a	list	of	up	to	99recent	destinations	(without	including	duplicates).3.Select	a	recent	route	from	the	list.4.Select	Go.Home	has	not	been	programmed:	Select	a	home	destination	(address,	recent	destination,	or	so	on).	58SettingsAudio:	Bass/Treble.	20Privacy	Reset.	127Selecting	Channel:	Voice	Recognition.	156Route	To	Destination:	POI.	When	using	the	keyboard,	some	letters	may	beblanked	out.	The	file	is	stored	in	the	radio	and	configuredas	the	current	ring	tone.RESUMING
CALLS	AFTER	VEHICLESHUTDOWNIf	a	call	is	active	while	the	motorcycle	is	being	turned	off,	theradio	will	request	to	transfer	the	call	back	to	the	phone	asshown	in	Figure	80.Phone	105Page	124Selecting	Yes:	The	call	transfers	back	to	the	phone.	Low	Tire	Pressure	Alert196	Vehicle	StatusPage	215Use	only	Harley-Davidson	recommended	products	andmethods	to	keep	the	radio,	speakers	and	other	audio	systemcomponents	clean	and	in	good	condition.	Vehicle	in	Motion	MessageProgram	and	review	navigation	routes	with	the	vehicle	stopped.When	taking	a
long	trip,	plan	and	review	the	route	before	ridingthe	motorcycle.	To	make	sure	that	thesystem	works	properly	for	your	use,	select	the	proper	languageand	dialect	as	applicable.om01976Table	23.	66Tuning	a	Station:	Hand	Control	Switch.	Currently	playing	audio	source2.	97Phone	Book.	168Map	Scrolling:	Hand	Controls.	57Software	Version.	123Turning	Traffic	On.	.	The	following	options	are	available	whenselecting	this	button.POIs	Near:	Equivalent	to	selecting	POIs	from	Navigation	Mainmenu.Appearance:	Equivalent	to	selecting	Appearance	from
theNavigation	Setup	menu.Trip	Summary:	This	screen	provides	information	for	a	currenttrip	(start	and	end	time,	average	speed,	fuel	used	and	mileage,if	available).Record	On:	Records	a	trail	of	the	current	ride.	The	passengercannot	change	audio	sources	or	tune/seek	to	otherchannels	or	songs.om01740om01715Figure	38.	Distance	to	next	turn11.	Otherwise,select	OK.b.Call	station:	With	phone	connected,	select	Call.	Dial	phone	number1425363.	Adjustthe	brightness	level.BUTTON	BRIGHTNESS1.See	Figure	27.	The	map	can	also	displayweather	fronts,
atmospheric	pressure	and	isobars.1.While	in	the	weather	map,	select	the	option	button	on	theright	side	of	the	screen.2.Turn	on	radar:	Check	the	Radar	checkbox.3.Turn	on	weather	fronts:	Check	the	Fronts	checkbox.4.Select	the	Back	button.	112Range.	Traffic176	NavigationPage	195TURNING	TRAFFIC	ON/OFF2.On	equipped	vehicles,	traffic	automatically	turns	on	whenselecting	the	RDS	traffic	feature	from	the	Home	screen	or	whenselecting	the	SiriusXM	traffic	feature.1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Traffic.2.Check	the	Traffic	checkbox	to	turn	on.TRAFFIC
NOTIFICATION	SETTINGS1.Select	Home	>	Setup	>	Traffic	>	Notification.2.Beep	when	traffic	popup	is	displayed:	Check	PopupBeep	checkbox.3.Traffic	event	range:	Select	Message	Filter.	53Squelch	(SQ+/SQ-)	Switch.	USB	portFigure	12.	70Tune/Seek/Preset	Settings.	The	radio	broadcast	is	over	satellite	(with	groundrepeaters)	to	provide	consistent	programming	and	signal	qualitynationwide	without	a	break	in	coverage.New	vehicles	equipped	with	SiriusXM	from	the	factory	includea	three-month	trial	subscription	for	SiriusXM	Radio,	Traffic	andTravel	Link
service	in	regions	where	service	is	available.	See	the	Naviextras	website	for	supportedplatforms	and	display	resolution.•A	USB	flash	drive	with	a	minimum	of	16	GB	is	required.The	flash	drive	must	be	able	to	accept	database	files	inits	root	directory.	Select	the	location	for	the	POI.	Minimum	level	(PTT	activation	only)4.	Press	POWER/MUTEswitch	to	resume	audio.Basic	Operation	41Page	60Table	21.	Any	media	files	or	devicesstored	as	a	favorite	must	be	connected	to	the	USB	port.NOTES•The	FAV	switch	only	stores	one	audio	source.	194Voice
CommandsActivating.	To	saveNavigation	155Page	174NOTES•To	delete	all	recent	destinations	from	the	list,	select	thetrash	can	button.•To	add	a	recent	destination	to	the	saved	list,	select	theoption	button	and	select	Save.ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	PHONE	BOOK5.Select	OK	to	calculate	the	route.	16NNational	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA).	158Route	To	Destination:	Emergency.	Allow	sufficient	time	tocomplete	all	uploads,	downloads	or	unzipping	of	files.	Theintensity	of	rain,	snow	or	mixed	precipitation	is	indicated	by	thelegend	on	the
bottom	of	the	map.	136Page	245Traffic	Program/Traffic	Announcement	(TP/TA).	Keyboard	Setting:	Full/LargeSPEAKER/HEADSET	SELECTION1.See	Figure	33.	79Screen.	77dDevices.	(00176a)There	are	no	adjustments	internal	to	the	CB	transceiverchassis	that	can	be	performed	without	risking	non-compliance	with	Federal	Communications	Commission	(FCC)rules.	The	formats	can2341.2.3.4.Enter	latitudeEnter	longitudeSelect	coordinate	formatBegin	route	calculationFigure	119.	111Tuning	Channels.	29SpecificationsAudio.	This	eliminates	noisewhile
allowing	any	stronger	signals	to	break	squelch.Intermittent	noise:	If	intermittent	noise	or	undesired	weak	CBsignals	continue	to	break	squelch,	consider	raising	the	squelchfurther.	Depending	on	the	settings,	a	Game	Zone	alertpops	up	when	a	game	is	being	broadcasted	or	a	score	changehas	taken	place	for	a	favorite	team.Listen:	The	radio	tunes	to	the	channel	that	is	broadcasting	thegame.SiriusXM	131Page	150Ignore:	The	radio	continues	with	its	current	audio	source.3.Select	the	team	to	be	removed	from	the	list.4.Select	Clear	from	Favorites.	The
PREVIOUS/NEXT	hand	control	switch	willadvance	through	each	of	the	presets,	rather	than	through	everysong	on	the	device.om01985FINDING	A	MEDIA	FILESee	Figure	59.	MediaTransfer	Protocol(MTP)	compatibledevice.Bluetooth	deviceVaries.	Use	of	other	products	or	methods	may	causedamage	to	components.Replaceable	Screen	ProtectorBoom!	Box	6.5GT	radios	have	a	replaceable	screen	protector.Keep	the	protector	on	the	screen	at	all	times.	Select	OK	to	confirm.3.To	exit	route	simulation,	select	the	Back	button.TRIP	SUMMARY4.To	commit	to	the
route,	select	the	Back	button	again.Select	Go.A	summary	of	the	current	route	can	be	displayed	at	any	pointduring	a	ride.	144Editing	a	Trip:	Adding	Waypoints	in	Menu.	The	radio	remains	in	sleep	mode	and	continues	to	draw	current	while	the	motorcycle	is	turned	on	or	inaccessory	mode.	22Push-To-Talk	(PTT)/Volume	(VOL)	Switch.	Check	with	local	authorities	andobey	all	applicable	laws	and	regulations.INTERCOMThe	rider	or	passenger	can	initiate	intercom	communication.When	the	intercom	is	active,	tuner	and	media	volume	areautomatically	reduced	so
the	intercom	can	be	heard	throughthe	headsets.117Page	136om020041243561.	76Device	Support.	22Regionalization	(REG).	There	is	no	need	tomanually	cancel	the	current	route	when	adding	or	replacing	itwith	a	new	route.ROUTE	TO	DESTINATION:	VOICECOMMANDCANCELING	A	ROUTE:	VOICE	COMMAND1.With	route	active,	press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.1.With	route	active,	press	the	VOICE	RECOGNITION	switch.2.Say	CANCEL	ROUTE	GUIDANCE	into	the	microphone.2.Select	one	of	the	following	options:a.Route	to	address:	Say
DESTINATION	followed	bythe	address	into	the	microphone.NOTETRIPSb.Route	to	saved	destination:	Say	FAVORITE	followed	by	the	saved	destination	name	into	the	microphone.Trips	are	useful	when	visiting	a	number	of	POIs	during	anextended	ride,	planning	rides	with	intermediate	destinations(waypoints)	or	when	planning	a	ride	with	restaurants	andovernight	lodging.	Select	themedia	player	on	the	screen.Setting	FAV	switch	(media	file):	With	a	media	file	playing,press	and	hold	the	FAV	switch.	Screen	Menu	Bar34	Basic	OperationSee	Figure	17.	This
prevents	road	noise	from	breaking	VOX.	19Rear	(Passenger)	Controls.	See	FAVORITES.•To	overwrite	the	currently	stored	favorite,	repeat	the	procedure	for	setting	the	favorite.•The	FAV	switch	cannot	be	set	to	navigation	locations,phone	features	or	CB	channels.NAVIGATION	SWITCH:	6.5	ONLYNavigation	Menu/Map:	Press	the	NAVIGATION	switch	todisplay	the	navigation	menu	(or	navigation	map,	if	active).Press	the	switch	again	to	toggle	between	the	map	and	navigation	menu.Display	Audio	Source	on	Map:	While	map	is	displayed,	pressand	hold	the
NAVIGATION	switch.	Status	Bar	IconsICONNAMEFUNCTIONSpeakers	not	mutedMusic/media	is	playing	through	thespeakers.Speakers	mutedTable	21.	66Selecting	Categories.	The	system	willonly	display	the	notification	when	a	route	is	currently	activeand	an	alternative	route	would	reduce	the	current	ride	time	byfive	minutes	or	more.See	NAVIGATION,	Rerouting.TRAFFIC	ICONSA	description	of	all	traffic	icons	is	displayed	in	the	Setup	menu.Select	Setup	>	Traffic	>	Legend.Also	see	NAVIGATION,	Traffic	Event	List:	RDS	Traffic.TRAFFIC	REROUTESee
NAVIGATION,	Rerouting.SiriusXM	137Page	156om020101om0201112265431.	Follow	theinstruction	sheet	procedures	or	have	an	authorized	HarleyDavidson	dealer	install	the	accessory.	The	radio	turns	off	when	the	call	ends.Unmuting	microphones:	Press	the	Mute/Unmute	button	untilUnmute	is	displayed.	17iPage	8Traffic	Program/Traffic	Announcement	(TP/TA).	16MODE/UP/DN	Switch.	If	a	command	is	not	spoken	or	recognizedwhile	the	teleprompter	is	displayed,	the	system	shows	a	list	ofcommand	categories.	Phone	carrier12910
118.9.10.11.12.13.Roaming	iconPhone	battery	(5	bars)Bluetooth	connectedNew	message	iconPhone	signal	strengthMicrophone	mutedFigure	69.	CompassMAP	SCROLLING:	TOUCHSCREEN1.With	the	map	displayed,	press	on	the	touchscreen.	Press	the	multiselect	button	to	choose	Seek(PREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	will	advance	to	next	channel)	orPreset	(PREVIOUS/NEXT	switch	will	advance	to	next	preset).354SELECTING	A	CHANNEL:	CHANNEL	LIST1.See	Figure	93.	DirectPage	229mechanical	control	or	direct	electrical	control	by	wire	from	somepoint	on	the
same	premises,	craft	or	vehicle	as	the	CB	transmitter	is	not	considered	remote	control.Sec.	Storage/media	compartment	door2.	The	volume	switchdoes	not	affect	the	speakers	or	rider	headset	volume.Bike-to-bike	(CB)	communication	is	standard	on	some	vehiclesin	select	locations.	119Description.

中古パソコンの最新情報をお届け。WindowsノートやゲーミングPC、Mac、iPad、リユースPC、Office付きPCなど、お買い得な中古品を多数紹介。秋葉原の	...	Symposia.	ITMAT	symposia	enlist	outstanding	speakers	from	the	US	and	abroad	to	address	topics	of	direct	relevance	to	translational	science.	Read	more	Shop	by	department,	purchase	cars,	fashion	apparel,	collectibles,	sporting	goods,	cameras,	baby	items,	and	everything	else	on	eBay,	the	world's	online	marketplace	Browse	Google	Shopping	to	find	the	products	you’re	looking	for,	track	&	compare	prices,	and	decide
where	to	buy	online	or	in	store.	Homepage	des	deutschsprachigen	Auftritts	der	Deutschen	Rentenversicherung.	„Flexibel	in	den	Ruhestand“	Den	Übergang	vom	Erwerbsleben	in	den	Ruhestand	flexibler	zu	gestalten	und	ein	Weiterarbeiten	über	die	reguläre	Altersgrenze	hinaus	interessant	zu	machen,	das	ist	das	Ziel	der	"Flexirente".	Bausteine	des	schrittweisen	Rentenübergangs	Die	"Flexirente"	hat	verschiedene	…	The	first	step	towards	benefiting	from	the	Netstrata	difference	is	to	make	an	enquiry	for	an	obligation	free	quote.	Request	a	Quote.	If	you	would
like	to	…	Jul	18,	2008	·	Harley-Davidson,	which	enjoyed	two	decades	of	record	sales	and	earnings	growth	leading	up	to	2007,	is	the	latest	to	feel	the	sting.	No	major	updates	for	this	year.	Make	your	motorcycle	loud.	Scosche	2006	to	2013	Harley	Davidson	Motorcycle	with	Boom	Audio	Saddlebags	5"x	7"	to	6"x	9"	Speaker	Adapter	(1	Pair)	SAHD6901B	3.	Learn	how	to	do	just	about	everything	at	eHow.	Find	expert	advice	along	with	How	To	videos	and	articles,	including	instructions	on	how	to	make,	cook,	grow,	or	do	almost	anything.	漢字の覚え方について写真や絵を
使って説明するブログです。常用漢字2131字を目標にします。タイトルの風船あられは祖父自慢のあられです。	本文、イラストは随時訂正し、書き換えます。著作権は風船に帰属し、商業目的の引用はご遠慮下さい。漱石の『明暗』の続きを執筆中です	…
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